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When the News Breaks FAST
Can Your Staff Pull It Together?
Today every television station needs serious news production capability
and WHEATSTONE's TV-80 is the perfect console for the job!
POWERFUL, with

a

-

clean traditional

layout and computer assisted source selection, the TV -80 borrows heavily from its big
brother the TV-1000 to give you the features
you NEED: eight mix -minus busses to handle
fast -breaking news events, and eight aux
sends (PLUS eight submasters) for plenty of
mixing power during big sporting events,
elections and other special broadcasts.
DAILY SETUPS are fast and easy with the
Wheatstone Event Computer, which can
automatically access hundreds of sources via
the console's preselector overbridge (a 36
fader console can handle over four hundred
inputs); even inexperienced operators can be
up and running in minutes! Alphanumeric
displays above each fader track all selected

sources -even those coming from your

station's router.
AND because the TV-80 is available in a
multitude of mainframe sizes, you can scale
it to match your own needs, selecting the
number of inputs and options YOU require.
The totally modular design makes upgrades
easy should future requirements expand.
Don't let fast -breaking news leave you
behind! Contact WHEATSTONE to find out
how this affordable console can give you the
production power you need for today AND
tomorrow!
tel 252 - 638 -7000 /fax 252- 635 -4857

email: sales@ wheatstone.com

website: www.wheatstone.com

N,

Wheatstone's EVENT COMPUTER lets operators call up source
presets by name for fast switchovers and routine daily set -ups. It can
even communicate with your station router.

Whcatftor) Cor,orc)tion
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562
Circle (101) on Free Info Card

Running digital and analog can be tough.
Good thing there's geeks like us.

Sure, some broadcasters call us industry geeks. Others call us industry experts. But

its all the same to
maintaining

a

us. Because

when it comes to the chaos of adding digital while

profitable analog operation, were the geeks you need. Harris

is

the

most experienced, most reliable choice for analog and digital operation. We've

delivered more DTV transmitters, encoders and support equipment than any of our

competitors, with expertise that

has

built

a

reputation for reliability.

next level solutions
WIRELESS

reputation that carries over to our systems integration work, whether you're adding

BROADCAST

DTV capabilities or building from the ground up. So when analog and digital collide,

GOVERNMENT

call us. Because whether we're experts or geeks, we're still Harris. And we can help.

NETWORK SUPPORT

A

1

800 -4- HARRIS ext.3032

www.harris.com /communications
Circle (104) on Free Info Card
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Shoot MPEG on Betacam SX camcorders.

D Transcode to MPEG IMX for

/14,011/,A

000110

SONY

and that unified

the world.

A Run MPEG on SDI muting switchers.1111 1,i MPEGni 1,i r.114] Distribute MPEG via DTV, DVS or DVD.
Your present operation will be looking better than ever, thanks

What's more, selected Sony VTRs can convert DVCAM', consumer

to MPEG technology. DTV, DVB and DVD all depend on MPEG.

DV,

A growing list of broadcast equipment companies support MPEG.

footage into MPEG streams. Just pop in a tape and press Play.

And a growing number of broadcasters are maintaining picture

quality by implementing MPEG as the single compression

algorithm throughout their facilities.

DVCPRO' 25, Betacam' oxide, Betacam SP' and Digital Betacam

Sony is no MPEG novice. We worked with other industry leaders to

establish the MPEG 4:2:2 Profile. To standardize MPEG Elementary
Streams. To build an open, interoperable MPEG platform. And we're

Sony can help make MPEG work for you. You can acquire in MPEG
at 18 Megabits per second with rugged, cost -effective Betacam SX'

camcorders. Then seamlessly transcode to all frames at 50 Mbps,
for superlative postproduction on MPEG IMX'M recorders and
I

servers. Then route and switch MPEG Elementary Streams over
SDTI -CP using the same infrastructure you already have for SDI.
Then play to air from Sony MPEG servers. You can even manage

continuing to consult broadcasters on three continents as we
develop MPEG solutions.
It's no wonder that as the world turns increasingly to MPEG,

broadcasters turn increasingly to Sony.

1-800-472-SONY ext. MPEG

www.sony.com/professionaI

your assets on the PetaSite'' MPEG archive.

M 2O0b Sony Electronics Inc All notes reserved
COMPLETE THE PICIURE OVCAM MPEG 1Mo

Reeroduelion in whole or ,n pall w)Mwl wotlen permission rs prombnetl
and s000 hcauons suolecl to change *01,001 notice Sony. Belacam Betacam sP Be'
any PelaSrte are trademarks of Sony OVCPRO is a trademark of Matsush0a Elecln c Co
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How long is too long?

(continued on page 8)

Panasonic Broadcast President Warren Allgyer (left) and Capitol Broadcasting CEO Jim Goodmon (right)

Congratulations and thank you WRAL-TV!
Ill,;lli'I,i'CSIPIIIII,ill,;;ili
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Panasonic congratulates WRAL -TV

for

being the first to broadcast an all -HDTV

newscast. We also would like to thank WRAL for investing in DVCPRO HD

for the production of their field news operations

in high

definition.

DVCPRO HD's open systems design provides maximum compatibility

with other formats, data networking, and MPEG -2 transmission,
assuring

a

graceful DTV migration. When, like industry leader WRAL,

you're ready to upgrade your news operations, the phenomenal
image quality and economy of DVCPRO HD

station with

a

revenue -generating,

competitive news advantage for
today and tomorrow.

is

ready to provide your

Panasonic

Open systems. Open minds. -

www_panasonic.com /wral
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are some of Tektronix's T &M solutions; MTS300 MPEG multi -stan-

dard test system, the MTM300
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FREEZE FRAME

A look at the technology that shaped this industry.

First VTR tape -delayed broadcast
In May 1984, Broadcast Engineering celebrated its 25th
anniversary with an in -depth review of broadcast history. In
one article, we discussed the history of videotape recording.
The photo below illustrated the world's first tape -delayed
broadcast. The photo shows a West Coast network facility
playing back, on a three -hour delay basis, a famous program. Name the month, year and network involved in
the tape -delayed broadcast. If you know the program, a
bonus prize will be awarded. Selected correct entries will
receive a Broadcast
Engineering T- shirt.
Submit entries marked
"Freezeframe" to:
editor@intertec.com
All entries due by
.
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Dec. 31, 2000.

Wouldn't it be
to get

doesn't

a

nice
server that

FORCE

you to

acquire new skills?

Introducing
the Abekas 6000,
the server you
already know
how to use.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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want a flexible, scalable,
exceptionally versatile digital
audio video server that will help
you well into the next century and
gives you the control you want
without so much as a whimper,
look at the Abekas 6000.
If you

Editorial
I

want my HDTV

did I kick over a hornet's nest with my August editorial "Kill the 8VSB Frankenstein." From
some of the e-mail I received, you'd think I was going to take away everyone's HDTV set. (The
few that there are!)
I knew the editorial was going to upset a lot of people. What surprised me, however, was the number
of consumers, but few broadcasters, that provided feedback. I really enjoyed the comments, both
supportive and critical. For those that took me to task: I haven't changed my mind. 8VSB is still the biggest
reason DTV hasn't been successful. If we'll just dump 8VSB, we can put the DTV train back on its tracks.
Apparently, the August editorial was posted to a home theater enthusiast website, so the consumer
types were first to respond. These guys came after me with a vengeance. Collectively they shouted,
"You're just trying to take away my HDTV!" Unfortunately, most couldn't separate the technological
facts from their emotions.
Some critics claimed I was paid by Sinclair to write the piece.
I wasn't. Some claimed I was a propaganda machine for the
broadcasters who don't want DTV. I'm not. Others claimed I
made up the material. Fortunately, I didn't need to. The truth
about 8VSB is bad enough. From the letters, it's obvious that
consumers equate HDTV to DTV. These guys didn't buy their
receivers for "digital" they bought them for HDTV.
On the other hand, many of these consumers aren't stupid.
they know about the 8VSB/COFDM controversy. And, it's
obvious that it is their experience that forms their opinion. In
other words, they may not be studied in the technology, but at
least they've experienced it.
These consumers have made an investment in DTV and they are
staunch supporters of keeping DTV technology as it is. They are
quick to criticize the networks and local stations for not promoting
HDTV and for not creating more HDTV programming.
These folks are passionate about their hobby and some have spent heavily on it. As one writer said, "I have
$6000 invested in HDTV equipment, and I intend on getting my money's worth out of it." However, its
important to realize that today's HDTV/DTV consumers are but a microscopic cell of the total TV audience.
Clearly, anyone who suggests any change that could delay this technology risks being labeled a heretic.
Fellow broadcasters responded quite differently to my editorial. These professionals, to a writer,
admitted that COFDM was at least a strong candidate technology, if not the outright best
methodology for DTV. These fellows obviously were more familiar with the technology so they often
quoted dBs and coverage areas. However, there is one very interesting point to note: Not one
broadcaster respondent admitted to owning an HDTV receiver.
That's a disappointing fact. Why doesn't our own leadership invest in HD? In fact, I've never met
a chief engineer who'd bought his own HDTV set.
By the way, I'll bet you dinner in DC that our fearless FCC leader Kennard hasn't invested in HDTV
either. If he's so pro -DTV, why doesn't he pony up $6000 for his own set? Then he could watch standard
TV delivered by cable and DVDs because digital broadcasting isn't carried by cable.
I will give the consumer guys credit. They love their hobby and they've invested their own money
in it. So maybe that does give them something the rest of us don't have, the right to vote. The problem
is, they're still voting for a loser.
Boy,

Send comments to:
direct: editor @intertec.com
website: www.broadcastengineering.com

Brad Dick, editor
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Reader Fee
Not surprisingly, the August editorial, "KilltheSVSB
Frankenstein," drew a lot of

Dear Editor:
The only reason
for implementing

comment. Most respondents
came from two camps: consumers and broadcast professionals. If we measure

COFDM is for
datacasting (espe-

response on emotion, the
consumer guys win hands down.
The more measured, considered opinions came from those in the trenches.
Here is a selection of the feedback
from both camps. For an up -to -date
presentation of the comments re-

ceived on this topic, go to
www.broadcastengineering.com and
click "Reader Feedback." We'll continue this discussion next month.
BRAD DICK, EDITOR

Sir:
Your article is one of the most irresponsible, slanted and obvious attempts at
negative propaganda I have ever read.
8VSB works and works the way it is

intended, to provide digital coverage
similar to analog OTA coverage. I have
been a digital viewer since early 2000
and can report excellent performance
by my first generation RCA DTC 100
on all local DC -area stations. It outperforms my satellite dish even in heavy
rainstorms. This is, once again, just
another slanderous attempt by a "journalist" operating with a hidden agenda
to help kill the HD/DTV movement.
Knowledgeable and informed readers
of this article recognize your agenda is
not concerned with facts but misinformation. It is wholly designed to spread
untruths and operate with a hidden agenda set forth by a company that owns many
TV stations who would like to provide
services not intended for with the free
bandwidth given to them by Congress.
It would rather cheat the American
people of the financial gains recognized by paying for bandwidth to provide for datacasting services. That, sir,
is called propaganda in my book.

cially for mobile receivers). Most consumers now receiving
DTV are only interhigh-definition video.
ested in
This is the original intention of DTV
and the way it should remain. The

continued debate between COFDM
and 8VSB, the continued foot dragging by some broadcasters and the

broadcasters not advertising their
HDTV channels is holding back the
progress of HDTV. 8VSB works and
does its job very nicely, but only if you
turn on the transmitter!
BOB LYONS

Editor:
Mark Simon's (Rohde & Schwarz)
presentation of COFDM at the Pittsburgh regional SBE meeting made the
point for me. Particularly interesting

it Legal ?" by Mitchell Lazarus.

Brad:

About a year ago you and I discussed
8VSB and COFDM. I took the position
then that receiver technology would
eventually solve the problems of 8VSB,
and I referenced radar receivers as an
example of technological solutions.
That may still be a viable position for
fixed -point reception, but the world
is not standing still and neither are
receivers. I think I have seen the light
and am now a believer that we should
move to COFDM immediately or see
the opportunity for datacasting gobbled up by rapidly evolving LMDS and
third -generation cellular technology,
leaving broadcasters out in the cold.
At this point it is obvious that by
insisting on the 8VSB standard, the
FCC is pushing a rope. The more than
1300 broadcasters who are not in the

At this point it is obvious that by insisting on

the 8VSB standard, the FCC is pushing

a

rope.

is the concept of hierarchical modulation. He presented a scenario that
allows transmission of a highly fade resistant datacasting signal for mobile
applications at 4Mb /s and moderately
multipath resistant signal for HDTV
at 13Mb/s on the same 6MHz channel. This is certainly the way to go for
mobile apps. Technically, I was sold,
but I could see broadcasters were not.
I feel broadcasters would have a better chance of defending their turf if
they develop related broadband applications for mobile use and thus fought
for market share. I would like to see

top markets will never see a return on
their investment in digital transmission equipment if they must rely only
on the already established revenue
streams, and they recognize this. Digital
transmitter sales are down and show
no signs of an immediate uptick. The
FCC holds the key to the future of digital
TV and datacasting, and they need to
listen to the voices of industry soon.

Broadcast Engineering address this issue.

question how much personal experience you've had at your home with
DTV via 8VSB. I'm in the Detroit area
(five DTV stations on the air) and I get

TOM AMMONS

WQED

WAYNE HARRELSON

12

Editor's note:
For an excellent tutorial on the legalities
of datacasting and other non -traditional
applications, see the July 2000 issue of
Broadcast Engineering, "Datacasting: Is

broadcastengineering.com
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won't spoil

Every scene is seen better

with

a

Sachtler.

absolutely perfect reception on every
one of the stations (15 to 20 miles
away). My antenna is a spool of solder
plugged into the antenna input!
You can publish all the garbage you
want about 8VSB. The fact is that it
works. I have $6000 invested in HDTV
equipment, and I intend on getting my
money's worth out of it.

did: "Where is the 8VSB over- the-air
demo ?" The answer was: "It (8VSB)
can't be received in the convention
hall." I hope everybody from the Hill
down to the customers at the local
Video Kingdom hear your message.
JERRY

FUEHRER

KEARNEY,

MIKE MIJAL
CANTON, MI

Editor:
I'm a member of the AVS Forum, and
I know you have received several highly passionate responses from others
that have reacted negatively to your
column regarding the killing of 8VSB.
I don't have time to be long- winded on
this, but did want to say that while I
don't think 8VSB is as dead a technology as you indicate, I also see the

L

KHGI-TV
NE

PATRICK JOY

As a user of DTV I completely reject
the assertion that 8VSB does not work.
In my experience, since the purchase
of my system in January, I have very
rarely had problems receiving 8VSB
modulated signals. In fact the two
most receivable signals in the Boston
area are the two stations that represent ABC and NBC. The CBS affiliate
is on the air, but not getting a signal to
its allocated broadcast area.
There were two other stations that started broadcasting at full
power and I have no

plugged into the antenna input!

problem receiving
them. But the point is, when these
stations come up to full power and
their antennas are at their specified
height, you can receive these stations
with minimal outside antenna systems.
I don't believe that broadcasters/net works can do everything. It is a prescription for mediocrity, which they
are pretty close to now. Do you really
think that they can be any good at
datacasting? The broadcasters and
networks hit mediocrity some time
ago and don't seem to want to use
HDTV as a road back to superior

COFDM then?
JIM A. KOSINSKY
DIRECTOR OF MEDIA SERVICES
CONCORDIA MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
RIVER FOREST, IL

programming.
The programs I have seen on HDTV,
no matter what the source, have all
been breathtaking. This is the single
biggest improvement in media quality
since the advent of the audio CD. To
all that worked on this standard I say

A

Editor:
Thanks for the editorial! You said it
all. I trust you saw the COFDM over the -air demo at NAB2000? I did and
asked the question that many people

14

standard comes pretty close. This standard is completely usable for what it
was intended. To the people who strive
to change it into something else, I say
get lost and let us viewers enjoy the
quality of the ATSC system.

Editor:

My antenna is a spool of solder

positives of COFDM and the circular
argument that exists here.
When all is said and done it isn't
going to matter at all which standard
is superior if this argument continues,
because it is killing HDTV. What matters is that a strong, decisive action is
taken to decide ultimately which standard will provide the best overall service. Even though I am purchasing an
8VSB modulator (DishNetwork's add on module), I will happily turn this
over in favor of COFDM if it will
settle the argument and get content on
the air. Without content, forward thinking from broadcasters and active public awareness campaigning, the HDTV
format will die ... and both arguments
will end. Who cares about 8VSB vs.

"bravo," "well done" and "keep up
the good work." Anything as new as
this standard will always be a work in
progress. Nothing is perfect, but this

broadcastengineering.com

I

!tit

GENUITY.COM

Editor:
In my suburban location, 8VSB works
perfectly. However, you should be
aware that I can't get a decent NTSC
signal here. In fact, none of my neighbors get a good NTSC signal around
here either and we're only 30 miles
from the World Trade Center.
In Manhattan today, most people
cannot get NTSC without terrible
multipath. So, they are not any worse
off with the proposed 8VSB standard.
So if the goal is (I thought) to replace
NTSC by 2006, 8VSB works fine. To
delay this implementation on the
grounds that some newer system might
be better in two years time seems odd
to me. In any technological field there
will always be something better available if we just wait a little while. The
investments already made would be lost
and we'd be back to NTSC for an extra
couple of years for no long -term gain.
However, we do know that CODFM
is better for chargeable mobile services. The whole rationale behind giving
broadcasters free spectrum was that
they would operate on a free basis and
in the public interest. Any debate, therefore, should revolve around the question of whether the bandwidth given
by the American people to the broadcasters should be optimized to generate profits for the broadcasters or to
provide service to Americans. If the
broadcasters want to provide chargeable services, then they should participate in an auction of the bandwidth.
This CODFM nonsense is just a cynical ploy on their part to enhance their
revenues. And you have fallen for it.
Ross SALINGER

Patrick Joy with his 8VSB receiver

November 2000

Send reader comments to:

editor@intertec.com
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TOUGH PROBLEM
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AND SOLVED

RIGHT,
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HARMONIC.

THE TOUGHER YOUR PROBLEM,

THE HARDER WE WORK.
Face it, many companies provide broadband solutions.
Unfortunately, few of these solutions work the way
they're expected to. Which is why more and more
broadband service providers are bringing their
architectural problems to Harmonic. Simply put,
our solutions work, 24 x 7.
WE DELIVER BROADBAND INNOVATIONS FROM THE HEADEND ACROSS THE ENTIRE NETWORK

Harmonic knows broadband networks inside and
out. Our world -class expertise in advanced fiber
optic networks and digital video systems helps
service providers stay competitive and get to market
faster with delivery of video, voice and data over
broadband networks.

At Harmonic, we'll do whatever it takes to solve your
toughest broadband problems quickly. Our digital
and fiber optic engineers are technically astute, highly
responsive, and totally committed to developing

innovative optical networking, digital video systems,
and high -speed data solutions that work.

No matter how difficult your broadband challenge
may be, Harmonic can help solve it. For more
information, visit www.harmonicinc.com. Or call
us +1.408.542.2500.
CALL US ABOUT YOUR TOUGH PROBLEMS IN:

Optical Access Networks
IP Data Gateways

I

I

Digital Video Systems

Network Management

System Integration

Smart Solutions for Broadband System,
Circle (108) on Fns Info Card
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Beyond the
News

Record -setting remote strikes
BY LARRY BLOOMFIELD

You've got 10 minutes or less to strike
all your television equipment, and
get it out of the way. Now this might be
a piece of cake for an ENG crew, but
for a full multicamera remote produc-

tion van and crew with lights and all,
it is a real challenge. Challenge or not,
that's the way it is Monday nights, this
season, before the Monday Night Football game.
The Home Shopping Network (HSN)
got the idea of doing an hour show prior
to each of the Monday Night Football
(MNF) games from the stadium where
the action is about to take place. Obviously it takes a bit of time to set up the
cameras, mics, IFB and other paraphernalia necessary to do a complete show,
but getting all that gear out of the way in
a matter of minutes has to be something

NFL to broadcast the HSN pre -game
show before every MNF game.
PMTV meets this kind of a challenge
with a production truck, lighting truck
and a satellite uplink truck for each of
the broadcasts, where only a minimal

It takes 30 people on the field to strike the
show in the allotted time, which is between

for the Guinness Book of World Records.

With plenty of "remote" outside
broadcast (OB) experience, it didn't
take long for the folks at PMTV and
HSN to ink a multiyear deal with the

four to seven minutes.
..z1M11=1.
amount of copper, coax and fiber need
to be laid prior to each broadcast. The
audio, two -way communications, including IFB and intercom, along with
microphones, are all wireless, as are
their "G -Cam" and blimp camera.
Spearheading this weekly project is
PMTV's Kevin Tully. "The show airs
every Monday night from 8 to 9 p.m. at
the venue for Monday Night Football,"
Tully says. "We use three hard cameras

FRAME GRAB
A look at the

issues driving today's technology.

Interactivity finds DTV foothold

Half of DTV homes to have Web access via TV by 2003.

Digital Households in 1999

Digital Households in

Restricted

Unrestricted

web access

web access

nrestricted
web access

1Ol-Rt'E: Datamonitur

1
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and one handheld on the set, all on triax,
plus one wireless `G -Cam'. The G -Cam
is fired on 7GHz to a receiver and has
full two -way communications," Tully
explained, "for a total of five cameras,
plus a camera in a blimp, which makes

broadcastengineering.com
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six." The five truck cameras, three
"hard," one handheld and the one 7GHz
G-Cam are all Ikegami HL -55s. The lens
complement is three 55:1, one 14:1

and one wide angle.
All the video sources feed a GVG 300
switcher with 24 inputs and three M/E
buses. In addition to the cameras, a
Chyron iNFiNiT! with 230MB Bernoulli storage capability and three
frame buffers, an Abekas two- channel
A -53 DVE with warp and an Abekas
two- channel A -42 still store feed the
switcher. There are three Sony BVW
75 Beta SP VTRs and controllers for
recording and playback, and to keep
all this video in time, there are six
frame synchronizers.
Tully said, "There are up to four
high -power wireless microphones with
high -power IFB for talent, plus eight
wireless intercoms in use, with everything backed up on hard wire. However, we rely on the wireless." Other
equipment provided by PMTV includes
16 wireless RF Sennheiser mics operating between 674- and 698MHz, and
a PL system consisting of three systems
that have a base and four packs each.
These operate in the 457- to 494MHz
frequency range. In addition, the audio man will have a pair of shotgun
mics and a Digicart II with a Bernoulli

Let the Summer Games begin.
The 2000 Summer Games is incorporating a wide range of broadcasting technology.
The broadcast is being carried via nearly six million led of Belden audio, video, and
data cable. We're proud of our record of achievement at major sports
and broadcast venues around -he world. And with our expertise in

digital cabling technology were proud to be at the leading edge of
the next generation of broadcasting.

Belden

After all, we've been in training for nearly 100 years.

1-800-BELDEN-4

Belden provided the vast
majority of cables for audio,
video, and data at more than
120 sites broadcasting the
Summer Games reaching
over a billion people around
the world. To find out
more about how
Belden wired the Games,
contact us today or visit our
website and download
our Application Report.

www.belden.com/products/apprep.htm
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storage capability.
Any video operator knows that lighting can make or

break a show.
PMTV doesn't leave
this to chance either;

they bring their
own. Tully said:
"We use six HMI
Lights with ballast.

PMTV engineers prepare for an hour -long broadcast priorto
recent Monday Night Football game in Kansas City.

Each is a balanced
blue light that is
575W.
"It takes 30 people

on the field to strike the show in the
allotted time, which is between four to

minutes; Tully said.
Home Shopping and PMTV leave
nothing to chance. Not only do they
have a Ku band uplink via PanAmSat
to HSN, but there is also a backup
fiber feed from the stadium to HSN.
The crew travels on Saturday, sets the
show up and edits tape on Sunday. On
Mondays they create the open and
close, do the show and strike. Tuesdays
are travel days for all, followed by a
few days off, for the lucky, before they
begin all over again on Saturday.
seven

a

issues rules on
DTV set labeling
FCC

The FCC recently adopted rules

for

the labeling of digital television
(DTV) receivers to ensure consumers
will be informed about the capabilities
of digital TV receivers to operate with
cable television systems.
In the Report and Order, the Commission issued specifications for three
categories of DTV receivers.
The first is Digital Cable Ready 1, a
consumer TV capable of receiving
analog basic, digital basic and digital
premium cable television programming
by direct connection to a cable system

providing digital programming. A security card or Point of Deployment
(POD) module provided by the cable
operator is required to view encrypted
programming. There is no 1394 digital connector or other digital interface. This device does not have two way capability using cable facilities.
The second is Digital Cable Ready 2,
a consumer TV receiving device that in
addition to the features of the Digital
Cable Ready 1 sets also includes the
1394 digital interface connector that
may be used for attaching the receiving device to various other consumer
appliances. Connection of a Digital
Cable Ready 2 receiver to a digital
STB may support advanced and interactive digital services and programming delivered by the cable system to
the set -top box.
The final label is Digital Cable Ready
3, a consumer TV receiving device

18
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that in addition to the features of the
Digital Cable Ready 1 sets is capable
of receiving advanced and interactive
digital services by direct connection to
a cable system. The Commission notes
design specifications still need to be
determined for this category. Because
of this, the FCC will keep the record
open in this proceeding, giving them
the option of incorporating these specifications into its rules at a later date.

mention was made of USB ports on
digital TVs in the FCC Release, in spite
of some recent talk about the possible
demise of Firewire.
The use of the phrase "digital television receivers" in the FCC release is
confusing in that no mention is made
of displays. This whole approach tends
to blur the line between receivers, set-top
boxes and the actual display device.

The FCC also requires the cable and
consumer electronic industries to report to the Commission on the continuing development of technical standards for the Digital Cable Ready 3
receivers.
The Commission's reporting requirements are supposedly consolidated into a
single reporting timetable which, beginning Oct. 31, 2000, is required every six
months thereafter until October 2002.

CEA response

Copy protection
'Fills labeling issue also briefly touches
on another difficult issue: copy protection. This issue was raised in the labeling

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, but it
relates only to navigation device rules.
In response to this issue, the FCC said,
"For that reason, the copy protection
licensing issue is incorporated in the
Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
and Memorandum Opinion and Order/
Declaratory Ruling in the navigation
devices docket." This decision also
states that the navigation device rules
permit some amount of copy protection to be included in commercially
available navigation devices.
It is also interesting to note that no
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Consumer Electronics Association
President and CEO Gary Shapiro responded to the FCC announcement of
a labeling system by saying, "While
we would have preferred a multi -industry consensus on this issue, and are
uncomfortable with a federal agency
mandating labels for our products, we
recognize that the Commission had a
mandate to establish clear labels to
minimize consumer confusion."
With respect to the copyright issues
raised by the FCC and the proposed
ruling in its cable navigation devices
proceeding, Shapiro said, "We are pleased
that the Commission in its actions
appears to recognize that consumers
maintain reasonable home recording
rights in the digital age. We maintain,
however, that the FCC has no legal
authority to grant CableLabs permission to mandate copy protection
schemes in the Dynamic Feedback
Arrangement Scrambling Technique
(DFAST) license.
"We hope that the Commission's actions in this area will not limit the usual
and customary home recording rights
of consumers," Shapiro said.

bringing the latest
news and information from the
broadcast marketplace FREE to
your desktop every week.

aturing
t e latest news from
t e publications you respect,
aveForm has breaking news,
p oduct reviews, tutorials, and
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CBS does HD
what appeared to be an eleventh
Inhour move, Panasonic stepped in to
underwrite the HDTV broadcasts of
the majority of CBS's primetime programming for the upcoming 20002001 television season. Because CBS
appears to be the only network to be
taking HDTV seriously, this goes a
long way in preserving the HDTV
presence by at least one network into
the American home.
Panasonic is taking over the sponsorship after Mitsubishi, which underwrote
CBS's HDTV broadcasts last season,

backed out earlier this summer. The
sponsorship covers all but one of CBS's
18 primetime entertainment programs.
"Walker Texas Ranger" is the only
entertainment show not in the HDTV
lineup. CBS will also be broadcasting
selected CBS Sunday and Wednesday
Night Movies in HDTV.
The majority of the lineup, which features 14 hours of weekly programming
on 17 of CBS's primetime entertainment series, will be broadcasting in
1080i. "Diagnosis Murder," meanwhile, will be acquired on high- definition video in 1080/24p, rather than

-

35mm film, the traditional acquisition

medium for episodic television.
All of this effort will be broadcast on 31
of CBS's owned and affiliated stations
currently broadcasting in digital, covering approximately 45 percent of the
U.S. By the end of the year, CBS expects to be transmitting digital programming from 39 stations, reaching
approximately 56 percent of the U.S.
This is Panasonic's second major HDTV
sponsorship in the past two years. Last
season, the company sponsored the HD
broadcasts of ABC's Monday Night
Football and the 2000 Super Bowl.
ABC has decided to abandon the HDTV
version of Monday Night Football.

Technical Emmys honor engineering advancements
EY LAURA COLLINS. EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

l

National Academy of elevisionArts and Sciences (NATAS) held its
52nd Annual Scientific and Technical
Advancement Awards ceremony on
Oct. 3 in New York, with 27 Emmys
awarded for achievements in video
conversion, video and audio compression, and picture quality analysis, as
well as virtual imaging and advanced
battery technology.
NATAS developed the award in 1948
to honor companies, scientific or
technical organizations, and individuals for technological developments
significantly impacting the television
industry through innovation and
improvement upon existing methods.
The

Bob Agnes, vice president of the Video
Business Unit at Tektronix. accepts an
Emmy for the company's achievements in
picture quality analysis at the NATAS
awards ceremony on Oct. 3.
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A committee of experts drawn from
the manufacturing and user sides of the
industry narrows the search for significant contributions to a handful of promising technologies, which vary from year
to year. They, and representative products and services, are evaluated at NAB
to determine winners in each category.
At this year's ceremony, Panasonic
and Snell & Wilcox were honored for
their contributions in the area of video
format up/down image conversion with
color, space, film, television and audio
compensation. These developments led
to products such as Panasonic's AJ-

UFC1800 Universal Format Converter
and the Premier range of up -, down- and
cross-converters from Snell and Wilcox.
The Centre Commun D'Etudes De
Telediffusion Et Telecommunications
(CCETT), the Institute for Rundfunktechnik and Philips Consumer Electronics were awarded Emmys for the
development of Musicam or MPEG
Layer II audio hit rate digital two channel compression systems.
Six companies received awards for
pioneering development of compression plug -in cards used in nonlinear
editing systems or video servers to bring
full motion, broadcast quality video to
desktop computer systems. Winners in
this category include Pinnacle Systems,
Matrox Video Products Group, Vela,
Media 100, Digital Processing Systems
and Avid Technology. Advances in this
area have led to the development of
products such as Vela's Argus and

November 2000

CineView MPEG -2 encoders and decoders, and DPS' PVR digital disk
recorder. Orad Hi -Tec Systems received
an Emmy in the category of "Implementation of Real -time Virtual Imaging for Live Events on Television," for
virtual advertising and sports broadcasting enhancement technology used in
its IMadGINE and CyberSport products. Other recipients in the category
included Symah Vision, Princeton Video
Image, Fox Sports and Sportsvision.
Snell & Wilcox, DirecTV and Philips
Broadcast were awarded for developments in preprocessing technology allowing them to deliver high -quality
baseband video over digital compressed
transmission systems at low bit rates.
Anton Bauer, Frezzolini Electronics and
Cine Sixty were honored for their
achievements in the category "Development of Advanced Battery Technology
for ENG/EFP."
Tektronix, Sarnoff Corp., Rohde &
Schwarz, KDD Media Will and the Institute Fuer Technische Universitaet received recognition for pioneering development of picture quality analysis equipment, specifically, to provide objective
measurement of digital picture quality.
The advancements in technology represented by this year's awards, and the
products and services built on these
advancements, have had a substantial
effect on the transmission, recording
and reception of television. They offer
more efficient conversion between video
formats, compression technology that
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but they look even better when seen through
That's because the 8900
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window on your computer.

the only frame in the world that lets you configure

control modules right from your own Web browser.
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brings broadcast quality video to desktop computer systems, preprocessing
technology that enables higher quality
images to be transmitted at lower bit
rates, and equipment that assists broadcasters in evaluating the picture quality
they are providing to viewers. Broadcasters will continue to devise better,
faster and more efficient methods of
bringing content to viewers.

DTV conference

planned
annual Digital Television seminar, Digital Television
2000, will be held Dec. 6 -8, in the
Hyatt Regency Grand Hall in Atlanta.
The event is sponsored by Broadcast
The seventh

DIG ITALD

TELE VISION

2000

CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION

Engineering, in cooperation with Video
Systems and Millimeter magazines.
The conference schedule offers an indepth look at converting from analog
to digital on Wednesday, covering issues including format decoding, signal
processing and noise reduction, and
facility infrastructure, as well as
MPEG and DTV antenna technology.
Conference attendees will also have

the opportunity to tour CNN's and
Crawford Digital's facilities.
Events on Thursday will begin with a
keynote address by Charles Jablonski,
senior vice president of network engineering and operations for Geocast.
Speakers will discuss issues related to
building a digital facility, including DTV
and ATSC standards, handling meta data, digital routing in a multichannel
environment, automation and media
management, and linking systems with
IP technology. Other topics will include
datacasting, HD storage and playout,
and HD production systems.
Thursday night, proponents of 8VSB
and COFDM will have a chance to
defend their respective reception modulation schemes in a special "DTV

Shootout" moderated by Michael Silberglied of Silverknight Productions.
The discussion will offer participants
the latest reception data and results,
and the opportunity to explore problems and solutions for DTV reception.
On Friday, engineers will have the
chance to take an in -depth look at the
entire Webcasting process, from content generation through playback,
during a special day -long Webcasting/
streaming session. The session will
begin with the basics of streaming and
initial concerns such as selection of
formats, pre-production and encoding. It will also offer broadcasters a
guide to selecting a service provider
and actually building a Web facility, as
well as a live demonstration of the
entire process. Friday's session will
end with a look at the future of the
industry presented by Broadcast Engineering editor Brad Dick.
Video Systems and Millimeter will
offer production sessions on Friday
over networking and serving the non broadcast HD market.
For more information, see
www.dtvconference.com.

The Broadcast Fiber Optic System That Does Just About Everything

The most widely used fiber optic system for television production
and distribution just got better. With the most advanced electronics.
electro- optics and packaging. the Viper II meets all challenges in
your facility's video, audio and auxiliary communications. Name
your fiber application- pre- fibered facilities. STLs, remote broadcasts,

mobile field production, video backhaul, metropolitan video links
the Viper II handles the job.

°nV11

Telecast

F;aer Mt`-*`-

Multichannel video & audio
HDTV serial digital video;
19.4 Mbps to 1.5 Gbps
601 serial digital video
Wideband NTSC /PAL video
24 -bit digitized audio or AES /EBU
Intercom, 2 -wire or 4 -wire
Data. including RS232, RS422 CCU

Universal 16 -slot card cage
Rack mount or "throw down" modules
It's not just a broadcast system. it's a multifaceted tool that's flexible.
affordable, and easy to use. It's the reason why more facilities that
choose fiber, choose Telecast.

Telecast
The world leader in fiber optics for broadcast production
(708) 7'4.4868 www.telecast-fibenc otn
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dpsVelocity is the only NLE with integrated
Web- Streaming directly from the Timeline
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No rerendering.. -ever

Stream edited projects directly from the
timeline to the internet in real time

D

Stream a live video source, such as a
camera, switcher or deck

D

Stream combined live & digitized video
while adding effects, transitions & titles
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Internet instantly. And that's just the beginning.
You'll get fully integrated hardware and
software, a dazzling feature list, bundled
software for compositing, titling, animation
recording and audio sweetening, as well as
DVD authoring and the flexibility to work
seamlessly with other popular applications.
Get the tape and see for yourself what
dpsVelocity can do for you. FROM 83,249

GET THE TAPE!

dps.com
800-775-3314
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Turn on dpsVelocity 7.5 with dpsNetStreamua
technology, and go from the timeline to the
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FCC

Update

New regulatory initiatives for TV
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

In three separate actions the FCC has
moved to standardize or expand reporting requirements relating to the
public interest obligations of TV broadcasters. Here is a summary of the three
initiatives:
DTVstations' obligations to children.

The FCC is seeking comments on the
following issues related to children's
TV in the digital age:
How the children's core educational
programming processing guideline
should be applied to DTV broadcasters;
Whether the guideline should apply
only to free broadcast services or also
to pay services, and whether a three hour guideline is sufficient in light of
the additional program capacity made
available by digital technology;
Whether the Commission's policies
regarding pre -emption of core programs should be revised in view of the
greater programming flexibility available to DTV broadcasters;
Whether children's programming
advertising limits and policies should
apply to both free and pay program
streams;
How these rules and policies should
be interpreted in light of DTV's interactive capabilities;
Whether the Commission should
revise its definition of "commercial

Dateline
Annual EEO Public File Reports must
be placed in the public files and on

the websites of stations in the
following states on or before Dec.

1:

Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut,
Georgia, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, Montana, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Rhode Island,

South Dakota and Vermont.

All commercial TV stations must
complete construction of their DTV
facilities by May 1, 2002. For NCE-TV
stations, the deadline is May 1, 2003.
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matter" to include interruptions such
as certain program promotions; and
How to address the issue of airing

promotions for age -inappropriate
movies or TV shows in programs
viewed by children.
Comments on these issues will be due
in late November or early December.
Quarterly reports on children's programming. The FCC has amended its
rules to permanently require commercial television broadcasters to file with
the FCC Children's Television Programming Reports describing their
children's educational and informational programming as they are prepared. Under the Commission's 1996
order implementing the Children's
Television Act, commercial TV stations
were required to prepare and place in
their public inspection files quarterly
reports on their children's educational
programming, but the four quarterly
reports could be filed with the Commission jointly once a year.
These reports identify the educational
and informational programs aired by
the station over the previous quarter
and the days and times these programs
were regularly scheduled, the age of the
target audience for each program, the
average number of hours per week of
core children's programming broadcast, and plans for the next quarter.
In its recent order, the Commission
made a number of revisions to the
quarterly report to make the information contained in the form clearer and
more useful. The FCC also asked
whether broadcasters should be required to make their quarterly reports
accessible through their websites.
Standardized quarterly reports. In a
notice adopted in September, the FCC
tentatively concluded that television
broadcasters should provide information on how they serve the public
interest in a new standardized format
on a quarterly basis. The disclosure
form would be maintained in the station's

broadcastengineering.com
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public inspection file in place of the
currently required issues/programs lists
and be placed on the station's or a state
broadcasters' association's website.
Types of disclosures. The FCC is
seeking comment on what program
categories should be included on the
standardized form. The FCC proposes
including a "catch -all" category to
ensure that the form enables broadcasters to reflect any public interest
programming they aired that does not
fit into one of the specified categories.
The Commission also is seeking cornment on how licensees should inform
the public about their provision of
closed- captioned and video described
programming.
Ascertainment revisited. The FCC
invited comment on whether a licensee should provide a narrative description on the standardized form of the
actions taken in the normal course of
business to identify its community's
programming needs and interests. The
Commission also sought comment on
whether activities such as organizing
community events or awareness campaigns should be listed on an attachment to the form and considered in
assessing whether the licensee has
served the public interest under the
Communications Act.
Public inspection file. The FCC
tentatively concluded that licensees
must place a paper copy of the standardized disclosure form in their public inspection files each quarter and
retain those forms until final action
has been taken on the next renewal
application.
Comments on these proposals also
will be due in late November or early
December.
Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald ér Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

Send questions and comments to:
harry martin@intertec.com

LC

Fiber Optic Connector Products

Stratos Lightwave Fiber Optic
products manufactures a complete
line of LC connectivity products for
voice, video and data applications.
The LC brochure details product
specification and performance
standards of this small form factor
solution. Singlemode and multi mode connectors, adapters, simplex
and duplex patchcords, and cabling
hardware are now available.
Stratos Lightwave LLC
Fiber Optic Products

7444 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60706
(800) 323 -6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621
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Quick- CureTM Connectors

Angle Polish Connectors

MPTM

Broadband Applications require
the back -reflection reducing
capabilities of Methode APC Angle
Polish Connectors. Available in FC,
SC, and LC configurations.

The Stratos Lightwave MP Ribbon
Connector System offers a 12 fiber

SC

Connector*

capacity in a miniaturized footprint
patterned after SC styles. The MP is
ideal for high -density LAN and data
center applications.

Stratos Lightwave LLC

Fibre Channel Loopback

Stratos Lightwave offers several
loopback products to test a variety
of optical network and basic
transceiver operations. Fibre
Channel System (FCS) compatible
loopback connectors are available
with several attenuation levels.

Fiber Optic Products

Stratos Lightwave LLC

7444 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60706
(800) 323 -6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621

Fiber Optic Products

Stratos Lightwave LLC

7444 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60706
(800) 323 -6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621

Fiber Optic Products

7444 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60706

(800) 323 -6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621
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Stratos fiber optic
connectors work where

others fail.

The Stratos Lightwave ST® and SC
Quick CureTM system combines
patented polymer ferrule technology
with a rapid cure adhesive. The
pedestal tip reduces fiber breakage,
and the 20 second curing interval
decrease field termination
procedure time.
Stratos Lightwave LLC
Fiber Optic Products

7444 West Wilson Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60706
(800) 323-6858 Fax: (708(867 -9621
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Quantum QXTM Backplane System

fl\panded Bean1 technology lets your broadcast
abether you're Ming to communicate through dirt, mud,
water. grease

The QUANTUM OXT" fiber optic

backplane connectivity system
offers high -density connectivity in
backplane applications such as
telecom and datacom networking.
OX trunk cables and assemblies are
available in munimode and single
'node versions and are compatible
with other backplane systems.
Stratos Lightwave LLC
"'her Optic Products
7444 West Wilson Avenue
L'hicago, Illinois 60706
800) 323 -6858 Fax: (708)867 -9621
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- or

even explosions

-

Strains' harsh environment

fiber optic connectors can do the job. That's because the, use
Expanded Beam IFit) technologl for unsurpassed performance
in harsh environments
Machined from advanced materials. Stratos LB connectors
as, to clean and rays to mate. Mrs have the optical
characteristics of the high performance fiber optic Bonne tor,
you'd find in a nim clean computer mom - but with the
are

Straw, lighlwarIII

umiHanA,enur

(Imago.

It

go

through no matter what.

abilin to handle an unprotected environment no matter how
rough
All Stratos LB connectors are supported In Stratos Fiber
optics offices and personnel located all asm the world. ICs just
what you'd expect Inun Stratos lightwaw, the compass and
developers of the advanced Q
and Quick -Cure'. connector,
Call I- 8x0.323-685x today to learn more - or to place your
order - for Stratos Lightwave ER fiber optic connectors.

61I'06 9oB.3236x5x

\'

Fax

708 867.9621

ST® is a trademark of Lucent Technologies
Stratos Lightwave, Inc. is a subsidiary of Methode Electronics, Inc.
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IF

THE FUTURE WERE A COLOR, IT WOULD

BE

BLUE.
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Meet the bold new face of Philips
Semiconductors. We call it Team Blue.
Why? Just

as

tones, tints and shades

vary the richness of blue, our people,

technologies blend

systems and

perfectly to deliver like no one else.

From consumer electronics and
wireless communication to computing,

industrial, automotive systems and
networking, Philips leads the way.
Providing processing power to make

the technology of the future

a

reality

today. For instance, in interactive
TV, we created the first software

upgradable system -the Nexperia
Home Entertainment Engine. And the
leader in enabling Bluetooth

solutions

for smart appliances? Us

With

unparalleled

IP

platform -based

again.

an

portfolio, we offer

interconnectivity,

media -processing and networking

solutions vital for convergence,
ensuring your systems work together
seamlessly. And

proving why now,

more than ever, great ideas come out
of the blue.
www.semiconductors.philips.com
www.semiconductors.philips.com/career

VEN DORI

There is much

controversy
today about viable advertising
models of any kind for the Internet.
Advertising revenues that can be directly attributed to video streaming from
any source on the Internet are virtually
nonexistent. Being an advertising driven industry, it is not surprising that
while most broadcasters have excellent
websites, few have deployed video
streaming as part of their Web strategy.
Given a strong revenue stream, few
seem compelled to venture out into the
streaming world.
Some of the most popular websites
focus on sports, weather and news, with
data showing that almost 100 million
viewers in a single month visited web sites focusing on those topics. This is
precisely the content best created and
kept current by broadcasters. And the
most compelling way to enhance the
viewing experience is to deliver broadcast quality video to those web viewers.
Today's snail -paced 56K modem connections are not up to the task of broadcast quality video streaming. However,
Bob Wilson,
Pinnacle Systems

the rapid deployment of broadband
connections (DSL and cable modem)
will make this a common experience
for most dedicated Internet users over
the next two to five years.
Why make a streaming investment
now? As broadcasters know, changing
the viewing habits of an audience is an
expensive task once patterns are established. Just look at the cost of gaining
share in any local market against the
reigning news leader. Internet "viewing
habits" are being established right now.
Building brand awareness and loyalty
now is relatively cheap compared to
what it will cost once broadcast quality
video streaming is common place.
Broadcasters need to stake their claim
on the new content delivery channels
available on the Web AND add their
unique brand identities. Broadcasters'
brands are dependent on delivering highquality, video -based content. Streaming is an imperative if your brand is to
survive the coming deployment of broadcast-quality video over the Web.
The next few years will see a period of
experimentation and rapid shifts of momentum as new kinds of models are

deployed. Fortunately thecosts of streaming are a very small fraction of the cost
of a DTV transmission system, so early
adoption of video streaming comes with
a small relative investment. The more
focused an audience, the better chance of
attracting ads. Local broadcasters may
have the big advantage as streaming
takes hold and they do what they do best:
match local viewers to local suppliers.
Packaging ad messages (and ad rates)
that run on TV and are enhanced by the
Web video message which links viewers
easily to the advertiser's website for further information seems to be a natural
extension of current business models.
Helping advertisers build video -enabled
sites is another service broadcasters offer to their ad agencies and their clients.
Building experience, audience loyalty,
advertiser awareness and improving a
broadcaster's brand all add up to streaming now and not later. Those who carefully select their streaming initiatives
now will be rewarded with stronger
businesses in the years ahead.
Bob Wilson is president of Pinnacle Broadcast
Solutions Division, Pinnacle Systems, Inc.
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MPEG editing
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

North American (FCC) and inter
national (ITU) spectrum management concerns resulted in the analog
television on -air channel allocations
and transmitted bandwidth with re-

gional flavors (NTSC/6MHz, SECAM/7MHz and PAL /8MHz). This
created certain transmission- related constraints resulting in the frequency division multiplexing of luminance and chrominance aimed at
best utilizing the available transmission channels.
The original development of analog
television was based on the concept
of direct, real -time, on -air transmission of live programs including occasional films. Most of today's television production is unthinkable without editing the original picture sequences. With the exception of sports,
there are very few live programs onair. Generally speaking there are several types of operations that fall under the category of editing such as live

switching, cross fading (mixing), various types of DVE operations, caption insertions and . Digital timebase
correctors removed some of the splicing irregularities but resulted in horizontal non -linear editing. The transmission- oriented analog television
standards are quite inadequate for

transmission oriented.
=EL
editing and multigeneration signal
processing. Originally video was edited by physically cutting tape, a process which today we would call nonlinear editing. The later introduction
of electronic linear- editing depended
on copying rather than cutting the
material. Early VTR editing tech-

tomorrow's technology.
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rector tried to maintain chrominance
subcarrier continuity in a four (NTSC)
or eight (PAL) field sequence. In North
America, the problem was identified

Like its early predecessors the analog
transmission standards, MPEG -2 is

FRAME GRAB
A look at

niques very often resulted in unacceptable chroma shifts at the splicepoint picture shifts at the splice point.
This was because the time base cor-
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and solved by updating of the NTSC
standard to SMPTE 170M and the
introduction of the SCH concept. For

awhile, everything seemed to work
just fine. Along the way the old 2"
QUAD and 1" Helical VTRs were
replaced by component analog VTRs,
such as Betacam and MII. This helped
remove certain tape editing difficulties as no subcarrier was recorded but
the multigeneration accumulation of
impairments remained.
In the 1980s the component digital
standard known as 4:2:2 made inroads. At this time the first digital
VTR, the D1, appeared on the market. The availability of peripheral digital equipment proliferated with the
standardization of the 270Mb/s bit serial digital signal distribution known
as SDI. Today, competitively priced
digital studio production equipment
is replacing analog video production
equipment. Studio -type digital equipment can operate at the full bit rate of
270Mb/s with few, if any, constraints.
Full bit -rate (DS format) or lossless
compression (Digital BETACAM)
VTRs are entrenched and provide high
quality editing and transparent mul-
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tigeneration recording. In this envi- from other pictures. They contain all
ronment, compression is a choice not the information necessary to recona necessity. There are, however, two struct the picture.
P (predicted): P frames contain the
cases where compression needs to he
difference between the current frame
considered.
Getting these signals out of the studio
GOP Display order
input to encoder
through distribution
or transmission links:
Here spectrum availability and cost impose
GOP coding order
constraints that can
output of encoder
only be addressed by
using compression.
Portable newsgathGOP display order
12
Be B4 P5
BO B1
eringequipment: Portoutput of decoder
ability and miniaturTIME
ization requirements
dictate the use of com-

frame.
(bidirectionally predicted): B
frames use differences between the
current frame and earlier and later I
and /or P reference frames. B frames
contain about 1/4 the
information of an I
an

I

B

frame. Bidirectional
coding requires that
frames he sent out of
display sequence. This
allows the decoder to
reconstruct the later B
frames. For display,

the sequence has to be
rearranged in the decoder. Figure 1 shows
the relative timing of
the I,P,B frames making up a group of picpression.
Figure 1. Relative timing of IPB frames.
tures (GOP) at the inThe same technoloput of the encodgy that made diger, the output of
ital processing of
the encoder and
full quality vidSequence of
Decoder
A
the output of the
eo possible also
Clips Cl, C3...
MPEG to
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A
available for preMPEG -2 comClips Cl, C3...
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diction, causing a
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delay.
with its toolkit
Different appliapproach, is an
cations use differanswer to these
Figure 2. naive editing as used in some disk -based servers. Each output channel has
constraints. two MPEG decoders, each with its own buffer. While Clip 1 is being played out of ent GOP structures to achieve
MPEG -2 uses in- decoder A. Clip 2 is being decoded by decoder B and stored ready to be played on
demand.
the desired comterframe encodpression ratio. Typically,
ing for the high compresthe longer the GOP, the
sion ratio required by rehigher the compression raduced transmission bandtio. Long GOPs are found
widths. Also available are
Pre -Read
in MPEG -2 applications
low compression ratios
Head
for transmission and diswith excellent signal qualtribution. The maximum
ity for post -production.
permitted length of a GOP
However, like its early preis 15 frames. I, P,B GOPs
Encoder
decessors the analog transDecoder
end with a B frame, which
MPEGstandards,
mission
has two reference frames:
2 is transmission oriented.
A
a previous P frame and the
It was designed with a sinfuture I frame. I, P, B GOPs
Switch
gle -pass process in mind
Input Video
B
are
therefore referred -to as
not
for
multigeneraand
open
GOPs.
tion processing and editinsert
editing
system.
MPEG
-2
Restricted
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ing.
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The nature of the problem
NIPI-I(i data streams are characterized by three types of pictures:

I (intraframe encoded):

frames are
no
information
and
need
independent
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and a previous reference I or P frame.
If the earlier reference frame is removed as a consequence of editing, the
P frame cannot be decoded. P frames
contain about half the information of
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MPEG transmission
streams are generally limited to
switching of signal sources in a
master control room and are referred to as splicing. VTR or disk
server handling of MPEG produc-
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Lion streams, are referred -to as ed-

iting. Editing consists of replacing
a recorded sequence on tape with
another sequence (clip) coming from
an alternate source. The new sequence is inserted starting with its
own reference I frame substituting
for the original I frame. This creates a problem with I,P,B open
frame is the result of a forward as well as a backward prediction, substituting the I
frame with a new frame that is
unrelated to the previous B frame
disrupts the sequence.
GOPs. Since the

B

1

Two simple solutions
Seamless tramc- accurate editing of
compressed video is most easily accomplished with the use of short and
closed GOP structures. A closed GOP
does not contain frames that make
reference to frames in the preceding
GOP. Longer GOP structures can be
edited by decoding and re- encoding
or by transcoding to shorter GOP
structures. There are two relatively
simple solutions to the MPEG editing

problem:
Naive cascading: Naive cascading
consists of decoding the MPEG -2 compressed signal to the ITU.R 601 level,
performing the required operation in
the uncompressed domain and then
re- encoding back to MPEG -2. The
intermediate processing might be a

11

B2

12

B3

B1Ì

11

Switch

12

buffer. While Clip 1 is being played
out of decoder A, Clip 2 is being
decoded by decoder B and stored ready
to be played on demand. Switching of
clips is made in the digital video domain resulting in seamless cuts. While
switching problems are eliminated,
the decoding/encoding process introduces a certain amount of picture

degradation. In a typical operational
configuration there are likely to be
several cascaded decoding/encoding
processes resulting in a concatenation effect.
Restricted MPEG -2: Here the
concatenation problem is avoided
by restricting the compression process to a limited subset of MPEG -2

1-1
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u-1 1-1
6'4

1'4

B'5

Switch

A

l'5

B'6

I'6

B

Actual insert in point
Start of recording
Figure 4B. Edited sequence showing unidirectional B'u3 frame followed by inserted
signal.
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Sony SX system. SX records an
IBIBIB GOP structure. Each B frame
is the result of a forward prediction
(from the previous I frame) and a
backward prediction (from the next

affordable.

1--+

B'u3 1'3

that frame -accurate editing can
performed. A typical case is the

made compression techniques practical and

F-+

B2

he

processing of full quality video possible also

Figure 4A. Original BIBIBIBI sequence recorded on tape.

1--+

so

The same technology that made digital

r1

u-1 F-+
B1

switch or some other effect. The frame
must be fully decoded to have access
to the basic pixels. Figure 2 shows the
conceptual block diagram of naive
editing as used in some disk -based
servers. Each output channel has two
MPEG decoders, each with its own
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I

frame). It is therefore dependent

on both surrounding I frames. If
one of the reference I frames is
substituted by a new I frame, as a
result of editing, the B frame can-

not be completely reconstructed.
To avoid this, the B frame immediately preceding the newly inserted I
frame, at the edit point, is reconstructed using only the information
from the previous I frame. It effectively becomes a P frame, which
Sony calls a BU (unidirectional)
frame. The original open GOP is
effectively replaced by a closed GOP.
This is achieved by using a pre -read
playback head whose output is decoded and used to generate a BU
frame which is switch -selected and
recorded on tape, replacing the originally recorded B frame. After the
BU frame is inserted, the switch
returns to the input video source.
The result is a seamless edit. Figure
3 shows the conceptual block diagram of the insert editing process.
Figure 4a shows the original IBIBIB
sequence recorded on tape. Figure
4b shows the edited sequence. The
newly created frame is referred to
as the B'U3 and all new frames are
identified with a prime sign.
Michael Robin, former engineer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation engineering
headquarters, is an independent broadcast
consultant in Montreal, Canada. He is the coauthor of Digital Television Fundamentals,
published by McGraw -Hill.
Send questions and comments to:
michael robin@intertec.com
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Set -top boxes
BY BRAD GILMER

answer this question: After
your signal leaves the antenna, what
device receives it at the other end? If
you answered "a television," you are
both right and wrong. A television may
be used to view the signal, but in about
80 percent of U.S. households, a demodulator at a cable television head Quick,

end receives the signal. The signal may
be downconverted to an IF frequency,
and then upconverted and multiplexed
with a number of other signals and fed to
the consumer's television. Frequently,
the device that is used to tune to differ
ent signals is a set -top box (STB). The
STB may also be required to access
special services that are not available
through the TV.
STB basics

In the very early days of cable, all
cable channels were in the normal VHF
television spectrum. It was not long,
however, before cable systems ran out
of capacity. In a bid to increase channel
capacity, cable systems put additional
television channels in the superband
the frequencies between VHF and UHF
stations. Of course, TV tuners at the
time were unable to tune to these frequencies. To resolve the issue, cable
systems provided the customer with a
STB. The box contained a downconverter that would tune all conventional
VHF television channels and the additional superband. The output of the
STB was VHF channel 3 or 4.
As time went on, the cable market
became more sophisticated. Cable companies began providing tiers of subscription service. STBs began to employ descrambling technology. At first these
were simple schemes involving sync stripping, but later they included complex
digital scrambling algorithms. In recent
years, STBs have taken another turn.
The WebTV STB allows the viewer to
interact with television programming
using Web -based technology. Replay and
TiVo both allow viewers to selectively
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record and playback programming. PC
tuner cards turn PCs running special
software into advanced viewing devices.
I never thought much about STB technology until becoming involved in a
project that allowed viewers to select
different subtitle languages for display
on their TVs. While subtitling technology has been around for some time, at

as the customer save money.
During our subtitling project, we had
extended discussions with a number of
STB manufacturers. The technical solution for handling the over 40,000
characters of one variant of the written
Chinese language seemed simple
add memory. The STB manufacturers
agreed that, technically, there was no

-

Important factors in set -top box design are
low shipping weight, tariff costs, few if any
moving parts and security.
the time of this project, subtitling in
Asian languages using computers had
not been implemented, due in part to
the extremely large number of characters in some Asian languages.
As part of this project, we learned a
great deal about set -top box technology: Cost is everything. In addition to
cost, other important factors in STB
design are low shipping weight, tariff
costs, few if any moving parts and
security (both electronic and physical).
Cost is king

our industry we frequently find
that a manufacturer is reluctant to
make changes to their product unless
a key customer demands it. This is
because the profit from the sale of a
custom system rarely pays for the
custom development. Sometimes,
manufacturers do customize their
product to suit a customer's need
automation systems for example. But
in the set -top box world, cutting costs
is the key to making products successful. For this reason, customization is out of the question. Unless you
are buying hundreds of thousands, or
millions of units, expect to get a standard product. This is not bad, as it
helps manufacturers take advantage
of volume production and it helps you
In

-
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problem adding the memory required.
However, they pointed out that the
additional memory would make the
box financially impossible. This is hard
to fathom until one looks at the number of potential set -top box sales there
could be in the Chinese market. There
are more televisions in China than in
any other country in the world. If
boxes manufactured for China are on
the ragged edge of profitability, and if
the volume of boxes sold into this
region absorbs a majority of the manufacturing capacity of a set -top box
company, that company may suffer
significantly from incorporating a costly technology into the box.
At the risk of this becoming Economics 101, you might wonder why the
manufacturers cannot simply increase
the price of the box to compensate for
the cost of additional components.
The reason is the market is price sensitive. Most STB purchasers negotiate
for thousands if not hundreds of thousands of boxes per contract. These
negotiations put incredible pressure
on manufacturers to keep prices as
low as possible. If a manufacturer
adds a $1 part, it is unlikely that they
will be able to get an additional $1 in
revenue because of the extremely competitive nature of the business.
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Important STB considerations
Another factor to consider is shipping weight. STB manufacturers and
STB purchasers are very conscious of
shipping weight. Why? STBs are
shipped more often than you would
think. They are shipped from manufacturing centers offshore. They are
warehoused by the vendor and then
shipped to the purchaser. The purchaser then has them shipped to various
cable outlets and perhaps retail centers. The boxes may then be shipped
from the cable company to the user
and, finally, the user may ship a defective unit back to the cable company for
repair. That is a lot of shipping. When

scrambling and carrier trapping to
digital audio scrambling to complete
digital signal scrambling and beyond.
In all cases, cable system operators
and STB designers are between a rock
and a hard place. On one hand, security
features should be strong enough to
keep the cable systems from losing
revenue. On the other hand, remembering that cost is king, security features
must be inexpensive to implement.
Cable operators do not mind spending substantial amounts for system
security at the head -end because that
is typically a one -time charge. Expensive security features implemented in
the STB are paid for every time the

Today, set -top boxes can have multiple

processors, hard disks, memory and modem

connections.
the boxes have a low per -unit cost,
shipping costs become a part of the
total cost equation, especially when
purchases can be in the hundreds of
thousands of units. The design mandate is, "make it light." This is simple
to understand once you see the problem, but it is not something we would
normally consider.
International tariffs are also a significant consideration in STB design. STBs
are used all over the world, not just in the
U.S. Different governments have different tariff structures, some of which are
very strict. It is not unusual for some
companies to impose a tariff on a STB
that exceeds the value of the STB itself.
It can be difficult for manufacturers to
address this problem because tariff regulations are different the world over.
Cable companies have incorporated
security features into their STB designs for years. STBs have traditionally incorporated hardware security, software security or both. Hardware security can consist of special screw heads
on boxes, special labels that if broken
void the warranty on the boxes and, in
extreme cases, systems that detect
whether a box has been opened. When
the box is opened, vital components in
the box are rendered inoperable. Software security is a topic unto its own.
Security has moved from simple sync
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operator purchases a box. Some ingenious security schemes have been developed even though cost constraints
are severe.

On another note, perhaps the label
should say, "no serviceable components inside." In the world of consumer products, the cost to repair a device
may frequently approach or even exceed the purchase price. Have you
priced the repair of a consumer VCR
lately? The same situation exists for
STBs. STBs are not designed for indepth troubleshooting. Usually they
consist of a single PC board. If the box
does not work and the problem is not
a switch, replace the PC board. Some
large STB purchase contracts specify
that the manufacturer is responsible
for warranty replacement of the STB
for the life of the unit. In most cases,
even though the STB may be sent back
to the manufacturer, it is discarded.
Why throw out an STB which may
only suffer from a broken switch? Because the manufacturers have had years
of experience repairing STBs. On average, they know exactly how much time
it will take for a technician to locate a
problem and fix it, and they know
exactly how much the replacement
parts will cost. If the average cost to
repair the product exceeds the cost of
a new unit, the old unit is discarded.
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Set -top vs. computer

You might wonder, what is the difference between an STB and a computer?
The short answer is not much. In the

early days, STBs included a tuner and
perhaps some descrambling circuitry.
It was not long before STBs started to
incorporate microprocessors. These
processors provided enhanced security and billing technology. Today, set top boxes can have multiple processors, hard disks, memory and modem
connections. Operating systems include embedded systems programming
languages, Windows CE and the many
variants of UNIX.
What about the cost issues raised
earlier in the article? Manufacturers
are constantly pressed between incorporating more functionality in their
boxes and holding down costs. As the
price for major components such as
hard disks and memory fall, manufacturers are able to incorporate these
into their designs without driving the
cost of the STB through the roof.
Programming STBs is an art in itself.
In the past, memory prices were so
high that programs were optimized to
be as small and efficient as possible.
Most programs were written in machine code, or perhaps assembler. As
memory prices fall, the requirement to
make software as compact and efficient as possible is decreasing. In any
case, the conventional STB software
program is much more tightly coded
than the typical desktop application.
Most of this article focuses on issues
surrounding traditional STBs, but new
STBs such as WebTV, Replay and TiVo
are bound to change the rules. These
boxes cost substantially more than
conventional STBs. The design rules
for these boxes are different. Costs of
critical components such as memory
and hard disk storage continue to fall
at incredible rates. Several years ago,
there was much talk in the industry of
the "killer app," the application that
was going to drive a huge spike in
computer /television/STB sales. While
the search for the killer app goes on,
one thing is clear: The economics of
STBs are changing and the complexity
of STBs is increasing dramatically.
Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer and Associates, a management and technology consulting firm.
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How long is too long?
BY STEVE EPSTEIN

rtAs

a floating engineer on
a sports truck, we have

several pieces of "specialized" equipment, including
an Abekas (now Accom)
A42. We rely on this still store
and need quick, economical
repairs. We have spoken to
Accom and they are unwilling to support it at the level we need. Although
they do not charge for phone support,
board exchanges average about $3000
and turn -around times range from several hours to next day, making it a little
tough on us during live events.
To make matters worse, Accom has no
plans for an A42 replacement. From what
I have found, neither does anyone else.
What I think is needed is a device with
a 1GB hard drive, two frames of RAM
and a removable drive for bicycling
stills between trucks and stations. Can
this be done for $35,000 to $40,000?

Wayne Cooke
National Mobile Television
At

13k,

first glance, I would
think that there are

several devices that
could be adapted to fit

the bill, however, most
would not include the removable drive
for bicycling the stills. At the same
time, it would need robust software
and quick response to meet the demands of live events, not to mention
the tortures of constant movement on the
interstates. Any manufacturer wannabes
out there interested in that challenge?
Getting back to the question at hand, I
checked with Accom to get their read on
the situation. Here is what they had to say:
The A42 Still Store, introduced in 1983,
was the very first product from Abekas
Video Systems. Abekas was sold to Scitex
in 1995. When Accom acquired the
assets of Scitex Digital Video in 1998 we
decided that we would support all of
the older Abekas products for as long
as possible. Remember that many of
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the older Abekas products like the
A42 have been out of production for
almost a decade, and Abekas has
changed ownership twice in that time.
As with all Accom products, and as is
a generally accepted practice in the
industry, technical support for the A42
is on a board -exchange basis. We may
not succeed 100 percent of the time,
but our objective has always been to
provide overnight board replacement
service. By providing overnight board
exchange, customers can be assured of
the fastest turn -around time possible
when they have problems. Given the low vol-

Well that re-

sponse was a
bit more promotional than
I had in mind, but Harris makes some
good points, including the fact that
Abekas went out of business long ago. I
think everyone agrees that some support
is better than nothing. How many software companies (including Microsoft)
are no longer supporting versions that
are only a fraction as old as the A42?
As part of the research for this piece, I
looked through several 10- year-old issues

The truth is broadcast has had it

ume of boards involved, providing a very good for a long time.
parts -only or "by -thehour" repair service is
not financially feasible and would he of BE. Abekas was one of the only companies that advertised in those issues that
much too slow for most users.
Accom's award -winning service de- is no longer around. The truth is broadpartment offers board exchanges at cast has had it very good for a long time.
Unfortunately, most broadcast manprices that recover the costs of support
otherwise support would be out of ufacturers can no longer compete with
business and there would be no sup- the computer industry's commodity
port for any of our customers. We also products and pricing. Why design a
believe that our prices are in line with custom keyboard that costs $500 when
the general price levels in the industry you can buy a PC keyboard for $5? A
decade ago, Newtek sold thousands of
for comparable products.
Our customers are extremely important Toasters for one -tenth the price of
to us, whether they buy new equipment dedicated video hardware. Today,
or need service on older products. much of Toaster's sophistication is
Accom's goal is to continue to support available in products that can be bought
for one -tenth of the price of the Toaster.
its products as long as replacement parts
are available and boards can be repaired. Reliability, extensibility and other aspects
of these products may be reduced, but so
We do this for the oldest products, even
when a "later & greater" model is cur- are the prices. The world has changed.
rently for sale. We don't believe that any If you really want the level of support that
other company within the industry can was available 10 years ago, are you
match Accom's record in supporting prod- prepared to pay the price? Ten years of
ucts that are no longer in production. The buying cheaper and faster products
Abekas brand name is highly regarded from the computer industry equates to a
in the broadcast community,and Accom resounding NO.
If you have a question or comment,
is working to maintain the Abekas reputation for product quality and service drop me an email at: drdigital @compu
serve.com.
for all of our products, old and new.
Harris Rogers
Vice President, Marketing Steve Epstein is a freelance technical consultAccom ant based in the Midwest.
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layer or software
platform. RollCall
provides all the tools you
need to monitor and
control your network, no
matter how large or
complex, from wherever
you are in the world.
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Custom Weather,
implementation and execution make them
happen. Recently, AccuWeather entered live television broadcasting by offering WeatherTeam and WeatherTeam Live. The concept, which originated in
October 1998, is to allow local TV stations and networks to outsource or
supplement weather show production. AccuWeather prepares custom -designed
weather shows and delivers them via satellite or fiber for live or delayed airing. A
station or network can also have round -the -clock access to an expert meteorologist
for live coverage of severe weather events.
Good ideas are one thing, quality
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More than 85 meteorologists.
50 graphic artists and support
personnel work in AccuWeather's 8200- square -foot
operations room, shown above.
The wall in direct camera view
received royal blue paint and a
"weather center" sign in order
erve as the backdrop for
r talent.

by Jay Mathieu

ustom Broadcast
The idea of a custom -designed weather show attracted MSNBC, which tapped
AccuWeather to be its weather content provider. This meant that, in addition to a
completely automated weather graphics system for hourly updates, AccuWeather
would provide live coverage via satellite of any breaking weather news.
WeatherTeam was born.
AccuWeather had to build the service from the ground up. Constructing the studios
and master control and specifying the uplink antenna were the first orders of business.
AccuWeather called upon Synergistic Technologies Inc. (STI), headquartered in
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ACCUWeather
nearby Pittsburgh, for help. STI plays
a pivotal role in AccuWeather's success

in the broadcast industry.Working
under a tight deadline, STI designed the
production and satellite uplink systems.

At the same time, AccuWeather
worked with MSNBC producers to
determine studio and camera shot specifics. Creating a system that would
serve any and all TV stations and
networks, domestic and international,
proved to be a formidable task. Further complicating the program, AccuWeather decided to provide analog as
well as digital service, originating from
a serial digital source. The studio and
graphic treatments had to be carefull
planned as well, because not all affiliates would choose to make use of the
same style presentation.
A 16 -input Grass Valley 1200 serial
component digital production switch er is the keystone of master control.
Inputs to this switcher include two
Panasonic DVCPRO and one Sony Beta
SP tape machine. Two VueTech jog/
shuttle controllers and a Panasonic
edit controller remotely operate these
inputs. Sources also include two Sony
DXC -D3OWS digital cameras, two
UltraGraphix ULTRA and two Ultra Graphix Animator Weather Graphics
Systems. The weather graphics systems
are proprietary to AccuWeather, built

on SGI -02 and PC technology respectively. The
intercom system is a
PL -Pro Master Station from Clear -Corn.
A Wegener DVT-2000 MPEG -2 video
transmitter encodes segments digitally,
while a Miteq VM -100R video modulator processes analog transmissions.
A remotely controlled Andrew 4.5meter antenna with redundant 350W
amplifiers and upconverters transmits
the feeds. The antenna has "fast- track"
capabilities, providing the capability
to switch from one satellite to another

ArcuWeather often jumps from
satellite to satellite. delivering
weather reports verg rapidlg.
in a short period of time. AccuWeather

often jumps from satellite to satellite,
delivering weather reports rapidly. Two
Wegener Unity 4000 MPEG -2 IRDs
and one Drake ESR 1255 Earth Station Receiver are also in place for
confidence monitoring.
Using a Leitch up /down timer, AccuWeather will typically generate shows
that range from 30 seconds to three
minutes or more. Certain AccuWeather
affiliates will sell two minutes of advertising to be used with a three -minute
weather show, filling a five -minute

Master control for AccuWeather's WeatherTeam and WeatherTeam Live segments is
equipped with a 16 -input Grass Valley 1200 serial component digital production switcher.
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block. Others will insert the WeatherTeam show during the local newscast, use the service when its weather
talent is on vacation, orbroadcast 30to 60-second weather updates during
commercial breaks.
It was decided that MSNBC would
utilize AccuWeather's 8200- squarefoot operations room as the backdrop
for the weather talent. The operations
room is home to more than 85 meteorologists, 50 graphic artists and many
support personnel, including editors
and customer service representatives.
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The operations room replicates a newsroom setting, which grants a certain
sense of urgency that would not be
achieved with traditional blue or green
chroma key presentations.
The anchor desk is located in the
center of the operations room, with a
Fujitsu 42-inch Multisystem Plasma vision display monitor for weather
graphics positioned just behind the

talent. AccuWeather's own Ultra Graphix ULTRA Weather System creates state -of-the -art weather graphics
and animations seen on this screen. A
typical segment consists of a combination of talking -head camera shots and
full-screen graphics. A Chyron Codi
Sketchpad telestrator embedded in the
anchor desk is directly in front of the
talent. This 13 -inch touch screen allows the meteorologist to draw on the
video for illustration and emphasis.
Environmental changes were necessary. The existing operations room
was not particularly photogenic. Its
white walls and a 21 -foot high ceiling
did not make for appealing television.
To remedy this, the wall in direct camera view received royal blue paint and
an 18" x 4" weather center sign. STI
called in Vincent Lighting to contribute its expertise in the difficult task of
lighting the set area of the operations
room. Designed exclusively for MSNBC and NBC affiliates, the set left
AccuWeather with the task of building

understand that the road to digital transition and integration for
one station may be very different from that of another. Having been
down a lot of roads in large markets and small, we bring a wealth of
experience planning and managing the digital transition process,
addressing the specific needs of the stations we work for and the unique
markets they serve.
We

have the resources: financial, technical and human. We have the
experience. We have the relationships: architects, contractors, manufacturers. And we have the training systems to get your people up to speed in
a hurry.
We

whether you're managing in Mayberry or maneuvering in
Megalopolos, we can make the road to digital transition and integration
straight and smooth. Give us a call before you begin your journey.
So
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ACCuWeather
another set to serve additional WeatherTeam and WeatherTeam Live customers. A second set offered different
views and camera angles.
Soon after AccuWeather began serving MSNBC with breaking weather
news, CNBC contracted for a similar
live service. Many local stations, most
without news programming, also
turned to AccuWeather. These stations
see the service as a way to generate
advertising dollars without the expense of production and staff. Many
network news programs acquire reports from AccuWeather during newsworthy weather events.
A mix of digital and analog feeds
originates from AccuWeather, dependent
upon customer requirements. Customers can book the satellite time on the
transponder of their choice, or AccuWeather will arrange for the windows.
In September 1999, AccuWeather
accepted the challenge to provide
weather broadcasts to Paxson Communications. AccuWeather delivered
custom weather shows for PAX stations in the top 15 markets and three
regionally syndicated shows to be aired
by the remaining affiliates. PAX wanted the shows to be in three segments,

files onto the video, uti-

lizing the file's alpha

channel.
PAX also wanted the camera shot to
be different from anything else that
was currently being done by AccuWeather. They wanted the talent to be
standing beside a big -screen monitor,
rather than sitting
at an anchor desk.

chased a Spencer Technologies stillstore

to place lower- thirds and the PAX
First LOCAL Weather banner. The
Spencer 2000 overlays 32 -bit Targa
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affiliate- specific audio intros and outros.
The m,issi e amount- (1f time -sensitive

For this, AccuWeather implemented a Mitsubishi VS-50603 50inch monitor. The
final shot consists

of the monitor
with the talent at
screen right and an
overhead banner
with the PAX First
LOCAL Weather
and affiliate logo.

Two
Ultra Graphix Animator Plus Graphics
Systems, devel-

Video broadcasting manager Jay Mathieu oversees
AccuWeathers television and Internet broadcasts.

oped and sold by
AccuWeather, are used to compress
the time required to create the weather
shows for individual markets. The

AccuWeather broadcast meteorologist
can jump back and forth between computers. While one system is in use, the

White walls and a al -foot high ceiling
did not make for appealing television.
allowing room for sponsorships. Each
show would fill a five -minute block,
which would include three minutes of
weather and two minutes of advertising. At 11 p.m. on weekdays, PAX
planned to push back network programming for five minutes and insert
the sponsored weather block.
PAX wanted multiple segments, and
they wanted them to be fully produced
at AccuWeather. There would be no
post -production responsibilities passed
on to the affiliates. AccuWeather pur-

but the lengthy sponsor tag lines inserted before and after each PAX segment
required installation of a Q -TV MVP-12
prompter running WinCue Pro
software.The beginning and end of each
segment has voice and music, rolled into

other is automatically generating the
next city's show. By the time the onscreen talent is ready to move on to the
next city, the graphics are up -to -date
and ready to go. A simple pushbutton
switcher is used to move between the

two systems.
The PAX weather blocks incorporate
combination of camera shots and full screen graphics. While the meteorologist is off screen, he can use the telestrator on either desk to draw the screen
graphics. The PAX shot takes place
between the two sets, so either telestrator is handy during the presentation.
AccuWeather broadcast meteorologists typically do not use prompters,
a
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material to be delivered required a
full -time MPEG 28Mb simplex video
circuit. Triumph Communications of
New York provided the complete end to -end fiber installation and provides
continuous support of the video service. This gives AccuWeather a direct,
always -on, connection to the PAX
NOC in Clearwater, FL. By employing
the fiber link to deliver PAX weather
programming, AccuWeather is able to
make use of the satellite uplink in
other ways. While feeding the PAX
shows, AccuWeather can also he covering a hurricane on MSNBC.
Today, AccuWeather applies a variety
of techniques to deliver weather content
to its customers. Continual growth and
added capabilities allow AccuWeather
to keep up with today's demand for
weather in the broadcast industry. Most
recently AccuWeather confronted the
profound effect that convergence will
have on the broadcast industry by
broadcasting on the Internet via
streaming media. This groundbreaking capability presented a whole new
set of technological challenges.
Jay Mathieu is manager of video broadcasting

at AccuWeatber.
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Tower lighting
BY DON MARKLEY

all are aware of the regulations
concerning the care and feeding
of tower lights. A recent article described both the actions that must be
taken to notify the applicable powers
that he concerning lighting failures
and the requirements for their repair.
However, the existence and logic concerning such lights still seems to be a
mystery to some.
When a tower is planned, one of the
initial pieces of paperwork is to file
FAA Form 7460 -1 with that agency.
That form is a Notice of Proposed
Construction and is used to initiate the
formal study to determine if a tower is
possible at the desired location and
height without causing a hazard to air
navigation. The filing is not always
necessary. The Rules and Regulations
contain the criteria to determine if
such notification is required. If the
tower is under 200 feet AGL and is not
near any aeronautical facilities, it does
not need to be lighted or marked, nor
We

does the FAA have to be notified. That
means that construction can proceed,
if no FCC Construction Permit is required, without concerns about hazards.

Watch out for proposed facilities
There is a kicker here. The requirement concerning aviation facilities includes those facilities which have been
planned and for which notification

Environmental organizations have become
largely resistant to strobe lights at night.
with the FAA. Without
a bit of a study, it is sometimes difficult
to know just where such facilities may
he proposed. Unless it is obvious that
no airport facility could possibly exist
in the vicinity of the tower (hills away
has been filed

from town, etc.) file the form. Remember,
an aeronautical facility can be other
things than an airport. For example,

FRAME GRAB
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the FAA is a bit touchy about transmitters located near their navigation or
communications facilities. Filing is acceptable insurance and covers your back
just in case something has been missed.
If notification is not necessary, the FAA
will return the form with that notation
and you can proceed without worry.
The forms are filed with the area
FAA office that is responsible for your

broadcastengineering.com
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state. The form and the name and
address of the appropriate office are

available from the FAA website
(www.faa.gov). On the form, you can
indicate the type of marking and lighting that would he preferred, including
"none" for short towers. Again, if
notification is not necessary, no marking or lighting will be required. By the
way, the term "marking" refers to
painting the tower with the customary
seven stripes of international orange
and white. All painted towers now
have seven stripes of equal width with
the top and bottom being orange.
If the FAA determines that your
notification was necessary, they will
perform the study to determine the
possible impact of the tower on aero-

nautical navigation. This will include
the approaches to area airports, which
also considers all instrument approach,
departure and missed approach paths,
proximity to airways and proximity to
Visual Flight Rules (VFR) flyways.
A VFR flyway is anything that pilots
may elect to use as a navigational aid
in times of marginal flying conditions.
If over noncongested areas, a pilot
may legally fly at 500 feet above the
ground. During marginal flying conditions, when the ceiling is over 1000
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feet above ground and the visibility is
three miles or more in controlled airspace, a pilot may elect to follow a
road, river or railroad that he may
know will guide him to a desired location. If the proposed tower is not over
500' AGL, the tower will not normally
be considered to have any impact on
such visual flight rule flights. Anything over 500 feet AGL will automatically be considered to be a hazard if
within two miles of a VFR flyway and
will require circularization to all concerned parties for comments. The two mile margin accepts the fact that pilots

Strobes vs. conventional lighting

in the vicinity of their towers.

There was a period of time when
strobes were considered to be the lighting plan du jour. Every tall structure
was specified with high -intensity white
lights. There was only one little problem with this scheme of things - the
citizenry screamed like mad. It turns
out that many people don't like looking out at strobes at night. During the
day, such lights seem to be largely
acceptable. But, at nighttime, a large
portion of the populace finds them to
be offensive. As a result, elected officials started getting lots of complaints.

One other major factor has become
involved in tower lighting schemes:
Environmental organizations have
become largely resistant to strobe lights
at night. There is a strong argument
that such lights are hazardous to birds
that may reside in the area or that may
fly through the area when migrating.
You haven't lived until you have listened to nature lovers who have found
a bald eagle lying near a tower with a
broken neck. That concern, while realistic, has been questioned in the past.
For example, a two -year study of dead
birds found around two tall towers in
Iowa found that no birds were found
that were listed as either endangered
or concerned species. On the other
hand, many of those birds where listed
by the Department of Agriculture as
disease carriers and common pests.
Based on those results, it could be
argued that the towers were providing
a service to the community. It is an
argument doomed to be greeted with
scorn as happened when this author
presented it at a zoning board meeting
(with tongue planted firmly in cheek).
Still, the bird kill concern must be
considered. In areas where birds such
as the bald eagle are common or along
well -known migratory flyways, special
thought should be given to the use of
dual lighting, even for very tall towers.
These concerns have to be balanced
with the high priority of aeronautical
safety as well as the wishes of the
public. As both the FAA and FCC are
governmental concerns, they do respond to public input and to the comments of legislators (especially the latter). If at all possible, they will attempt
to call for the use of the less obtrusive
use of dual lighting when requested.
To summarize, don't hesitate to make
your case for the type of lighting you
would prefer on your proposed tower.
Take into consideration the local requirements and the likely response of
your management to complaints from
the public. As a general rule, if you use
straight strobe lights on your tower,
you will receive complaints.

Many building codes now require that towers
have either red lights and paint or dual lighting

systems that use red lights at night.
have learned to stay to one side of such
flyways. If they fly right down the
middle, they run the risk of meeting
another equally stupid pilot coming
the other way.
Assuming that everything goes well
with the FAA study, a Notice of No
Hazard will be issued. The cute part
here is that the FAA determination of

whether or not a proposed structure
would be a hazard is their opinion and
acts to recommend to other agencies
whether a tower should be approved.
As an opinion, it is not subject to
review in the courts. That is to say, if
you receive a determination that a
tower is a hazard, the FCC will not
issue a construction permit. You are
done at that site unless you make
changes and reapply.
If a determination of no hazard is
made, the FAA will recommend the
desired lighting and marking. On
many structures, the proponent is given the choice of either strobes or
conventional (red) lights with painting. The FCC, when issuing the construction permit (if any) will often
give that option to the applicant.
Where no construction permit is required, as in those cases where a
company is going to build a tower
simply to lease space to others, the
owner can rely on the FAA determination to pick the lighting and /or
marking scheme.

SB

That resulted in cries of protest to
licensees, the FCC and the FAA. The
outcome was a tempering of the use of
high- intensity strobes or medium -intensity strobes for shorter towers.
It was also thought for some time
that high- intensity strobes aided aeronautical safety by making the towers
more visible to pilots at night. It was
later shown in some studies that the
advantage was not as great as originally thought. It seems that pilots
would fixate on avoiding a big strobe
lit tower and miss other structures
that had red lights. In other words,
they would be so careful to watch out
for the strobe lit tower that they were
in danger of hitting other towers. They
might be congratulated for missing
the 2000 -foot tower and only hitting a
1000 -foot tower. Certainly, such pilots felt much better for their actions.
An additional reaction to the one time
mass shift to high- intensity lighting has
been the modification of building codes
in many areas. Elected officials are highly
responsive to complaints from the residents of their districts who vote for
them. As a result, many building codes
now require that towers have either red
lights and paint or dual lighting systems
that use red lights at night. Many broadcasters prefer such a system as well.
They don't have the expense of maintaining the paint on the towers and they
avoid the complaints of those who live
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Don Markley is president of Markley and
Associates, Peoria, IL.
Send questions and comments to:
don_markley @ intertec.com
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Surround sound
BY JIM STARZYNSKI

Surround sound technology has been
a part of the broadcast world since
TV in the U.S. went stereo in the mid 1980s. The decoding format at the time
was Dolby Surround, a matrixed encoded three -channel (L,R,S) audio
soundtrack, a descendent from the film
industry that is capable of being transported on a two -channel, stereo infrastructure. This proved to be a terrific
advancement for TV stations, requiring
only a minimal amount of upgrading to
implement and brand their stereo stations with surround capabilities.
Much has happened since this innovation. Currently, there are two primary
surround sound formats from Dolb
Labs for the film, consumer electronone ut
ics and television industry
which is Dolby Digital, the exclusi%L
standard for ATSC Digital Television
in the U.S. The other is the Dolby
Surround format. Each of these has
evolved to include added features as
explained below. Digital Theater Systems (DTS) has multiple film and
video formats and SDDS (Sony Digital Dynamic Sound) has a competing

-

film format

as

well.

Formats for TV and film
Dolby Surround: Loosely termed 3
Stereo, this passive surround decoding
technology was first introduced to the
upstart home theater market in the
early to mid- 1980s. This technology
lacks an active steered center channel
but provides a mono surround channel
for listeners. Dialog information is
created by the left /right speakers and
reproduced as a phantom center channel
image. As long as the left/right audio
signals are of equal level and the listener
is in the correct viewing position, dialogue comes from the center of the
home theater system, hopefully the same
place the image is located. The rear
channels incorporate a form of Dolby B
noise reduction and have a limited
frequency response of 100 - to 7000Hz.
Consumer Dolby Surround gear has been

58

supplanted by Pro Logic equipment.
Dolby Pro Logic expands on passive
surround by providing the listener with
a steered center channel speaker output designed to draw dialog and effects to the screen of the program. This
1987 innovation allows the audience
to sit anywhere in the room and always localize the dialog and center
effects information as coming from the
picture, as long as the center speaker is
installed above or below the screen.
Pro-Logic II expands on standard
Pro -Logic by offering additional movie

active steered rear center channel to a
5.1 soundtrack. It does this by matrix
decoding of the left and right surround
channels but does not require any additional channel infrastructure before
decoding to do so.
DTS: Digital Theater Systems' first
soundtrack was introduced in 1993.
5.1-channel DTS technology is used in
motion picture, DVD -V, -LD and -CD
formats. DTS' perceptual coder uses a
lossy algorithm and operates at a higher
bit rate than Dolby AC -3. Because of
this process, DTS claims more accurate

Viewers will continue to demand bigger and
better quality audio programming to
accompany their DTV pictures.
and music modes to the decoder offering a more discreet -like experience to
the rear channels for the listener.
Dolby Digital: In the early 1990s,
Dolby Digital was introduced to the
motion picture industry and subsequently started to hit the consumer video
marketplace about five years later. This
new technology brought digital reproduction with it and eliminates matrixing
and the frequency response limitations
of passive surround and Pro Logic. It's
capable of up to six discreet digital
channels, five of which can be full frequency. The system is based on audio
bit -reduction technology. It uses perceptual coding and auditory masking
to eliminate information in the original
audio that is undetected by the human
ear. (See Production Clips, BE February 1999.) This encoding and decoding
process uses the Dolby AC -3 lossy bitreduction algorithm. This process significantly lends itself to video technologies like DVD -V, LD and DTV where
the image and ancillary data require
massive amounts of bandwidth from
the comprehensive transport stream.
Dolby Digital Surround EX adds an
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reproduction. However, the increased
bandwidth required over AC -3 prohibits
use of DTS in some applications.
In June, a new DTS -ES program introduced DTS-ES Discreet, Matrix 6.1
and DTS Neo:6, all of which add an
additional channel to existing rearchannel surround reproduction.
SDDS: Sony Dynamic Digital Sound is
a motion picture -only format introduced
in 1994. It boasts eight channels of discreet digital sound. The bit- reduction
process is a lossy type utilizing the
Sony ATRAC algorithm, the same technology used for Sony MiniDisc.
ATSC audio: How does it

fit in?

Uulb Digital is the consumer name
for products incorporating Dolby AC -3
encoding and decoding and, as stated
above, is the standard for ATSC audio.
Dolby Digital, however, does not necessitate 5.1- channel sound, as it may
be misunderstood to do so, although it
may be configured for 5A channels of
audio. Dolby Digital programs may be
recorded or transmitted in mono, stereo, matrixed surround (LT- RT) and a
variety of multichannel configurations.
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Wherever you are in the world, you'll appreciate the
MT930B Agile Omni Global.

capability for all operating functions. And video and
audio performance? It's out of this world.

With expanded L-band input for reception of higher
Ku -band frequencies, improved remote access features,
and switchable LNB voltage, the MT930B handles satellite formats from around the globe and delivers performance specifically designed for professional broadcasters.

Find out more about the MT930B. Contact Standard
or your Standard representative today.

The MT930B has an input range of 950 -2150 MHz,
and features integrated IF filters and four L -band inputs
for any combination of satellites and polarities. Convenience features include front -panel editing, ergonomic
rotary dials for faster selection, and remote control
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Meeting tomorrow's standards today
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U.S.: (800) 745 -2445
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Europe: 44 1923 800 510
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A 3/2 (three front, two rear) channel

setup and an additional low- frequency enhancement channel (LFE) is the
maximum number of discreet channels possible, totaling 5.1.
This 5.1-channel audio payload is

mono -compatible. This composite matrixed program will connect up within the plant on a standard stereo pair
and can be decoded by the audience on
Dolby Surround, Dolby Pro Logic and
Dolby Digital consumer equipment.

carried at a 384kb/s
ATSC rate and has a fre-

DTV STATION
Distribution

Production

adjust certain parameters like dialog
levels and to allow the audience to
select other pre -established settings like
dynamic range choices. Other metadata
establishes the amount and configuration of the channels; i.e. two-channel,
5.1 or Dolby Surround
encoded, to name a few
of the remaining settings.

quency response for the
Monitor
II
Return
Dolby
Master Control / Transmission
main five channels of
CH PCM
Dolby E
about 20- to 19kHz. The
Mks
AES Digital Path
Dolby E was developed
LFE is band limited to
Dolby
handle transporting
to
120Hz.
Recorded
Playback
multichannel audio withThe low -frequency enMetadata
in a digital television plant
hancement channel may
Authoring
limited to a two- or fourcontain special discreet
Audience
1.5 GB
RT SAP
Home Theater
Video
Dolby Digital
Coaxial
AES audio infrachannel
audio program content
Optical AC-3
ATSC
SL
SR
LFE
Tuner/
structure.
It provides the
(additional effects like
RCUR
Video
necessary link at the disbooms and crashes) and
Metadala Processes
Audio Here tribution stage, the prois not the same as the
cess in between contribusubwoofer's role. Therefore it's different than and
tion /production and
Figure 1. The DTV audio path through production, distribution, transmis
in addition to the other sion and reception.
emission of audio signals.
Similar to AC- 3/Dolby
low frequency signals
The digital domain: Along with issues Digital, Dolby E has metadata capabilithat are contained as part of the main
channels. Also, the LFE content is not like 5.1 capability, the LFE and bit ties compatible with the ATSC system.
downmix compatible. This means that rates, it's also important to note that However, Dolby E's algorithm works at
if a DTV listener's monitoring equip- the DTV mixing engineer must establish a higher bit rate than Dolby Digital and
ment is not capable of 5.1- channel re- the proper limiting of sound sources to is capable of eight channels of audio
production, an automatic downmix of prevent distortion. Unlike NTSC broad- encoded on a single AES pair including
the audio is usually available on the casting, there may be no safeguard down- the metadata. Its signal is timed to the
consumer decoder. This output supplies a stream to correct for errors. Increased TV plant and is frame-compatible with
Pro Logic -, stereo- or mono -compatible dynamics are a goal, but proper levels video. Its milder codec is capable of
signal and is available at the digital must be maintained at the console (espe- about 10 cascades without noticeable
audio output connection of the device cially if it's digital) to avoid distortion degradation to the sound.
Dolby E provides a solution for transand/or the analog RCA type connectors. from too hot a signal. Even metadata, as
Any low -frequency information contained described below, can't repair a faulty porting 5.1 channels of audio plus additional LT, RTor SAP channels along with
in only the LFE will not be reproduced at signal once it's recorded. Levels can
this output. It is therefore necessary to easily be monitored on any contempo- metadata. It does this without the station
make certain that all or some of any rary digital meter, especially the ones having to expand its baseband infracritical low -frequency LFE information reading VU and peak simultaneously. structure beyond an AES pair.
Four Channel Left- Center-Right-SurHeadroom should be used but cannot be
is redirected to the main channels during
round (LCRS) program mixing at the
a 5.1 mix or remix by the broadcaster, completely used up. The digital path is
not as forgiving as its analog counter- professional level and LCRS (Surround
program supplier or re- mixer.
part and DTV's dynamics may be wide and Pro -Logic) monitoring at the conopen right into the listener's living room. sumer level have blazed the trail for
Mixing Surround Sound: NTSC vs. ATSC
today's cutting edge 5.1 channel audio.
Analog world: Mixing in Dolby SurViewers will continue to demand bigger
round is an effective way to enhance an The metadata element
Unlike NTSC analog audio, ATSC and better quality audio programming to
audio program with little additional
equipment impact on the stereo TV digital audio is accompanied by meta - accompany their DTV pictures. Audiinfrastructure. A mixing console capable data information that is always present ences are purchasing more and more
of at least four output buses and a with the Dolby AC -3 bitstream. This multichannel home theater equipment,
suitable monitoring system is necessary, data is used to adjust the audio at the clearly stating their desire for outstanding
along with a surround encoder and de- listener's receiver/decoder. Metadata audio soundtracks to support the amazcoder for creating multichannel programs. supplied by the producer or broad- ing TV pictures DTV is capable of.
If properly mixed, a four-channel pro- caster allows the audio to remain in a
gram mixed left- center -right- surround fairly unprocessed form throughout the Jim Starzynski is principal engineer for Audio
(LCRS) can be matrix encoded and the television plant and through transmis- Technologies and Practices in NBC's Technical Planning and Engineering Group at NBC
broadcast will be surround -, stereo- and sion. Its intent is to both automatically Headquarters in New York.
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With big savings on the servers,
monitors, switchers and more
from the Summer Games.
After the games, when the flame

is

out and the medals are packed, the athletes

move on to their next mission. And so does the equipment that flawlessly brought
the Summer Games to the United States. Products like servers, routers, switchers,
multi -effects, monitors, encoders, decoders and signal processors.
Field- tested and strong, they await their next challenge. Sony has a limited number
of these B stock products available at great prices, backed with Sony's standard
warranty for new products (see actual warranty for details). So call Sony directly at
(201) 930 -SONY (7669) or e-mail us at Summer.Games@am.sony.com to request

the most current list of available products and add a proven champion to your team.

www.sony.com/summergames
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Actema,stligltai broadInffint and moni
iutions enable broadcast
engineers to monitor and troubleshoot their digital television transmissions in
station or network operations center. The WHD -TV Model Station depicted
here provides an interoperability testing environment.
a TV

by Pearse Ffrench
broadcastengtneering.com
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In the last few decades, computer
technology has given automobile
maintenance a complete makeover.
Nowadays, the computer does the
tinkering and, without it, the mechanic can do little to diagnose a problem or isolate a faulty part.
Similarly, broadcasting is facing its own technological shift as digital television
replaces its traditional analog counterpart. Using computer technology, MPEG -2
digital compression shrinks TV programs, leaving more room in the broadcasting pipe for
additional channels, HDTV, Internet, interactive services and more
all through the television
receiver and all using the sanie amount of bandwidth that traditional analog services now occupy.
These expanded possibilities offer increased revenue potential for everybody in the industry. But
in order to take advantage of the opportunity, we're going to have to weather some changes. The
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compressed audio stream. Though
there are different methods for compressing audio streams, they all produce
an audio ES, which is similar to the
video ES. The audio and video ESs for
a single program then follow a parallel
path to the decoder, as described below.

capability than its predecessor. But
this new capability comes wrapped in
a complex package that requires more
sophisticated testing and measurement
equipment than it ever did before.

digital transition will force nearly everyone in the industry to adopt completely
new processes, learn new technologies
and purchase new equipment- in short,
we'll have to change the way we see
broadcasting.
For many of us, the mental journey
from analog to digital seems just as
tenuous as the physical one. Chris
Knechtel, manager of technical operations at the Model HDTV Station in

Washington, D.C., meets a variety of
broadcast professionals each week as
they tour the Model Station. "The
learning curve represents one of the
greatest challenges for industry pro-

MPEG -2 video compression

MPEG -2 video compression aims to
reduce the amount of bandwidth needed to transmit a program without affecting its quality. This type of compression depends on spatial encoding
and temporal encoding. Spatial en-

coding eliminates redundancy within
a frame. For instance, a picture that
contains a blue -sky background will
likely contain several rows of identical
blue pixels. Spatial encoding codes
only one of these pixels, significantly
reducing redundancy in the bitstream.
Temporal encoding eliminates redundancy between individual frames in
the video stream. This can be accomplished through motion estimation and

fessionals across the board," he says.
But with the FCC's mandate for all digital broadcasts in the U.S. by 2006,
we have little choice but to
roll up our sleeves and dig
Video Elementary Stream
in.
Knowing the basics of
MPEG -2 transport is, of
course, a must. Add that to

fundamental understanding of ATSC's PSIP tables
and descriptors and you're
building a decent foundaa

MPEG -2 transport
Once an ES is compressed, the encoder creates a packetized elementary
stream (PES) by splitting the ES into
packets of one frame each (for video)
or approximately 24ms (for audio).
As with other forms of packetized
data communications, each packet in
the PES includes a header and a payload. (See Figure 1.) The header contains the decoding time stamp (DTS)
and presentation time stamp (PTS),
which tell the decoder when to decode
and present the payload, which carries
the picture or sound.
The PES is further divided into trans-

Image
Structure

/.

Packetized
Elementary Stream (PES)

I

Transport Stream

111

\

tion. Unfortunately, understanding the system is not
1
enough. With the digital
Fixed length
Header including
Payload
(188 bytes)
PID and PCR
transition, programs and
services will become "comFigure 1. Each video frame from an MPEG -2 elementary stream is mapped into the payload of
puterized and hidden" in
a packetized elementary stream (PES) packet. The PES packet is further divided into transport
transport streams, just like stream packets. A transport stream packet is 188 bytes in length with a fixed 4 -byte header that
contains the packet identifier (PID) and an optional variable -sized header that can contain the
the innerworkings of the
program clock reference (PCR).
modern automobile. Withinter-frame prediction. Imagine, for port packets, the payload of which
out the right equipment in the shop,
instance, that you are encoding video contains up to 184 bytes for each packet.
there is no way to diagnose or isolate
that shows the bird's -eye view of a A four-byte header is added for a total of
problems in the new digital machine.
the standard
More often than not, breakdowns in football game. Though the players 188 bytes per packet
digital transmission only become ap- move from frame to frame, the back- packet size for an MPEG -2 transport
stream. A multiplexer combines the
the field itself
parent when the picture suddenly dis- ground scenery
doesn't change. Temporal coding takes single -program transport stream with
appears from the TV screen, giving
others like it to form a multiple- program
broadcasters little clue as to the source advantage of the similarities between
transport stream. The multiplexer also
frames
and
encodes
only
Because
sequential
nature
of
the
breakdown.
or
of this, transport stream test equip- the differences from one frame to the adds data in the form of PSI/PSIP tables,
next. It also uses motion vectors to which enable the decoder to locate and
ment, which allows broadcasters to
extract the components belonging to each
translate a moving object from one frame
"see inside" the stream, will play a
pivotal role in determining quality of to the next, instead of re- encoding the program in the multi -program stream.
It may also add to the stream additional
entire object in each frame.
service and customer satisfaction in
data for interactive applications.
A compressed video stream is called
the future. Like today's automobiles,
Each 188 -byte packet in the transport
digital television offers much more an elementary stream (ES), as is a

-
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stream, whether it contains audio, video,
PSI/PSIP tables or data, is identified by a
number called a PID, or packet identifier. PIDs allow the decoder to identify
and sort the contents of the transport
stream. This will become more apparent
when we discuss decoding and the use
of tables.
In order to maintain proper synchro-

nization in the transport stream, the
encoder periodically stamps transport
stream packets with a program clock
reference (PCR), a time value based on
the system clock of the encoder.
PSI /PSIP tables

\

I

PEG-2

program -specific informa-

tion tables (PSI) provide the decoder
with a map to the transport stream,
which it

uses to decode each program
in the stream and present it to the
viewer. The tables show the location of

program's audio and video components and tell the decoder whether the
viewer has purchased access rights to
the program. The tables are repeated
frequently (for example, 10x/second)
in the transport stream to support
random access required by a decoder
turning on or switching channels.
To expand the capabilities of the
MPEG -2 transport stream, the Advanced
Television Systems Committee (ATSC)
developed its own set of tables called
a

program and system information
protocol (PSIP) tables. These act as
extensions to the MPEG -2 PSI to provide
such things as channel frequencies,
event descriptions and ratings.
The following steps illustrate how a

terrestrial digital television uses information provided by the PSI/PSIP
tables to display a movie.
The first time the television is activated,
it scans the range of available R/F
frequencies. For each frequency that
contains a digital television signal, it
searches the stream for PID Ox1FFB,
Table ID Ox00C8, which is the terrestrial virtual channel table (TVCT). In
the TVCT, the television finds a list of
all the channels available on the transport stream, along with their major
and minor channel numbers. Because
each R/F frequency can contain more
than one digital television channel, the
television uses the major and minor
channel numbers to differentiate between channels located on the same R/F

frequency. This allows it to provide
quick access to any available channel
upon request from the viewer.
Once all available channels have been
located and identified, the television

table (PMT) for the chosen program.
Our hypothetical PMT PID is 0x0073.
The television then locates PID 0x0073,
where it finds our program's PMT. The
PMT identifies the PIDs that contain

to take advantage of the
opportunity, we're going to have to
weather some changes.
in order

displays the list of channels to the viewer.

the audio and video components of the

The viewer selects, for example,
KWWG -1 from this list, upon which

program. The television finds that the
video is on PID 0x0070, and the English
audio track is on PID Ox007I. The PCR
for the program is also on PID 0x0070.
The television locates PID 0x0070
and PID 0x0071 and separates the
audio and video packets out of the
transport stream.
It then finds the timing information
(PTS/DTS) located in the packet header
of each audio/video packet and begins
to process each packet for display to
the viewer according to the decoding
and presentation time specified in the
packet header.
Meanwhile, the television locates the

the television uses the R/F frequency and
the major and minor channel numbers
to tune to the right frequency and find

channel KWWG -l.
Once it has decoded the transport
stream on this signal, the television
then locates the audio and video for
the program airing on KWWG -l. This
can be done in two ways:
The television once again finds the
TVCT. This table contains a service
location descriptor for each channel in
the transport stream. The service location descriptor identifies the PIDs that
contain the audio and video components of the program. The service location descriptor for KWWG -1 shows
that the chosen video stream is located
on PID 0x0070, while the audio track
is on PID 0x0071. This descriptor also
shows that the PCR for this program is
on PID 0x0070.
The television locates PID 0x0000,
which contains the program association
table (PAT). This table points to the
PID that contains the program map

system time table (SIT) on PID Ox FFB,
Table ID Ox00CD, to find the current
1

date and time. This allows the television
to start programs and advertisements
on schedule and display the current
time to the viewer.

The television next finds the master
guide table (MGT) on PID OxIFFB,
Table ID Ox00C7. This table acts as an
index, listing the PID values for each
event information table (EIT) and
extended text table (ETT) in the

Figure 2. In this example. local programming is encoded and then multiplexed with the
national feed downloaded via satellite. A PSIP generator supplies the multiplexer with
table data for the transport stream. The stream is then modulated and finally transmitted
to the viewer's receiver.
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transport stream. These tables contain
event (or TV show) details to be displayed in the EPG. The television finds
that the EIT for our program is on PID
0x0050. This event also references an
ETT, found on PID 0x0060.
The television identified the ETT on PID
0x0050. In the EIT, it locates the content
advisory descriptor, which shows the rating value associated with this program.
The television next locates the rating
region table (RRT) on PID Ox1FFB,
Table ID Ox0OCA. This table identifies
rating schemes for different geographical
regions. The television locates the rating scheme that corresponds to the
country it is in. Using the value it
found in the content advisory descriptor, it determines the rating for the
program. If the rating is outside the
user-specified parameters, the television will not display the program.
The television finds the rating is within
the boundaries set by the user and
begins displaying the audio and video
for this program.
The television again locates the EIT,
where it extracts the title, duration,
and short description of the event and
adds it to the electronic program guide
(EPG) for display to the viewer.
Finally, the television locates the ETT
for our program on PID 0x0060. This
optional table contains a more detailed description of the event than can
be given in the EIT. The television
extracts the long description of the
event for display in the EPG.
As the example illustrates, making
sense of the MPEG -2 ATSC bitstream
is a complicated process. Higher -level
tables point the television to lower level tables, which in turn point to
specific packets of audio, video and
data in the stream. This complex pointing structure exposes the MPEG -2 system to potential errors. A single flaw
in the data can trickle down from a
top -level table to affect the entire
stream, causing errors in the EPG,
delayed channel hopping or complete
loss of a program.
In order to isolate and resolve these
problems quickly, broadcasters and
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network operators rely on transport
stream analyzers and monitoring systems
to open the transport stream for inspection, verification and monitoring.
Transport stream testing and

monitoring
The following examples illustrate
common scenarios in which the right
test and monitoring equipment will
detect and isolate errors quickly, to
ensure quality transmission throughout the broadcast chain.
Error isolation and finger pointing:
Because the broadcast data goes
through several different forms or stages before reaching the viewer, the most
effective monitoring solutions analyze
the transport stream at various points
along the transmission chain. This allows users to pinpoint and resolve
errors as soon as they occur.
Figure 2 illustrates this concept by
showing one example of a terrestrial
transmission chain and indicating several possible monitoring points in the
system. (Similar figures could be drawn
to reference a cable or satellite system.)
As the figure shows, broadcasters
can closely monitor the transport
stream at each stage of this process
at the encoder, after the multiplexer,
and before and after transmission. If
an error first appears in the stream at
the output of the multiplexer, operators
can quickly isolate the multiplexer as the
source of the error and repair or replace
it without delay. By the same token, if
excessive jitter appears on the stream at
the output of the encoder, the cause of
the problem clearly lies in the encoder.
One issue many industry players face is
that of interoperability between different
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manufacturers' equipment. Because
digital transmission systems almost
always rely on equipment made by
different manufacturers, a multiplexer
made by one company must be able to
read the output from another manufacturers' encoder. A system's failure to
interoperate presents a huge problem.
But whose problem is it? Which box is
at fault? It's easy to point fingers, but
the burden of proof falls on the broadcaster or network operator, whose transmission will continue to fail until he or
she effectively isolates the problem and
replaces the faulty equipment.
Effective monitoring systems allow
the user to analyze several transport
streams or several instances of the same
transport stream simultaneously from
a single control computer. This capability
proves essential for major broadcasters
responsible for a large number of transport streams. It simplifies the analysis
of an entire network to a single window
of LEDs. These LEDs represent the
status of each transport stream in the
network. When an error occurs, the user
can drill down through the red LED to the
location and description of the error
using an approach like that in Figure
3. This smoothes the learning curve
for inexperienced operators and takes
the guesswork out of error correction.
Lip sync: Studies show that viewers
consider lip sync the first determinant
of program quality, and many of us
would agree. But while lip sync presented some challenges in analog transmission, it presents even tougher ones
in the digital world.
Where traditional analog television
typically offered only one audio (stereo)
channel per program, digital television
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Web -based monitoring system.
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easure audio/video synchronization on

gital surround sound for
ram. Not only that, but MPEG
each video stream to be transmitted with multiple audio streams, so
that one program may be accessed in
several different languages.
Fortunately, there are tools on the
market that precisely measure lip sync in
digital transport streams. Using equipment such as that shown in Figure 4,
manufacturers and operators can ensure that their encoders are handling
timing issues properly for all audio
channels, regardless of the language.
Validating ratings and the EPG:
Because the Electronic Program Guide
is the broadcaster's main interface with
the customer, creation of the EPG is a
major priority for broadcasters and

manufacturers of PSIP generators.
Information in the EPG, including ratings, show times and event descriptions, comes mainly from the PSIP
tables discussed earlier in the article.
Because the data in these tables is
generated by hand, the possibility of
human error necessitates extensive validation. As mentioned earlier, a single
error in the PSIP data can perpetuate
through the entire system and ultimately cause a breakdown. Again,
transport stream analysis and monitoring equipment can help. Consider
the following example.
The master guide table (MGT) lists
the PID value for each event informa-

a

frame

lion table (EIT) in the transport stream.
This allows the receiver to locate the
rating value for each event, or TV
program, and determine whether it
will be displayed, according to userspecified rating parameters. Imagine
the MGT has been input incorrectly
and it shows the EIT PID value for a
program to be 0x0060 when the actual
EIT PID value in the stream is 0x0050.

problem PID, the MGT can be corrected
at the PSIP generator and retransmitted
to minimize disruption to the viewer.
Monitoring bandwidth usage:
transport stream test equipment not
only monitors for errors in the stream,
it can also help broadcasters patrol
their systems. For example, bandwidth
is money
or at least the potential to
make it. With a set amount of bandwidth allocated to them by the FCC,
broadcasters must use every ounce of
available space to maximize revenue
potential. What bandwidth their own
programming does not occupy can be
leased to other companies for data
transmission so that every bit in the
stream does its share to bring in revenue.
But measuring who uses what percentage of the bandwidth from one
moment to the next isn't easy. Without
the means to measure bandwidth usage, broadcasters must rely on faith
that their lessees will adhere to their
contracts. Though a nice idea, this
isn't always cost effective. Test tools
can help broadcasters by reporting
exactly what percentage of their total
bandwidth each PID is using in the
stream. With this information, they
can verify that each of their lessees
occupies only the bandwidth percentage allotted them.

-

-

Bandwidth is money
or at least the
potential to make it.
When the television attempts to locate
the rating value, it will identify 0x0060
as the EIT PID for the program, but

when it looks for this PID, no EIT will
be found. The television must either
display the program without regard for
rating or not display the program at all.
Either choice is likely to upset viewers.
This error alone is costly enough, but
similar errors in the TVCT, PAT or
PMT can also cause a loss of programming. Again transport stream analysis
is a must. A powerful real -time analysis tool will alert operators when these
and other errors occur, enabling them
to troubleshoot where necessary. As
soon as it detects the erroneous PID
value, the analyzer sends a flag to the
operator. Once he or she identifies the
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Not only does bandwidth usage require
monitoring, but the push to maximize
bandwidth also increases the pressure on
the transmission system, making it even
more susceptible to errors. Again, monitoring and analysis tools can help identify
these errors before they affect the viewer.

Despite DTV's complexity, sophisticated test equipment can eliminate much
of the guesswork in providing quality
digital programming to the consumer.
With the right tools, even users with
limited knowledge of digital transmission can diagnose, isolate and resolve
problems in the transport stream with
minimal disruption to the viewer.
Pearse Ffrettcb is chief engineer with Acterna's
Digital Broadcast Division (formerly Waretek

Wandel Goltermann).
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by Mark Everett

How are we to assure video qual-

ity in the compressed digital
age? Many of the old methods

remain valid, but some applications
of those methods just don't fit. Some
of our older methods have to be
adapted and manipulated for use,
even though they might appear as
illogical or inappropriate. New procedures, methods and processes have
to be developed and adapted to fit
others of these situations. We have at
least four different stages of signal
use, each of which uses different test
methods. The four separate areas are
origination, production, distribution
and transmission. Interwoven into
each of these areas are other challenges such as video -to -audio time
relationships, signal quality, skilled
personnel and resource allocation.
Origination test and measurement
requirements have changed considerably since the earlier days of color
television. For instance, a typical field
shoot required a few hours of camera
set-up time for a shoot that could not
last more than about two hours. After
a couple of hours of shooting, the
cameras in use and a lot of other
equipment had to be realigned. So
the shoot was stopped and the engineers started the whole process over
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Today's increasing complex control rooms like that shown above, require operators to
rely on automated test equipment to monitor a variety of analog and digital signals.
Automated and centralized monitoring capability will soon be standard on sophisticated T &M solutions.
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Testing

&I

television sigh

attention. The operators can now concentrate on the creative use rather
than the technical control of the device. Automatic controls, especially in
cameras, considerably reduce the needed intervention of an engineer. There
are many cameras in use today where
the camera was aligned in the factory
and has not been adjusted since then
and the camera still makes perfectly
acceptable pictures. This truth eliminates the need for a lot of test equipment and frees the engineers for other
tasks. This does not eliminate the need,
however, because there is always room
for doubt. In any situation where there
is a requirement to match video from
two sources, the most cost- effective
means of completing the task is to do
it right the first time. If 'fix it in post'
is not the means of solving all problems, then on -site, real -time signal measurement is still a requirement.
So, here is a location that will use
essentially the traditional means of

Measuring
qq

*the 21st

Century

again. There were some attempts, even
then, to include VITS (Vertical Interval Test Signals) into the original camera output to assist in camera chain
alignment and subsequent video processing, but this concept never really
caught on due to the added cost and
hulk of the test generators. This is also
the place where the film -style slate
with the clapper was used to mark the
alignment of the sound and picture.
Electronic versions of the slate were
developed to encourage the use of this
process and versions are in use today.
In these situations, a waveform mon-

-

itor, vectorscope, high- resolution
monochrome monitor and high -quality color monitor were required for
use with each camera because the
equipment needed nearly constant
monitoring and adjusting.

test and measurement. Field cameras,
for the most part, output either analog, component analog or serial digi-

Times have changed
Equipment stability and reliability
has improved immensely. A modern
camera or recorder needs almost no

Monitoring video signals in
Application

tal. Now there are compressed forms
of serial digital in use, hut, for the
most part, the working output is serial

a

digital. Analog or digital waveform
vector and picture monitors as well as
traditional test charts are the tools for
that portion of the trade.
The future will see all of these maintenance operations possible remotely.
We will have a means to test, evaluate
and correct all sorts of live video parameters analog or digital full bandwidth or compressed, in real time.
Here, automatic devices that can make
comparisons between sources and then
adjust a wayward source to match the
standard will assist engineers. None of
this particularly cutting edge, but these
functions will become the rule rather
than the exception.
If we look at any fieldwork as original production, the need remains for
traditional test and measurement solutions. More than likely, productions
are being originated in either film or
digital video. The film is left for another discussion. Digital video will be in
from
any of a number of formats
standard- definition digital to compressed high definition. Here also, remote testing, measurements and adjustments are possible and probable.
We expect that networked measurement and correction modules will be

mixed format environment

Measurement

Studio timing
Digital

Component
Composite

Jitter
Horizontal reference timing, Y /R -Y /B -Y relative timing, sync amplitude
Horizontal reference timing, burst reference phasing, SCH phasing,
color framing, blanking width, burst amplitude, sync amplitude

Transcoding
Component to digital
Digital to component
Component to composite
Composite to component

Peak
Peak
Peak
Peak

video,
video,
video,
video,

gamut
Y/R -Y /B -Y amplitude and relative timing
peak luminance, Y amplitude, RGB amplitude and phase, Y/C delay
Y/R -Y /B -Y amplitude and relative timing

Routing
Digital

Component
Composite
STL (FM routing)

Jitter, error rate, signal strength, eye opening, video /audio signal presence
Peak video, Y /R -Y /B -Y amplitude and relative timing, frequency response
Peak video, peak luminance, noise, luminance to chrominance delay/gain
Peak video, peak luminance, noise, luminance nonlinearity

Content generation
Camera
VTR

Character /Image generation

Peak video, peak luminance, average picture level, camera setup
Peak video, peak luminance
Gamut, peak video, video amplitudes

Processing
Digital

Component
Composite

Peak video, peak luminance, gamut, transcodes correctly to all formats
Peak video, Y /R -Y /B -Y amplitude and relative timing, frequency response
Peak video, peak luminance, noise, luminance to chrominancedelay/gain,
pulse to bar ratio, K -2T factor, differential chroma gain /phase,
frequency response, red/green/blue phase and amplitudes

Several elements of a mixed format environment must be monitored to ensure quality signal.
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placed at all critical points in the video
chain. Networked monitoring, diagnosis and correction software will either
assist the engineer or simply make
measurements and adjustments based
on a prescribed set of performance rules.
Once the video gets into the distribution system, more and more users are
demanding automated signal monitoring and evaluation. Any situation
where we have an engineer just watching television and looking for an error
is begging

for an automation -based

cated test and measurement equipment to evaluate problems that either
the operators or the automatic systems find to be erred or questionable.
This test location will include laboratory grade picture monitors and the
necessary traditional scopes and meters
to assist the engineer in resolving the
issue. All of the other test locations
through the plant will, most likely, be
using simpler monitoring and measurement devices that include more versatile and less costly types of displays.

We have at least four different stages of signal use,
each of which uses different test methods.

alternative. A monitoring system will
have to examine the active video and
detect any number of undesirable conditions. Because automatic detection
will catch every flaw, the system must
be capable of user selectable parameters. Everyone agrees that luminance
over 100 units is undesirable, but if the
time duration is only one pixel, how
much do you worry about that? In
some instances you may direct the
software to not alarm such a condition
until five or 10 pixels in a row are over
100 units. Similar logic must be applied to black, freeze, silence and others. Testing and monitoring must be
flexible enough to meet the myriad of
signal types we will be using in production and distribution. Composite
and component analog, serial digital
and high definition formats must all be
treated by the automated video testing
systems. Audio is equally important
and will be distributed in three distinct
forms - analog, AES/EBU and embedded. The testing systems must be capable of measuring audio presence, levels, phase and timing relationship.
Audio will be distributed in all sorts of
combinations from mono to 7.1 channels and more. Testing and signal measurement will have the facilities to
deal with these and more advanced
audio requirements.
More than likely, as is even now
apparent in the market, a facility will
have a single dedicated engineering
location with the necessary sophisti-

Multifunction, multiformat monitoring systems will be developed to solve
traditional problems.
As transport methods have become
more bandwidth conservative, video
and audio compression systems continue to proliferate. These current and
future compression systems provide
the broadcasters with more efficient,
reliable and artifact free means of
moving, storing and processing images. We have a large number of proven
methods for certifying data integrity,
which has been in use for decades in
the world of telephony. We also have
many tools existing for use in the
evaluation of the compression and decompression system elements. These
test instruments work in both real
time and non -real time situations. But,
almost all of the analog type questions
may still be asked of these digitally
manipulated signals. Now we have
more to measure - the analog base and
the digital content.
A continuing issue is test signals in
the digital and compressed domains.
While we have developed many specific test signals for current "full bandwidth" digital signals, many user continue to demand the use of analog
signals such as color bars. While analog test signals serve a useful purpose
in evaluating the total system integrity, most of them do not stress or test
digital paths as they do in analog
paths. The issue of compression test
signals is even more complicated. Years
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ago the industry learned that a design
engineer of a compression system could
easily recognize any fixed motionless
pattern, as a typical analog test pattern nearly always appears, and present
a perfect reproduction of the test signal at the output of the system. This
almost never had a direct correlation
with a normal television picture. Standard test video sequences have been
collected and agreed as fair representations of sequences that may stress
compression and decompression systems. These types of tests require a
specific sequence of pictures, and are
evaluated based on the expectation of
the appearance of that specific sequence. We yet need a test method for
compressed video that can be accomplished with client supplied active video, and in real time.
So where are the solutions in the next
decade coming from? First, end users,
advertisers and engineers will want to
evaluate video and audio in a fashion
similar to our current methods. Top
level questions and observations will
not have changed from fifty years ago.
How does the picture look in relation
to noise, color, color match, contrast,
and brightness - all of those basic
demands. The same levels of issues
belong to sound, level, phase, noise,
dynamic range and our new favorite lip sync. All of these issues are analog
issues, no matter how the picture and
sound are transported. MPEG decoding will be adapted to waveform, vector and picture displays. Test modules
will be located along the signal path to
be used to locate the point of degradation or failure in the network. We will
have networked collectors, evaluators
and repair modules all controlled by
centralized automation assisted by
centrally located engineering support.
We will still have to match cameras,
paint pictures to suit directors and
producers, limit video and audio levels, and mix separate video sources
while producing pictures which are
pleasing and acceptable to the consumer. To a large degree, analog solutions will be with us as long as our
analog vision and analog hearing remains a human characteristic.
Mark Everett is vice president, Advanced Technology, for Videotek, Pottstown, PA.
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stelevision grew, a technique known as

A

"genlock" was developed to combine

nonsynchronous program sources. Although
this filled a need at the time, genlocking to a
foreign signal was not always the safest or
most satisfactory way of synchronizing signals.
Luckily, it didn't take long for the industry to
develop better ways of synchronizing various

signals within and foreign to the plant. As
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A1...Tom Tucker of Tektronix verifies the synchronization of the audio and video signals after
correction by thcr-Tektronix AVDC100 Audio Video Delay Corrector.
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Sync

n o l o g y

evolved, the
development
of the video
frame synchronizer en-

abled
the
synchroniza-

tion of video signals from different
sources. However, the original frame
synchronizers dealt only with the video
portion of the program material. As
they were used, and oftentimes cascad-

to another, delays
began to creep into the video path that
delayed or retarded the video with
respect to the audio.
In real life, video is subject to more
processing steps than audio. Although
the small individual delays caused by
signal processing through various
pieces of equipment inserted to perform particular jobs along the video
path are usually imperceptible, these
errors will compound, becoming additive as additional equipment is introduced into the video path. Even
though the electrons representing the
picture move at nearly the speed of
light, it still takes time to go through
each and every device. A few microseconds here and a few milliseconds
there begin to add up. The heavy
video processing common in today's
DTV facility is a given guarantee for
AN timing errors, with video always
delayed relative to audio. In addition
to the labyrinth through which video
usually passes, both audio and video
are subjected to varying degrees and
methods of compression.
If the video path could he the same
ed from one place

each time through a facility, it would
be a simple task to delay the audio
accordingly, but that is nearly impossible in today's digital world. Even if

plant. It does not take into account the
diversity of paths the audio /video program material may have taken getting
there. It also does not consider the
variable delays that occur due to the
routing of the video through varied
equipment.
Say, for example, a station is covering a soccer game and there is no direct
microwave shot to a relay station or to
the studios. It is most likely the audio

frame synchronizers, which often create variable video delays of one to
two frames, are removed from the
equation, other video equipment such

distribution amplifiers, routing

as

switchers, production switchers, patch
bays, and patch cords hamper any-

The potential for unwanted audio tonal
changes is proportional to the total
amount of audio delay being corrected for.

thing close to consistency of operation in most facilities.
One attempt to keep audio and video
in sync was the development of the
"slaved" audio synchronizer, controlled by a companion video
synchronizer.This allows some level of
control of video to audio latency and
has been invaluable since the days of
analog/NTSC plant operation. Fixed,
predetermined amounts of audio de-

would be sent via conventional high quality telephone circuits while the
video would get sent via satellite. Comparatively speaking, even if the event
or remote facility is only a short distance away, the audio will travel only
a few kilometers compared to the nearly 44,600 miles the video will travel.
One other contributing factor to be
considered is the possibility of improperly functioning timecode, which
can create sudden shifts or gradual
variations in the relative timing of the
audio and video signals. When you
add it all up, with only limited controls
over the lip -sync issue, the problem
continues to grow.
The solution is to address the problem at the beginning and ensure that
some form of "indelible relationship"
between the video and audio is estab-

lay have also been used, often set to
ensure that the audio is always late
with respect to the video. With delay
added to the audio path at each point
where there's a frame synchronizer,
the audio is never perfect, but is kept
within reasonable lip -sync tolerances.
The one major problem with this
scenario is that it only takes into account events that transpire inside the

Digital network
feed with
Dolby E audio
/Modem
NM.o.4
Daby E audio

Analog
local feed

1111

A/D

Dolby E
Decoder

12

Dolby Digital
Encoder

E
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transmitter

and the local DTV affiliate

Figure 1. How networks and cable program suppliers deliver DTV programs with Dolby
decode into Dolby Digital for broadcasting.
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E

encoded audio to the local DTV affiliate to

the live video program material, the
watermark is imperceptible to the viewer but can easily be

decoded, allowing
recovery of a data
payload within the
subliminal waterFinal
Program

Program
Contribution Paths

Distribution

Content
Creation
=figure 2. A

Program
Contribution Path

Stu dio-Transmittel
Llnk

typical network distribution path.

mark channel. The
data payload can be
of any type, as long
as its bandwidth
does not exceed the
watermark channel
baud rate capabilities.
The solution for
lip -sync errors re-

quires embedding
ished there, or at least very early on in
the life of the material, and is imprinted on the video signal. This "indelible
relationship," then, can be maintained
throughout the production and distribution process. Doing so would then
permit the pictures and sound to be retimed just prior to broadcast.
In addition to video delay, some audio equipment creates its own delay.
According to R. Richard Bell, vice
president of engineering at Dolby Laboratories, that company's AC -3 system imparts a certain amount of internal delay depending on the unit being
used. The DP 569 multichannel (5.1)
Dolby digital (AC -3) encoder has an
internal minimum coding delay of 179
milliseconds. According to Bell, the
DP 569 has internal and external user
adjustable delay beyond this. An external TTL signal with a width equal
to the desired delay can be used to
return the audio to sync with the video.
The other well -known Dolby format
is Dolby E. The DP 571 Dolby E
encoder has a one video frame encode
delay, and the DP 572 Dolby E decoder
has a one frame video decode delay.
When the Dolby E format is used, an
analog composite video reference signal is required along with the audio or
it will not encode the Dolby E bit stream. If this happens, the outputs
will all be muted.
When mixing encoded and non -encoded channel pairs to a digital recorder, the non -encoded pair must be
delayed to maintain synchronicity with

the encoded signal. When switching
back and forth between audio sources,
this can become a significant issue.
Other audio noise reduction and encoding systems have similar issues.
Care must be observed, as it is not
possible to know exactly what is coming off a tape or other source. It is
therefore understandable why, even
today, some digital television stations
encounter lip -sync problems.
One promising new solution recently

some form of audio timing reference
into the video signal at the point of

program creation. The watermark
channel is too low of bandwidth for
embedding high quality digital audio.
However, by sampling, digitizing and
compressing contiguous two- second
blocks of the audio program's natural
analog waveform shape, a suitable
timing reference can be created that
easily fits into the watermark channel.
This audio reference is embedded as

With only limited controls over the lip -sync
issue, the problem continues to grow.
developed by Tektronix for the control
of lip -sync errors is to incorporate
watermarking technology into the digital video signal. In concept, watermarking video is similar to watermarking of still images in that subliminal information is added, frame by
frame, to the video signal. Digital video is composed of a sequence of frames.
Tektronix digital video watermarking technology uses a series of extremely low -level patterns, to represent digital bits by controlling the phase
in which the patterns are added to the
video signal. With 16 patterns (bits)
per video frame and 30 video frames
per second, a subliminal data channel
of 16x30 or 480 baud is possible within the video signal. Embedded within
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the payload within the watermark,
which is then added to the video. This
embedded payload provides a reference point that can be decoded and
used for comparison with the original
audio program's waveform shape at
any point downstream from its source.
This includes any of the compression
formats that either the audio or video
goes through.
Any time -shift between the watermarked audio timing reference and
the original audio signal is an indication that an audio -to -video delay error
has occurred. This error information
can then be used to automatically control corrective audio delay circuitry
while remaining transparent to the
end viewer. A classic use of this techbroadeastengineering.com
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nology would
be in elimi-

lip sync probnating

lems created
during back -

haul of remote broadcasts where
video and audio signals take separate
paths back to the studio.
In the remote production truck a

In the studio the video is received and
downconverted in the IRD and processed in the frame synchronizer, which
may add variable video delays of anywhere from one to two frames. The
video and audio (audio received from
the ISDN line) are then both routed to
the watermark decoder, which detects
the watermark within the video signal
and decodes the embedded audio time
reference. Correlating the embedded
audio time reference with the program
Video delayed by network
respect to Audio

Synchronized A/V programming

:

audio timing
encoded

.rn+

limit of audio timing
Decoder

Encoder'

I

delay being corrected for. For example, consider the audio timing change
that must occur between two programs, one with a .5 second audio
advanced lip -sync error and the other
with no measurable lip -sync error. The
audio timing correction can not slue
instantaneously without causing a tonal change and must therefore slue over
time. As a rule, an audio timing change
of one (video) field per
second (16ms NTSC
in
tr 25ms PAL) is the

Watermarked SDI
video in

Watermarked
video

SDI Video in

unwanted audio tonal changes is proportional to the total amount of audio

Network or
Content
Processing
Paths

slue rate before a pitch
change in a fixed au-

dio tone (line-up for
example) is noticeable.
audio
delayed

Faster slue rates are
possible with live, dy-

namically changing

AES

Audio in

program audio, but
typically a one field

Intentionally delayed audio program

per second slue rate is
.4

considered "safe"
without constant subjective monitoring.
The same would be
true of watermarking
video with a digitized
version of the audio

Watermarked video program

Delay- corrected audio
and video programming

Figure

3.

Audio and video processing paths during watermarking

envelope's signature.
As a

production tool,

the slue rate could be

Remote Production Truck

adjusted to compensate for any abrupt
Transport
Stream
to Studio

Video
Switch

CODEC

roduction
Switch

Watermark
Encoder
dio
Mix

Watermarked
SDI Video

Watermarked
SDI Video

SDI Video

AES Audio

AES Audio

TELCO

changes.

It

is

truly

a

production call whether to accept lip -sync
errors over a momentary audio advance or
delay to compensate
for timing errors. Few
will disagree that it is
better to have the capability to make such
correction with their

momentary glitches
Figure 4. Typical watermark encoder installation in aremote production truck.

than to have an audience suffer through
one of the most an-

watermark encoder samples the audio
signal to create the timing reference
that is added to the video signal in the
watermark channel. The two signals
then take their separate paths back to
the studio.
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audio received over the ISDN line
allows timing shifts (an indication of
lip -sync error) to be measured and
used to dynamically retime the program audio and video signals.
Keep in mind that the potential for
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noying issues in the entertainment
business.
Tom Tucker is product marketing manager in
the Video Business Unit for Tektronix Inc.,
Beaverton, OR.
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provides a
complete test
solution with the
capability to
record, playout
and monitor
HDTV streams
in real time. It
provides you with
the ability to
capture, edit and
analyze complex
transport stream
with multiple
video, audio and
data services.

Features and Capabilities!
Stream Playout And Recording
Record, playout at 90 Mbits /s continuously
with looped streams and automatic updating
of timestamps.

Real -time Monitoring
Provides PID and program oriented bar charts,
moving PCR timing, TS rate and fullness plots.
Features full display of PSI /SI /PSIP information
and flexible trigger -based capturing of errors.
It also includes extensive logging with colored
fault identifiers and ETR290 and ATSC
compliance checks.

Stream Creation
The AD953II provides Multiplexer /Demultiplexer to

create multi -program transport stream with custom
SI for both DVB and ATSC.

Stream Manipulation
Provides stream cutter packet editor. and
PSI /SI /PSIP editor.

Enhanced Hardware
The AD953 -II is designed around a Pentium

LEI if_22nata
The AT970 ATSC "Stream View" from
Sencore, has been specifically designed to
provide a system solution for HDTV multiple
stream real time monitoring.

Reduced operator learning curve
Stream View has been designed to be used by
engineers who are not MPEG /ATSC experts, the
intuitive GUI presents error status in a simple, yet
powerful format which is easily understood.

The AT970 allows:

Increased equipment reliability

Transmission quality
to be maintained
ThroJgh continuous monitoring at multiple
points in the broadcast chain stream errors and
potential equipment failures can be quickly detected
and corrected.

Comprehensive error testing
Stream View detects errors such as EPG failure
which cannot be effectively identified by a wall of
video monitors.

Stream View provides a detailed fault log which
can be used to pinpoint regular failures allowing
remedial action to be taken.
Stream View is designed to meet your complete
real time monitoring requirements, forming part of

network control
system solution. The
AT970 provides you
with a cost effective,
scaleable, flexible
and upgradable
monitoring system.
a

Lower operating costs
Incorporated as part as a networked monitoring
system, multiple Stream Views can be linked to
a ceitral monitoring point which can be more
efficiently managed.
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3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107

1

800 SENCORE

www.sencore.com

II

platform with 17" monitor and DVD /CD -ROM.
It provides dedicated stream storage
(9 Gb expandable) with sample test streams.
The Stream Station II is available with a wide
range of interfaces including DVB -SPI, ASI,
DHEI, M2S, SMPTE 310M, L -Band, and others
under development.
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Broadcasters should choose
a digital audio console based
on the desired feature set, facility capabilities and future
needs. A Euphonix System 5
console at Emerald Studios
in Nashville is shown here.
Photo courtesy of Euphonix.
+er

t41;ß:

-

standards for the broadcast industry
who in some
state of flux that forces the manufacturing industry
of research before introducing a product to the market
to make educated guesses as to the future needs of its customer hase. Early
estimates as to the penetration of HDTV by the year 2000 were much higher
than the actual number of homes receiving these signals at this time.
However, few doubt the attraction of detailed, large screen images and
uncompressed 24 -bit audio sampled at high rates will one day be the
are in

a

-

cases must apply years

broadcast norm.
Audio for picture console technology is changing as well. The move to
digital boards, well established in the recording business, has taken a hit
longer to revolutionize the broadcast industry, in part because of a fear that
single -point failure could cripple an on -air presentation. But this migration
continues, and a number of manufacturers are releasing all new digital
broadcast consoles this year. In this article, we review the current state of
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Designed for Live Production and On -air use with redundant systems and hot-swap electronics

Superior ergonomics for speed, accuracy and ease of use
A no- compromise specification to meet the most demanding Broadcast requirements

Superb audio specification for an open, transparent sound
Over 35 years of Calrec craftsmanship and broadcast experience ensure reliability,
quality and long -term performance
LREC DIGITAL

-

NOW AND FOR THE FUTURE
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CALREC AUDIO LIMITED
Nutclough Mill, Hebden Bridge, West Yorkshire, HX7 BEZ, UK
Telephone :+44 (0) 1422 842159, Fax :+44 (0) 1422 845244 E -mail :enquiries @calrec.com Website :wwW alrec.com
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CALREC

digital
audio console
update

ware and incorporate a small LED screen
as the single visual reference. These
tradeoffs are ones that cannot be made
in on -air circumstances.

attairs regarding consoles built tor

The assignable aspect of inexpensive
digital consoles renders them unfit for
live broadcast applications and reestablishes the comfort factor of the
traditional analog model (one fader
per input strip and dedicated hardware).

broadcast.
What distinguishes an on -air console
from a post or recording board? Perhaps the most significant point of departure lies in the fact that on -air
consoles are ideally designed to optimize their integration into an open
communications system, one that requires the mixer to receive information from outside sources and respond
to it quickly. Routing to a variety of
output targets, due to multiple format
targets, is also crucial. Absent the live
element and the need to participate
with team members outside the studio, mixers working on records and in
post applications require less extenpersive communications systems
haps no more than a simple talkback
package. On the other hand, recording engineers in particular require processing capabilities, equalization especially, that are much finer than those

need at least 24 tape inputs but require
less extensive routing to external sources
than would be needed for an on -air
broadcast, and would therefore call up
an appropriate model prior to their
session. Broadcast mixers might re-

quire no tape inputs whatsoever, but
would need more extensive routing,
and would therefore begin their workday with a different configuration.

-

used in live television.
The pressure of live broadcast applications has had a direct impact on the
divergence in the way consoles built
for this need and those used in other
areas of the audio industry has proceeded. The relative quality of 1/O
conversion and equalization may be
debated. (A/D and D/A converters
across the spectrum have gotten better
and better over the last several years,

Automation and the ability to be customized to meet individual engineers needs are the
biggest advantages to digital audio consoles. An AMS Neve Libra Live audio console
is shown here. Photo courtesy of AMS Neve.

However, the allure of automation,
perhaps more than any other single
benefit that digital boards bring to the
table, has cast its spell over mixers in
every area of the audio business. The
major manufacturers and some smaller companies are vying for market

The relative quality of I/O conversion
and equalization may be debated.
but the gap separating the "best" from
the rest is arguable.) The fact is James
Taylor recorded and mixed a very good
sounding record with engineer Frank
Filipetti on a Yamaha O2R console that
costs less than $10,000. Major releases
from other artists have been taken from
concept to conclusion on inexpensive
digital boards, or at the very least have
incorporated them into the tracking
process as well. However, the way of
achieving these economies of scale is to
layer as many functions as possible
beneath each piece of on- hoard hard-
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share by assessing how much real estate networks are willing to invest in
hardware and balancing the expense
involved in fulfilling this requirement
with a digital package that manages
the console and perhaps shrinks the
cost by reducing the amount of hardware required.
Given the rising level of sophistication
among users of digital consoles, several
manufacturers are now releasing product that allows the operator to tailor a
board's assets to suit the individual's
need. Engineers tracking a music session
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The fact that audio

is

often delivered

in parallel streams, with mixers hav-

ing to account for viewers listening to
the audio portion of a broadcast in
stereo and mono as well as 5.1, puts a
monitoring burden onto a system that
would not exist if audio was being
downloaded into the home in a uniform fashion. Without question, the
engineer working on broadcast audio
has to be able to mix in surround while
at the same time ensuring that viewers
listening all the way down the line to a
mono environment will be receiving
the proper dynamic range. Are the
advantages that features like these
bring worth the expense? These are
the kinds of questions broadcasters
must answer. Remember, you can patch
in a DAT player, a couple of CDs and
a mic array to a console that costs no
more than Johnny's first semester college bill, but can you live without the
features you're giving up?
Flexibility is unquestionably the key
factor. Along with the requirements
imposed by the move to DTV, HDTV

Unlock The Power Of Time Division Multiplexing

-

power is the ability to control
and that's what the
new ENVOY7256 router with Time Division Multiplexing
(TDM) technology gives you; unequaled power to control
your digital audio signals. With single channel switching
with gain control, channel summing and phase inversion
of up to 512 channels (256 AES) in a single 14 RU frame,
the possibilities are endless.

IIITrue

The TDM matrix allows individual mono channels to be swapped from any input
pair to any output pair regardless of size. Linear expansion to multiple frames

now becomes effortless. With just one additional 14 RU 512' frame you've
doubled your routing size to 1024'. With just four 14 RU 512' frames you're now
at 2048'. There are no additional audio DAs or secondary switching systems to
worry about and expansion interconnections use standard coaxial cables. In a
digital environment where being out of control can spell disaster, the
ENVOY7255 router gives you the power that puts you solidly in control. And it's
only available from the people that have DTV down to a science. ADC.

information call (800) 726 -4266 in North America or (530) 265 -1000
worldwide, or visit our website at www.adc.com /broadcast.
For more

r
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contested battle ground. Will a small
set of mixers be working a broadcast
console, or will a variety of freelancers
be handling sessions? A team of mixers
who will be given a week of training by
representatives from a manufacturer
upon purchase may be willing to sacrifice
a bit of initial ease of access in order to
take advantage of other features they
value, but no facility can afford to
have an independent engineer learning
a challenging board on the job.
A firm understanding of a facility's
current analog and digital routing,
coupled with a confident projection of
where this large configuration will
project out over the next 10 years, is
critical to the broadcaster shopping

established console manufacturer, then
that factor will surely influence your
buying decision. Competitors touting
the advantages of newer digital techniques might try to caution you against
and 5.1, the adoption of the new Dolby E format, used to manage metadata
buying into technology that's teetering
on the edge of old age.
on audio that passes through stages
within a facility, has increased the
Consider one of the hot topics in the
routing demands placed on broadcast
recording industry for a moment. The
CD standard of 16 bit/44.1kHz has
boards. As more and more processing
takes place within a mixing environclearly been surpassed. Without a
ment, broadcasters' fears of single doubt audio recorded at the 24 bit rate
captures the range of perceptible volpoint failure are rising. Computer reume steps more realistically, and with
dundancy, essential to allaying these
greater detail, than its predecessor.
concerns, is being built into most of
Similarly, sampling rates of 88.2 -, 96today's high -end consoles. Different
applications within the broadcast inor even 192kHz yield require less
rounding off of material, especially
dustry require different levels of redundancy. A facility that hanthe upper frequencies, than the
dies major sporting events and
norm of today. But how quick other prime -time live proThe console
buy needs
ly will audio DVD or its corn gramming might be willing to
petitors that take advantage
be able
handle all
pay more for extra back -up
of these advances catch on
with the public? Many listencapabilities than one that takes
needs and
network feeds until l a.m. If
ers find the experience of lisyou're not sure how great your
you
tening to highly compressed
MP3 files straight from their
redundancy demands will be,
it may be possible to get the
computer fully satisfying. Anmanufacturer to agree to loan you the for a console in today's market. If a ticipating consumer demand and buildequipment until the console has passed facility is holding on to a 2 -inch 24- ing rooms that can handle audio as it
through an initial trial period.
track tape recorder but plans on re- will need to be delivered in the future
Are some consumers over- emphasiz- placing it with digital equipment, the may make or break a number of reing redundancy? Manufacturers of required number of analog tape inputs cording facilities.
Things aren't so different in the broadconsoles that use the Unix platform diminishes. A fundamental theme conrather than the ubiquitous Windows tinues to re- establish itself: Spend time cast area. Literature touting the fact
or NT systems point out that the Unix making projections on the way the rest that its console ships ready to roll at
platform, which is used to run air of your facility will look a decade from 96kHz may be enticing, but will a
control systems, hospitals and banks, the point of your purchase. Then gaze broadcast path that contains this samis more robust and less prone to failure
into your crystal ball and make an pling rate ever become a reality? If a
than the others. Redundant power educated guess as to the state of digital studio saves money by purchasing a
supplies may protect the console itself, broadcasting at the end of that period. console that tops out at the current
but if the system relies on a less -than- The console you buy needs to be able industry specs will the decision turn
stellar software platform the security to handle all of your current routing out to be wise in the long run?
In the final analysis, it is certain that
may prove ephemeral.
needs and those you anticipate. Many
Perhaps the chief advantage of ana- facilities faced with the need to pur- the days when poorly recorded audio
log consoles centers on the fact that chase consoles for two or more rooms with audible air conditioner noise, for
individual console strips can be will try and save money by buying a example, will be masked by the poor
swapped in a manner of minutes. What reduced feature set for the board that quality of home playback systems are
variables exist in the digital realm, where will sit in what is today an offline fading. The digital console is here to
strips are virtual? Different digital con- space. Be careful. You could be penny stay, based on the allure of automation
soles plan for disaster differently, or not wise, but pound foolish if in a few and the strength of software. Noneat all in the case of the smaller boards years your studio goes through an theless, savvy studios and broadcast
intended for the home recordist.
upgrade and you desperately need the facilities need to be educated consumSince all digital consoles require some functionality you sacrificed for short - ers when it comes down to choosing
from the current crop of audio for
kind of sacrifice in the one button per term savings.
function, one strip per input model
Another factor to consider when pur- broadcast consoles.
that has been handed down from their chasing a broadcast board is the age of
analog predecessors, the way the req- the technology you're buying into. If Gary Eskow is a composer and journalist
uisite trade -off is handled is a hotly you value the track record of a well- based in New Jersey.

digital
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It doesn't take rocket scientists to see the
aduantages of the RTS" Intercom System.
But they do.

NASA needs a

lot of

power to get its new

X -34

Space

Shuttle program off the ground. That's
why they chose the

RTS

ADAM', Advanced

Digital Audio Matrix intercom system. Like

utilizes only the most

NASA, RTS ADAM

advanced, reliable technology. Installed in
mission critical applications throughout the world,
RTS

Intercom Systems provide flexible, open- ended,

integrated communications solutions that work even under
the most demanding conditions.
mui

RTS

though. Just ask the "rocket scientists" at
Microsoft ©,

GM ®,
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n

advanced communications technology isn't just for NASA
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Lock-ieed Martin®,

Boeing® and thousands of other companies

aid government

agencies around the world. From broadcast television to aerospace to

industrial applications,
p

RTS is

the system of choice among communications

ofessionals everywhere. Why not make

Call

2000 Telex Communications, Inc.

it

yours?

toll -free today 1- 877 -863 -4169.

All trademarks ore the property of their respective owners.
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innovating the future of communications
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BY ADRIAN STEEL AND ROB PANK
HD is simply a six -fold bigger version of SD? True, but by growing so
much it crosses a number of technical thresholds. That means handling

uncompressed signal presents some new challenges. For infrastructure,
the HD signal transport is significantly different from that required for
standard definition. Two major considerations are the higher power
consumption due to the extreme clock speeds required for processing and
a desire for ever -increasing levels of integration and functionality. There
needs to be a clean -sheet approach to HD infrastructure development that
is driven by customer priorities and requirements.
The problems start with the block diagram - the moment a line is drawn
between two HD elements. Coaxial transmission of serial HD signals using
HD -SDI becomes problematic above 100M. Using special cable this may be
extended to 150M, but fiber optics are required to go any further. Clearly,
both coaxial and fiber optic connections are a basic necessity for HD.
the

The steady uptake of HDTV around
the world is generating a requirement
fora new set of support systems. The

Infrastructure requiredto support HD
signal transport and manipulation is
significantly differentto that required
for standard definition (SD).
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Enclosure

Due to the quantities required, infrastructure elements are ideally supplied in modular form. The key to the reliability and up -time is the modular
enclosure itself. Cooling this is a big issue as modules will consume high
power levels, so to prevent overheating the design must provide even
airflow across each.
vember 2000

Without

Avalon's

manage

intelligent technology to

it, your digital archive system

is just so much wasted space.
xpensive wasted space. That's not something
you can afford to have when creating a complete broadcast digital archive solution that's

E supposed to increase operational productivi-

applications. Its no wonder then that Avalon
technology is the engine that drives major broadcast digital archive solutions around the world.

ty while lowering costs.

More than simply a library enabler, Avalon is the

Avalon is the industry's leading provider of intel-

intelligent foundation that will allow you to achieve
the benefits of a powerful, highly utilized digital

ligent, flexible and scaleable broadcast data storage management software. Ideally suited for
Broadcast applications, Avalon products make
cost- effective data content storage a seamless
extension of your broadcast facility. Its what
turns a storage system into a complete storage
Solution.
In fact,

widest

our technology supports the industry's
range of video
and

automation

999 18TH STREET

SUITE

within the video environment, allowing you to
store, organize, and retrieve your digital assets

through

a

fully distributed storage management

- all within

architecture

a

robust and secure appli-

cation that's supported by

a

worldwide service

commitment.
Make sure your digital archive system functions

AVA LCI IV

servers, data storage sys-

tems,

Avalon products can be fully integrated

archive.

complete storage
solution. Ask for Avalon.
as

a

An EMC Company

2410

DENVER, COLORADO

80202
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Implementing HO
Customer feedback indicates the need
for front -to -back airflow. Providing
this and satisfying cooling needs indicates horizontally mounted cards. The
alternative of vertical mounting is not
attractive or efficient. It is only most
efficient with vertical airflow, requiring bulky plenum chambers and fans
above and below the enclosure for
even air distribution. Horizontal arrangement requires no plenums. There
is the room in front and back -of-rack
space behind. Furthermore, the cards
themselves can be used to evenly divide the airflow between them.
Power supplies
For power supplies, the main difference from SD is that HD requires more
due to the far higher clock frequency.
Apart from that, the need for continuity of up -time is no different than SD,
except that the material may well be
more valuable than SD. There are still

different power supply configurations
required between post -production and
transmission. For the latter, continuity
of service is paramount
indicating
the need for dual- redundant AC supplies but not for the former.
One of the AC supplies is commonly
uninterruptible. To use this, two AC
inlets are required, each with sufficient power supply capacity to operate
the entire unit. If there is both a main
supply and a PSU failure, this is dealt
with by dual AC inlets with double
PSU capacity behind each.

impedance over many different connections. The resulting mismatches
would cause various reflections making equalization and data recovery
difficult at the receiving interface. On
the transmission side it would also
make the achievement of the 15dB
SMPTE- specified return loss almost,
if not completely, impossible.
Furthermore it is preferable not to
have active electronics in the rear of
the unit where access is more difficult.

Distances that would be totally unimaginable using coax are deemed
absolutely insignificant in the optical
domain. Although it is not possible to
use the very cheap LED -based fiber
systems at this frequency, prices of the
necessary lasers have tumbled in the
last five years. This is due to the huge
demands of the telecommunication
industry for both speed and quantity.
However, telecommunications do
not work the same way as HD -SDI.

Where coax falls off. fiber takes over.
Equalization, reclocking and deserialization should not be placed there,
even though this would greatly simplify the interconnection issues. All the
active electronics should be on the
main module, which is replaceable
from the front of the unit.
Handling signals at 1.485GHz
There is clearly need for much care
and attention in running HD -SDI down
cables, through connectors and along
tracks. Even very small differences in
the amount of insulation cut back along
cables within the connector make a
measurable difference to the return
loss. Meeting all the SMPTE specifications, including those for jitter and
return loss needs careful attention.
Where coax falls off, fiber takes over.
It is a great medium for transmitting
signals at these sorts of frequencies.

Telecommunications typically send fiber optic signals over long distances.

TV setup, especially where underfloor ducts are already overstuffed
with fat coax, fiber optics may be used
over short intrastudio hops as well as
In

a

over long distances. Cable requirements may be from a one -foot jumper
to 20km or more. Rapid reconfigurations may be a daily occurrence and
being able to do this without having to
think about attenuation is a bonus.
This requires a receiver that can operover
ate over a wide dynamic range
20dB would be useful.

-

Monitoring
taking a fresh look at modular system design and considering the more
demanding needs of HD, monitoring
and control need to be given greater
importance than before. Beyond the
AC Supply
Connectors

5V and 33V Current
sharing Diodes

PSU Interface

PCB

Module structure
Hot -swap provides for continuous
operation. For power supplies and fans,
this presents no change from SD design, but for the signal- carrying modules themselves, things become more
complex.
In all cases, hot-swap requires attention to mechanical design so that there
is both easy access to the swappabk.
parts and that the exchange will not
upset electrical performance. With SI)
it is possible to pass the 270Mb /s serial
bitstream through connector pins. In
the I .5Gb /s serial HD domain more
care is needed as it is impossible to
accurately maintain the 75J line
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Leading OV
Connector

Main Power
Supply Unit

Handle

PSU Assy

PSU Assy
Fan

Fan 2

1

DC Power & Signal
Backplane Interface

PSU Assembly
Chassis

Indicator LEDs
Retention Lock
PSU On

Figure

1.

/Off Switch

Typical power supply unit used in HD systems.
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Introducing the Dolby DP570 Multichannel Audio Tool, the all -in-one powerhouse for preparing surround

sound for DTV and DVD programs. Production and broadcast facilities can now monitor multichannel
audio, as well as create and audition Dolby Digital metadata, all in real time. In conjunction with Dolby E

and Dolby Digital codees, the DP570 gives users unprecedented control over what consumers hear at home.
Includes a built-in router for channel reassignment, and
remote control software for Windows PCs. The DP570
Multichannel Audio Tool

-

surround sound production

has never been easier.

w\v\v.dolbv.rnnl/tvaudio

DO Dolby
Includes Cat. No. 548 Analog Option Card for 5.1. stereo.
and mono outputs to feed three separate monitor systems.
The DP570D provides digital only outputs.

BREAKING SOUND BARRIERS

For exciting job opportunities. visit the careers section of our website.
Dolby Laboratories. Inc.

Wootton Bassett

100 Potrero Avenue

Wiltshire

SN4 8QJ England

San Francisco. CA 94 103 -48 13

Telephone (44) 1793- 842100

Telephone 415 -558 -0200
Fax (44) 1793- 842101

Dolby and the douhle -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. 0 2000 Dolby Lahnntmrics. inc. S00n3366
All other trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.
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Implementing HO
board -edge LEDs there may be two
further levels of monitoring: one provided by the infrastructure, and a further
level by the applications running on the
modules themselves. This requires both
the boards and the enclosure to have
monitoring designed -in from the start,
not added as an afterthought.
Considering the numbers of modules
and other infrastructure that goes into

broadcast and post facilities, having a
networked control and monitoring
system has to be a real bonus. This
should, at the very least, allow rapid
location of any faults and, ideally,
some way to correct or work around
them. Even better would be a way to
know about faults before they happen.
Monitoring temperatures identifies
potential malfunctions from a hot component to a below par fan. Offering
the ability to drill down menu levels to
reveal detail allows operation to he

Front of Enclosure
PCB Mounting Co -Axial

Connector Insert

Rear of Enclosure

Services Backplane
Services Backplane
Connector

Rear
Interface

As viewed from above

Rear Interface_
fixing Screw

Co -Axial Cables

Figure 2. Note that the coaxial interfaces pass directly from the rear BNC to a coaxial
insert pair within the connector that mates with the main board. There. coax is again
used. leaving only short tracking to the equalizer.

almost totally from the network - a
much -favored practice for modern installations.
In a way, nothing is new. The definition of "high speed" is relative, not
absolute, and changes with time. Some
will remember that over 10 years ago,
there were not totally dissimilar struggles to make SDI a practical reality over
coax. Those issues have now been
either solved or well identified and the
solutions are known. In the same way
more experience and technological
advances will, no doubt, make HD -SDI
equally easy to live with as SDI is today.
HD is still new but is causing new
breeds of products to be brought to
market that are not simply HD versions

of existing SD designs. There is no legacy
in this format so designs can start with
a relatively clean sheet without having
to compromise because of decisions
made years ago. This is a fresh start and
there is the opportunity to make better
systems than current SD offers.
Adrian Steel is senior design engineer and Bob
Pank is in technical communications for Snell

&

Wilcox Ltd.
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Serial Digital 601 (525/625) and Composite (NTSCìPAL)
video signal monitoring

Composite and SD 601 display outputs for routing and
standard picture monitor on- screen display
Unique split- screen display with picture, waveform, vector.
audio, Picture Guard and SD 601 signal status

Auto -measurement screens with numeric readouts on key
analog and SD 601 signal parameters
Error detection and reporting with VITC or real time/date stamp
Full featured waveform and vector displays
in Composite or Component format

for SD 601 input

Signal strength, EDH and jitter monitoring

Gamut error detection with pixel bright -up feature
On- screen display of SD 601 input signal

Audio monitoring for four channels of embedded audio
analog or AES -3 external input audio

.

Audio level and phase display
Remote control via RS -232

Magni Systems, InaF
22965 NW Evergreen Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97124 U.S.A.
VOICE: +503- 615 -1900/ 800 -237 -5964 / FAX :1 +503- 615 -1999
E -MAIL sales amagnisystems.com
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MACN I
Now it's looking good

Barco

Communication
Systems
has a new name:
Barco N et

More than just a name change, however.
A new name for a new company, and a new

vision:

a

future that embraces the world of

broadband and delivers more interactive
services. A future we already understand.
Working as your partner, we will help you

find reliable multimedia distribution solutions
that continue to satisfy the demands of
your customers. From this day to the next.
From one world to another.

To see

the light and find out more, visit

www.barconet.com

TRANSMITTING IDEAS

New Products &
Applied Technology

Canon's image stabilization systems
BY GORDON TUBBS
Whether it's because video is shot

in moving vehicles on the ground
or in the air, in high winds, or on
stadium platforms, image shaking can
make a great shot hard to watch. This
potentially frustrating factor is why
Canon developed not one, but two
cost- effective image stabilization systems. The first was popularized as an
adapter (IS20B II) that fits onto our
IF+ and IFxs lenses and is available as
a build -in on 13X and 14X lenses. The
second is built into the lens group of
the new 86X HDxs.
Our first optical stabilization technology, also known as Vari -Angle Prism
(VAP), was created for the heavy -vibration conditions created by moving
vehicles like helicopters and cars. It
uses a silicon fluid sealed in between
two pieces of optical glass that move
in relation to each other, causing the
resultant prism to bend light in the
equal and opposite direction of the
vibration, effectively canceling it out
and presenting a stable shot. Because
this technology accommodates ENG
lenses, using an adapter increased user
flexibility without presenting a problem with weight.
Prior to our recent introduction of
the new XJ86x9.3BIE (also known as
the Digi Super 86xs), we realized that

bringing it to market would entail
much more than simply lengthening
the PJ70x9.5BIE, our longest lens to
date at the time. Vibrations that had
previously been tolerable would now
become unacceptable, especially in the
HDTV format. However, a front -end
lens adapter wasn't a viable solution

for this studio /field unit, which would
see duty in subtly shifting environments such as theaters and stadiums
for entertainment and sports production. That's because VAP requires that
the liquid prism be attached to the
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front of the lens or built in, an addition
that would be physically impossible to
build and control for large, box -style
lenses. We had to go beyond the existing technology.
That meant going back to the drawing board to come up with a system
that could handle the Digi Super 86xs

blurred image because the light rays
are deflected. By shifting the IS lens
group in the Digi Super 86xs on a
plane perpendicular to the optical axis
to counter the degree of image shake,
the light rays reaching the image plane
can be steadied. For example, when
there is a downward movement with

When the camera lens moves, the light rays

from the subject are bent relative to the optical
axis, resulting in a blurred image because the

light rays are deflected.
which, like any long lens, was increasingly sensitive to vibration the farther
out it went. The result was a new,
Canon -exclusive technology: Optical
Shift Image Stabilization (IS).
To develop IS, our engineers decided
to use only the required glass elements
that the Digi Super 86xs already had,
without adding any more glass that
could both increase weight and throw
off the precision
optics. With those

the lens, the center of the image moves
downward on the image plane. When
the IS lens group shifts on the vertical
plane, the light rays are refracted,
returning the image center to the center of the image plane. Because image
shake occurs both horizontally and
vertically, the IS lens group has the
ability to shift horizontally and vertically on a plane perpendicular to the

parameters, we
capitalized on our
company's deep
collective experience in optics to
develop a unique
solution: a lens
group that shifts in
parallel to the image plane.

When the camera
lens moves, the
light rays from the
subject are bent relative to the optical
axis, resulting in a

November 2000

The introduction of Canon's Digi Super86XS zoom lens, shown
above, required the development of a new technique known as
Optical Shift Image Stabilization because a front -lens adapter
could not be implemented in large, box -style lenses.
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Test Soll
it to believe it! This new Leader Instrument system offers both digital video and
digital audio testing in a single rack -mount package. It honors Leader's tradition of
creating complete, flexible test systems with analog monitoring capabilities built -in to expand
versatility. Here are some feature highlights:
See

LV 5836B -

Surrbvud Digital/An.,:og Audio Monitor

Receives Extracted Digital Audio (AES/EBU) from LV 5152DA
or use stand -alone.
Monitors 6 -CH of Dolby Digital and 5 -CH of Analog Audio
Innovative Sound Image Display Enables Fast Sound Setup
in Production.
Matrix Multi -CH Display Permits Audio Component Phase
Comparisons.
Simultaneous Level and Phase Monitoring Screens.
6-CFI Bargraph Display.
CH Status Data Screen and Bit Dump.

LV 5152DA - HD

Digital/Analog Waveform Monitor

All the features of the Award Winning

LV

5150D and

LV

PLUS:

Multi- Format

HD Monitor sets up for: 1080i (60/59.94/50),
1080p 30/29. 97/ 25/24/23.98/24sF/23.98sF),1035i (60/59.94)
and 720p (60/59.94).
Waveform, Vector, Picture Monitor and X -Y Modes.
8 -CH AES /EBU Digital Audio Outputs (16. 18, 20 or 24 bit).
RGB Gamut Error and P -P Readout of Waveform Components.
Hex Data Dump, Extensive Error Logging, Custom Alarms.
(

Prove It To Yourself!
Call 1- 800 -645 -5104 For A Free On -Site Evaluation Today
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Some of Our Customers...
Crawford Communications Da Vinci Foto -Kern Laser Pacific Lighthouse Digital N- Vision
PESA
Sony Pictures (HD)
Tapehouse Editorial Universal Studios Utah Scientific Warner Bros.
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Demonstration

Figure 1. Canon's Optical Shift Image Sta
bilizer steadies image shake (as shown
above) by moving the IS lens group vertically to refract light rays from the subject
back to the center of the image plane.

shake -detecting sensors, one for yaw
and one for pitch, which actively detect the lens movement. The shake detecting sensors constantly read the
angle and speed of movement then
send this information on to a highspeed 32 -bit microcomputer. Next, the
microcomputer converts the detection
signals into drive signals for the IS lens
group. In accordance with the drive
signals, the IS lens group actuators
move the IS lens group, counteracting
the image shake and maintaining a
stable picture. The system makes the
Digi Super 86xs capable of counteracting vibration of x 10Hz, more than
sufficient for any tremors the typical
platform would be subject to. Further
bolstering the lens' performance is our
HDxs technology, an optical system
that achieves higher specs and virtually
eliminates aberrations, while keeping
size and weight down.
This is a zoom lens breakthrough

optical axis, counteracting the image
shake. (See Figure 1.)
The IS lens group is guided by two

that will have an immediate impact on the
staging and shooting of entertainment
and sports. Image stabilization becomes
a necessity in large lens formats, where

Image Stabilizer
1.Lens when still.
hn _e pl.0

2. Lens when moved

.

downward.

3.Counteraction by IS lens group.
Corrected light rays

VAlti
P..nn.,,

i

IS lens group

.lunu,

a small movement in the CCD translates
into a much larger movement onscreen.

Image shake becomes more evident
with the introduction of ever larger
display devices and the improvement
in quality represented by HDTV. The
benefit of Canon's IS technology cited by
broadcasters at Fox Sports Networks
and NEP Mobile Television is that it
mitigates these problems by removing
the inherent instability of camera mounting platforms. This, in turn, allows high
zoom ratio lenses to be used more effectively to capture action in large venues
such as the Olympics. IS and the Digi
Super 86xs remove a major stumbling
block for developing higher zoom ratio
lenses, opening up a door which simply
didn't exist before. The bottom line is
a whole new creative angle for cameramen and directors, as well as the
next wave of telephoto lenses.
For more information on Canon's
image stabilization products, circle
(450) on Free Info Card.
Gordon Tubbs is assistant director for the Broadcast Equipment Division of Canon USA Inc.

SEE EXACTLY WHAT YOU HEAR
Seven selectable PPMNU scales as well as Leq(m)!
Upgradable from 2 to 4, 6 or 8 channels
1024 band Spectrum Analyzer Option (5Hz- 20kHz)
and signal generator
DK Meters are optional on SSLTM, StuderTM, OtariTM
& other fine consoles
VGA output standard
7.25 "x5.5 "x2 ", 12 VDC

Now there's an accurate way to display your Stereo, 4 channel, 5.1 and even 7.1 analog or digital mixes. The MSD600M combines
an X -Y Audio Vectorscope, Phase Meter and "Jellyfish" LCRLsRs pattern in an ingenious and compact VGA display.

Distributed and supported by

t.c. electronic

o1c-auo10
MULTI- CHANNEL METERS
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your workstation

into the cockpit of
an SR -71 Blackbird
The Next Generation of FAST601

TV. Web

Streaming.

DVD. Composite. Film.

FAST -Studio 2.5 XL

silver.Component

Advanced Video Editing Interface
that is Intuitive, feature rich and
Incredibly powerful. Features include
Containers and unlimited layers for
compositing as well as efficient time
saving editing tools.

YUV

silver.DV - New!

silver.InTime

Direct, bi- directional connection for
DV -based formats. Video/audio data
can be input or output in real -time via
the IEEE 1394 (i.LINK) interface and
converted to Editing -MPEG.

3.9 Gigaflops

FASTer in the background.

silver.PrintDVD

YUV is

the perfect compliment for the

SDI I/O

with silver.

MPEG -2

for distribution, elementary,

program,

VOB

interface adds component I/O plus
two audio inputs and reference out.

silver.Control
Control unit fcr efficient logging and
editing, ergonomically designed.

of pure processing power
for multi -layer processing up to 1000%

silver.Uncompressed
The best image with uncompressed

and DVD -Disk image.
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Applied Technology

Lightning Eliminators & Consultants' Dissipation Array System
BY JEROME KERR

Lightning: those dramatic bursts of
white -hot voltage from the heavens that can instantly incinerate trees,
spark fires, and knock out power and
communications lines. Each year, lightning causes massive damage to business facilities across America. The
destructive power of lightning is so
great that even structures equipped
with traditional lightning rods can
suffer extensive damage.
Even if the facility is not directly
struck by lightning, secondary effects
such as bound charge and electromagnetic pulses can fry sensitive circuitry
in the vicinity. Failures may be catastrophic or cause momentary or longterm lockup requiring replacement,
repair, reprogramming or rebooting.
So- called "prevention" devices such
as lightning rods and early streamer
emitters, which are designed to collect
and channel the force of a strike to
ground, exacerbate the danger of a

lightning strike. This 200-year -old technology was never intended for protection of modern high -tech automated
facilities, but rather barns and other
wood structures of that era.
These devices bring millions of volts
and thousands of amps into close proximity to sensitive electronics systems

The answer lies not in channeling lightning,

but in preventing the charge from accumulating
in the

first place.

and flammable products. Using them
can actually increase the risk of lightning- related damage.
What can be done to prevent lightning
from damaging your business and data?
The answer lies not in channeling lightning, but in preventing the charge from
accumulating in the first place.
Let's start with the source. An
electrical storm contains clouds
called thunderheads
electrically-charged bodies suspended in the atmosphere. These
charges continue to build during the storm, inducing a similar
charge of opposite polarity onto
the earth, thereby establishing a
strong electrical field between
the cloud and ground.
As the storm intensifies, charge
separation continues within the
cloud until the air can no longer
act as an insulator and a strike
occurs. Charge neutralization
(the "strike ") is caused by the
flow of electrons from the cloud
to the earth so that there is no
charge difference between the
two bodies.
When structures sit between
the earth and the clouds, they
Lightning Eliminators and Consultants' Dissipaare likewise charged. Because they
tion Array System. shown above, enables facilishort out a portion of the separatties to protect sensitive electronics from lightning strikes by utilizing the natural principle of
ing air space, they can trigger a
charge transfer.

-
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strike. The lightning strike hazard for
a given facility depends on the facility's
location and characteristics including
the structure's height, shape, size and
orientation.
One solution for preventing lightning is the Dissipation Array System
(DAS), which is based on a natural

Nnvpmhpr 9000

phenomenon known as the "point discharge" principle, or charge transfer.
A sharp point in a strong electrostatic
field will leak off electrons by ionizing
the adjacent air molecules, providing
the point's potential is raised 10,000
volts above that of its surroundings.
This principle is demonstrated by what
scientists call natural dissipation. The
ionization produced by trees, towers,
fences and other structures can naturally dissipate up to 90 percent of the total
energy generated by a storm, thereby
preventing the formation of lightning.
The DAS employs the point discharge
principle by providing thousands of
points with specific point separation.
These points simultaneously produce
ions over a large area, thus preventing
the formation of a streamer, which is
the precursor of a lightning strike.
This ionization process creates a flow
of current from the point(s) into the

surrounding air. Under storm conditions, this ionization current increases
exponentially with the storm's electrostatic field, which can reach levels as
high as 30,000 volts per meter of elevation above Earth. The charge induced
on the site by the storm is removed
from the protected area and transferred
to the air molecules, which then move
away from the site.
DAS prevents strikes by continually
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CANON'S 16x WITH DIGITAL DRIVE GIVES YOU MORE THAN EVER.

Canon's 16x IFxs standard lens combines our
X- Element and revolutionary Power Optical
System Design to reduce a wider range of
SHUTTLE SHOT
Zoom back and forth between any two positions.
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Repeat

a

FRAMING PRESET
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For more info: Call 1 -800- 321 -HDTV
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chromatic aberrations, resulting in an
optically superior lens, with enhanced
specs, and less weight.

Another important new Canon innovation,
Digital Drive, means that the camera
operator and director will be able to enjoy
useful and important production benefits
including Shuttle Shot (zoom back and
forth between any two positions); Speed
Preset (custom zoom speed can be used
as often as needed); and Framing Preset
(repeat a move to a preset position as
many times as needed).
Canon's J16aX gives you more.

Maximize Your Camera's Performance.

Canon

KNOW HO

Canon and Canon Know How are trademarks of Conon Inc. ©2000 Conon USA, Inc.
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lowering the voltage differential between the ground and the charged
cloud to well below the lightning potential, even in the midst of a worse case storm.
Because it prevents rather than redirects lightning, DAS is possibly the
best long -term solution to lightning
strike problems. Lightning Eliminators and Consultants Inc. (LEC) has
long been at the forefront of DAS
development, installing systems in
applications ranging from communications towers to tank farms, electrical power lines to public buildings.
DAS has been used to protect facilities
as large as three square kilometers and
structures as high as 1700 feet.
Summarizing the benefits, DAS is:
Simple: The design is straightforward, reliable and effective.
Passive: The system consumes no
power. It is activated by the energy of
the storm itself.
Universal: DAS can be used to
protect any kind of building, tower,
power line or large complex plant.
Basic system concepts are custom -engineered for each individual facility.
Preventative: It completely eliminates

PirrlillIMPF"'
Charged

Concentrated

-_

Natural Space
Charge

Space Charge

Dissipation

Array

(Ionizer)

Storm Induced Charge
(Electrical Shadow)

Protected Area

Ground Current
Collector (GCC)

Service wire

Figure 1. During a storm, structures on the ground become electrically charged by
thunderheads eventually resulting in a strike when the air between them can no longer
act as an isulator. The dissipation array system protects facilities by continuously
lowering the voltage differential between the facility and the charged cloud.
,

lighming strikes and all related secondary effects from the protected area, rather than attracting energy and attempting to conduct it to ground.
Guaranteed effective: If a strike
does penetrate the DAS- protected area,
LEC will upgrade the system capability
at no additional cost to the customer

for one year from date of installation
and/or recertification.
For more information on Lightning
Eliminators' Dissipation Array System, circle (451) on Free Info Card.
Jerome Kerr is director of marketing for Lightning Eliminators and Consultants, Boulder,
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AUDIO CROSSPOINTS ARE Now OBSOLETE

LIGHTHOUSE DIGITAL SYSTEMS
Audio Products

TODD A/O

Craig Nichols
Hollywood. CA
In front of an 848 x 848 OZ
TDM & High Def Router.

1024 x 1024 TDM /DSP Routing without tie -lines. Combine digital, analog. synchronous. asynchronous and remote frame /MADI inputs in a single system...and
route them to any output. Up to 60 °ó space savings over competitive models.
Sample rate converters on all AES inputs.

Mix stereo to mono and vice versa.
MADI (56 channel) or 64 channel satellite I /O.
RS422 and Time Code I /O.

Video Products
64 x 128 VO High Definition Routers with
reclockers & equalization.

256 x 512 I/O Serial Digital Routers.
Copper or fiber on any I/O module.

Control Products
Hardware Control Panels, Internet control, Java/Network Control Panels, NT
Server, second party control and
Touch Screens.

Lighthouse Digital Systems

888 494 7300

FAX 530 272 8248
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Founders Bob & Rick Grant

Please contact us

http: / /www.lighthousedigital.com

Yippee. Digital is here.
And so are four times the number of channels to monitor.
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Video Quality of Service Still relying on your eyes for monitoring? Good luck. Imagine

a

world with

multichannel, real -time monitoring of picture quality and MPEG protocol. Centralized remote monitoring
via SNMP and TCP /IP. And automatic alarm reporting, program history, error logging, and lip -synch
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Field Report

CNN

transports commercials with Telestream's ClipMail Pro

BY JIM GRANT

time next year almost all of the
commercials seen on CNN outside
the U.S. will have reached broadcast
central in Atlanta via the Internet, and
a fundamental change in the way this
worldwide company does business will
have occurred. Researching and validating the benefits of new technology
and introducing it to a company presents some unique challenges, especially if the company reaches around
the world.
Turner Broadcasting has taken the
initiative to introduce timesaving and
This

productivity enhancing technology
throughout the many business units
that comprise Turner. One opportunity for operational change that Turner
had in mind at NAB2000 involved the
fact that most commercials run on
CNN international programming are
produced locally in countries around
the world. They are then shipped on
tape to Atlanta for broadcast back to
their countries of origin, which is both
expensive and timeconsuming. Although

satellite transmission was possible, the
logistics and expense of that technology
made it a non -starter.
Turner found a possible solution in
Telestream's demo of the technology
in its ClipMail Pro, which allows video
and audio of any user-selected quality,
from MPEG -1 to Master Quality

over different speeds of Internet service, the Turner team simulated the
conditions under which 30- second to
two- minute commercials would move
from various locations around the world
to CNN International in Atlanta. They
did this by assembling a stand-alone
network complete with routers and

By design, the system takes only

bandwidth that is available and relinquishes

it if needed elsewhere.
50Mb/s MPEG -2, to be transmitted
over standard IP networks. That includes the Internet. The technology is
referred to as "store- and -forward" to
distinguish it from streaming technology.
Turner tested two of the units, running them continuously for three
months. Because it was important to
assess the viability of ClipMail Pro

hubs so they could control the speed at
which data flowed for the tests. At
Telestream's "Broadcast Quality" level, a 30-second commercial takes 30
minutes to transmit at 128K upload
speed. Raising the bar to "Master
Quality" level (50Mb /s), transmission
time increases to two hours. Because
the process uses FTP protocols, the
commercial always arrives intact, regardless of the time to transmit.
Also, the unit's use of FTP protocols
means that from a technical standpoint it will work effectively with any
connection speed. The user digitizes
the material to be transmitted, choosing the quality level needed at the
receiving end. In routine use, CNN
plans to digitize clips at Master Quality, which is roughly equivalent to D1.
The system then transmits the digitized file over the available bandwidth,
with the time required for transmission based on the file size and that

bandwidth.

After three months of testing, CNN chose Telestream's ClipMail Pro to transfer commercials produced in CNN's international operations to its headquarters in Atlanta for
rebroadcast back to their countries of origin. Andrew Drooker and John Maniccia are
shown here operating ClipMail Pro.
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After these tests, Turner began deploying units around the world. As
such, a gradual rollout of the technology was designed. Four installations are planned for this fall. If all
goes well, Turner will expand the use
of the units to as many as 10 locations
during 2001. The first unit will be

W

TO CONQUER YOUR FEAR
OF BEING DVEOUS.

The second you power up a Dveous,

Abekas

you'll feel quite at ease. The world's most widely- acclaimed

DVE

delivers

the industry's most dazzling effects, yet is easy to use. That's why the Oscars, Olympics and the effects -crazed
X -games

use Dveous. And why Dveous OrbitalFX', UltraWarp', SurfaceFX' and more are what others

but cannot match. Bottom line, it's Dveously easy. Want proof? Get

a

demo.

www.accom.com /dveous. Find out why Dveous is simply the ultimate turn on.
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that the implementation of this technology will not be a bandwidth hog
on their internal network. By design,
the system takes only bandwidth that
is available and relinquishes it if need-

deployed in Brazil because there were
issues regarding tape delivery delays

from that location.
International deployment provides a
host of challenges including varying
customs regulations, language issues
relating to training and technical issues
ranging from power supplies to ISPs.
Customs regulations can make
projects like this move at a snail\
pace. For Brazil, CNN had to secure
test visa for the unit, allowing the
technology to be brought into the country for testing purposes. Once it is in
place, CNN plans to apply for a permanent visa to allow the equipment to
stay in Brazil.
Turner Broadcasting's vice president
of R &D, Andrew Drooker, and his
team have decided to begin using this
new technology in Brazil over a third

ed elsewhere.

Training users is another issue but,
again, because of the unit's intuitive

CNN

.1

runs lean staffs around the world, so

deployed technology has to be robust and
easy to use in order to succeed.
interface and remote operations capability, this is less of a concern that it
might be otherwise. All of the functions of the unit are accessible remotely through the use of a browser-like

party ISP rather than routing it
through CNN's internal network.
Drooker wants to quickly demonstrate that the unit can efficiently

network application, which means that
operational troubleshooting can be
done from Atlanta. CNN runs lean
staffs around the world, so deployed
technology has to be robust and easy

move commercials across continents
and then convince the IT department

BROADCAST TOWERS
-AM

FM

TV

As one of the

largest tower
manufacturers in the
country, we designed and

manufactured more than 2,000
towers last year for hundreds of
satisfied customers.

Call to see why Sabre is
"Built to a Higher Standard."

Communications
Corporation

"Builf fo a Higher .Standard"
PO. Box 858
Sabre Communications Corporation
2101 Murray Street
Phone (712)258 -6690
Fax (712)258 -8250

1-800- 369 -6690

Sioux City. IA 51102

www.sabrecom.com
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to use in order to succeed. Training on
the system will include teaching the
local tape librarian how to digitize
commercials, how to load them into
parcels for transmission to Atlanta
and how to schedule their transmission
for a later time of day. The operating
interface works like familiar e-mail.
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The trip to Brazil is planned for three
days. The first day will involve establishing the unit's location in the office,
connecting it to an uninterruptible
power supply and a BetaSP tape machine, establishing connection with the
local ISP, and beginning initial testing.
The unit can accept RGB, S or composite video. The unit's touchscreen
control panel can be located adjacent
to the unit or remotely. For testing,
typical commercials will be sent to a
unit in Atlanta. Day two will be spent
on additional tests and training the
librarian on how to use the unit. Day
three is available for additional operational tests.
Unless some unanticipated obstacle
appears as a result of the Brazil deployment, three weeks later the team
will be off to Hong Kong. There, while
customs is less of a challenge, the team
will need to deal with a power grid
that runs on 220V. This time the company's own bandwidth will be used
instead of a local ISP, because Atlanta
and Hong Kong are 12 hours apart
and transmission of commercials can
occur during a time when company
bandwidth is not in heavy use.
As plans for this implementation have
progressed, Turner's hoped -for trickle
down of technology has also moved
along. Word of the potential usefulness
of this technology has reached TNT,
Cartoon Network, and CNNfn.

For more information on Telestream's
ClipMail Pro, circle (453) on Free Info
Card.
Jim Grant is president of Communicating Services, Inc. in Atlanta.
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From the 20 -year industry veterans who forged the development

of the early analog routers ... who led the way into digital routing ...
and HDTV ... now comes ... a very clever little box: the UTAH -200.
Handling both analog and digital signals, both video and audio
signals, the UTAH -200 gives you the routing flexibility you need
in today's environment. And all in the space of a bread box.
The UTAH -200 ... the

answer for all your small router needs.

Compact, two rack unit frame, up to 32X32

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Post Way, Suite 150
Salt Lake City, UT 84116
Tel: 801 -575 -8801
Fax: 801 -537 -3099
Email: sales @utahscientific.com

4750 Wiley

Internal eight -level control system

EUROPE

Control expansion capability to interface with
the SC -3 Control System

Tel:

All -in -one capability for analog or digital,

audio or video
Alarm indicators for over -temperature, power
supply over /under -voltage, CPU failure or fan failure
Top

quality and cost competitive

find out more about the UTAH -200 and our other routers
(like the UTAH -1500 HDTV and UTAH -300 large scale system),
visit our website at www.utahscientific.com
To

vs

Via Elli Bandiera re. 52
20050 Verano Brianza
Milano, Italy
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+39.0362.330001

Fax: +39.0362.220656
Email: cve- milano @ssst.it

Feld Report

Ikegami HDK -790D cameras at WNDU -TV /DT
BY GEORGE MOLNAR

In the broadcast industry today,
there's no question that any equipment additions or upgrades have to be
made with digital capabilities firmly
in mind. In 1998, when it came time to
replace our Ikegami HK -322 cameras,
we looked to Ikegami again to see if
they had the right solution to aid us

with our digital transition.
When we checked out the Ikegami
HDK -790D Field/Studio camera, it
proved to be the ideal answer to our
need for a unit that could deliver high
performance in both 4:3 NTSC and 16:9
HDTV formats. Thanks to a powerful

downconverter/upconverter incorporated into the CCU, we realized we
could leave the guesswork to other
people, while our engineering staff
concentrated on getting great -looking
images. The camera's CCD readout
can be switched between interlace and
progressive scan modes, and the signal
can be converted in the CCU to the
different formats. When the primary
output is interlace (1080i or 480i), the
CCD will be read out in interlace.
When the primary output is progressive
(720p or 480p), the CCD will he read

out in progressive. That way the picture
will originate at the CCD matching
the interlace or progressive output.
Our natural approach to selecting
new equipment is to try to get the best
product on the market, while at the same
time future- proofing as much as possible.
So when we bought new cameras in

Once the video signals are digitized at the

preprocessing stage of the camera head, they
stay digital throughout the camera chain.
1998, we questioned whether we would
need HD capability in ten years. With
their superior performance in SDTV, the
four Ikegami HDK-790D cameras we
purchased met our needs for a future -safe
upgrade, guaranteeing us HD capability, even if the rest of the station didn't
go that way for a number of years.
Our facility consists of two studios.
One is the WNDU News Center where
we produce four hours of newscasts a
day. The other is a busy video production
company, Golden Dome Media, where

WNDU -TV /DT selected Ikegami's HDK -790D cameras to capture images in both 4:3
NTSC and 16:9 HDTV formats. The decision allows WNDU to meet its current goals and
prepare for the future needs of its two studios.

1
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we produce nationally syndicated programming like "AgDay" and live events
such as press conferences. In all situations, cameras capable of producing
great pictures with a high level of
automatic operation were needed. As it
turned out, the Ikegami HDK-790D
met all those criteria and more, and had

November 2000

the key advantage of coming with the
outstanding Ikegami technical and sales
support that we had enjoyed in the past.
The specs on the HDK -790Ds are
impressive, and we found they pay large
dividends in real -world use. They're
outfitted with three 2/3 -inch 2.2 million -pixel 1080i FIT CCD image sensors, with effective pixel sampling of
1920x1080, which results in excellent
picture quality even when the picture is
downconverted to NTSC format. Also,
once the video signals are digitized at
the preprocessing stage of the camera
head, they stay digital throughout the
camera chain. Serial digital video is
transmitted from camera to CCU using
t fiber-optic core wired into the camera
cable. The CCU performs additional
digital processing, including downconversion for simultaneous SDTV output.
That these cameras were well thought
out for real -world use becomes apparent
elsewhere in their design. For instance,
the Ikegami cameras allow us to supply power to the teleprompter through
the convenient 2A utility outlet built
right into the camera. The fiber optic
cable that runs from the camera head to
the base station provides all the power,
which means one less heavy cable to
move around the studios.
On top of all of these technical is-

,ues, the pictures that come out of the

Remember, your digital signal is only as strong as its weakest link.

Don't fall for the idea that any old
DTV signal. Use the only

true

specifically designed for
ADC

BNCs.

up to

3

BNC

will work for your

75 Ohm BNCs on the market

DTV

applications

-

They're capable of outstanding electrical performance

GHz. They're equipped with positive locking center conductors and

precision molded insulators to eliminate impedance mismatch. They're ZBER

Certified. And they're only available from the people who have

learn more about ADC BNCs,

vor

A,
CERTIFIED
11h (ilJ

down to a science. ADC.
To

DTV

call 1- 800 -726 -4266 in North America, or

(952) 946 -3000 worldwide. Or visit www.adc.com /broadcast.

The Broadband Company
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New Products

HIGH -SPEED CAMERA
Philips LDK 23HS mkll: expands the features of

its predecessor

the LDK23HS camera, offering exact capture of same -minute

details and the ability to be preset for outdoor and artificial

lighting conditions; also offers saturation control on analog and
digital outputs, and on the digital high -speed link to the disk
recorder; supports third -party fiber optic transmission systems
such as the Telecast Cobra system; 800- 962 -4287; 818 -729 -7700;

fax: 818 -729 -7710; www.broadcast.philips.com.
Circle (355) on Free Info Card

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDER
i2 Technology Corporation RADAR 24: based on the RADAR
II products; 24 -track random access recorder is

and RADAR

designed to use the real -time BelA software platform from Be Inc.;
enhanced V-24+ recording engine records at sample rates of up

to 192kHz; 800 -776 -1356; 604 -430 -5818; fax: 604 -430 -5828;
www.izcorp.com.
Circle (350) on Free Info Card

MPEG -2 ENCODER
Philips GoldLine series: incorporates ClearViewcompression
technology for enhanced MPEG -2 compression; features
improvements in MPEG -2 compression algorithms and new
adaptive input filtering techniques; can be operated in statistical mode for multichannel operations; available in 4:2:0 and
4:2:2 video profiles; 800 -962 -4287; 818 -729 -7700; fax: 818 -7297710; www.broadcast.philips.com.
Circle (354) on Free Into Card

HD VIDEO TEST SYSTEM
SyntheSys Research HDEYE292: analysis and generation test
system for high- definition serial digital signals (SMPTE292M);

supports 14 HDTV formats, including film- oriented formats; offers

jitter spectrum analysis features for the 1.485Gb/s HD SMPTE 292M
signal; signal generator function optional; includes eye diagram
display of serial waveform, FFT analysis of jitter, automatic
measurements of waveform parameters and format layer protocol

compliance tests; also tests for physical layer impairments such
as signal

distortions and jitter caused by faulty equipment; 650-

364 -1853; fax: 650 -364 -5716; www.synthesysresearch.com.
Circle (357) on Free Info Card

PLAYOUT SYSTEM
Vertigo Multimedia Producer Playout Manager:allows usersto
create playlists of graphics and animations built using Discreet
Logic's frost* 3D graphics system or 2D graphics boards created

with Chyron's INFiNiT!; based on the same templating concepts

AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE

as the Producer ON AIR suite;

Midas Broadcast 2000: analog console designed specifically for TV

allows quick creation and
playback of multiple playlists and real -time preview of data

studios and mobile video production; supports all DTV and DVD

templates before graphics are sent to air; offers ability to

formats including mixing in mono, stereo, surround, 5.1 or 7.1, with
digital assistance for easy setup; features include the Midas EQ on

display and edit on -air and next -to -air data simultaneously; 877-

each module, six aux buses and eight mix -minus buses for news

talent feed; also features eight stereo subgroups, six of which
become 5.1 master outputs in surround mode; for flexibility,
frame sizes range from 24 to 72 channels, with any combination
of mono or stereo input modules, according to user specifications;
AES /EBU input/output converters, snapshot automation and an
audio /video router interface are optional; +44 1562 741515; fax:
+44 1562 745371; www.midasconsoles.com.
Circle (352) on Free Info Card

483 -7844; 514 -397 -0955; fax: 514 -397 -0954; www.vertigo.net.
Circle (358) on Free Info Card

DATABASE ACCESS TECHNOLOGY
Harris Open Database Connectivity (ODBC): industry standard
supported by vendors including Microsoft, Access, Oracle and

Informix; provides fast, direct access between automation and
traffic databases so common databases can be shared; direct
access to the external traffic database prevents duplication or

omission of material by reflecting ongoing changes; 800 -6220022; 513 -459 -3400; fax: 513 -459 -3890; www.harris.com.
Circle (359) on Free Info Card
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Looking to Sell Equipment Online?
ON.
.

Your Internet
Storefront is Ready.
Right Now.

Imagine one online marketplace where
you can sell professional, digital -media
production equipment - without investing
time and money in the sale. Now imagine
that you can leverage this powerful
sales tool right now - for free. That's
the reality of Digibid.

How to
Get Started
Just register online
at dígibid.com.

Solve Inventory Problems
Sell your individual components. overstock
items, discontinued products or trade -ins,
demo gear and more, with no hassles or
phone calls. Simply post them on Digibid
and get top dollar. It's that simple.

higher level of promotion and exposure,
inquire about our setting up your own,
branded digital marketplace. leveraging
our state -of- the-art technology. We
have more than 21.000 registered
users and more than 90.000 unique
monthly visitors.

Visit Digibid Today
Thousands of smart
production professionals
turn to Digibid every day.
There's no better source
for relevant, timely
competitive intelligence
and industry- equipment
information. Visit today!

Get a Branded,
Online Storefront
If your company is interested in a

It's FREE to List
Items for Sale
You pay

a

commission

only after your item
sells. Digibid completely handles the buyer
side of the transaction.
To date, we've more
than 25.000 successful
auctions.

a member of

E

-mail: sales @digibid.com
Phone:

02000 Digibid. an Industry Click community. All Rights Reserved.

IndustryClick
609-371-7833

ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
OmniBus Fingerprinting: indexes media assets within an
organization for easier tracking; allows companies to monitor
and verify the transmission of commercials, in addition to
identifying the correct use of copyrighted media; can accurately
identify media frames from one second of material; "fingerprints" are captured by reference to the unique shape of the
image and not by some form of metadata; passive technology
does not require original material to be modified; technique

may be applied to existing clips or stills; works with images that
have been heavily modified; 530 -470 -1700; fax: 530 -470 -1718;
www.omnibussystems.com.

DIGITAL TRIAX CAMERA

Circle (389) on Free Into Card

Thomson Broadcast Sportcam: new version of the 1707 digital
triax camera; 12 -bit, with 16:9 aspect ratio; offers flexibility for
quick transition from portable configurations to studio or field
production configurations; users can adapt long zoom lenses
equipped with different mounting systems by changing the front
a

COMPOSITE VIDEO DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER
Extron CVDA 6 EQ MX: amplifies and conditions video signal
to maximize image quality over long distances; splits composite

panel; 800 -882 -1824; 201- 569 -1650; fax: 201 -569 -1511;

www.thomsonbroad.com.

video signals from quad- standard video sources, such as

Circle (361) on Free Info Card

camcorders, VCRs or DVD players into six

_JJ

buffered and amplified outputs; features an
internal 100- to 240V, 50 /60Hz auto -switchable

J.\

power supply; compensates for signal level
and high frequency losses; 800 -633 -9876; 714-

it

Ì

J 1j

491 -1500; fax: 714 -491 -1517; www.extron.com.
Circle (390) on Free Info Card
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HIGH -DEFINITION
SWITCHER
d

PSI' Digital PVS -2HD: switcher control
interface supports all common standard- and
high- definition formats; compact, single M/E
switcher with two to eight inputs, one or two
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keyers, wipe generator and edit controller
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interface, as well as internal black and matte

control panel is optional; can
be directly controlled from a workstation, edit
controller or automation system; +44 1635
generators;

lJf t«C11J
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PVS

522534; fax: +44 (0) 1635 551995; www.pspdigital.co.uk.
Circle (363) on Free Info Card

LL PHONES ARE BECOMING TELEVISIONS, WHICH ARE

BECOMING COMPUTERS, WHICH ARE BECOMING PDAS, WHICH ARE

BECOMING PAGERS, WHICH ARE BECOMING CELL,PHONES.
TO MAKE SENSE OF IT A

TTC and Wavetek Wandel Goltermann,

two leaders in communications test and management, are

becoming Acterna. Giving cable, wireless, telecom and Internet companies the tools and
support needed to embrace emerging technologies on a global scale. Our connection will
make all the others work more seamlessly. To learn more, visit www.acterna.com

2C00. Dynatech, LLC..

Cl

.ing business

kl

.

ACTE RNA

erna. The Keepers of Communications. and its logo are trademarks of Dynatech. LLC
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To The Power

Raider

of Maxell

pi*

Whether shooting series, docs or commercials, the performance and reliability of Maxell's
professional media blows away Director of Photography, Ira Raider of Raider Productions.
"For over a decade, Maxell has always delivered the highest quality and most
reliable media. I have total confidence in Maxell's Digital Betacam and
Betacam SP to produce outstanding reproduction." Maxell's media family
also includes digital products like Betacam SX, DVCPRO, D -5, D -3 and D -2.
Can you depend on your professional media? You can contact Ira Raider at iraraider@aol.com.

Raider Productions

Take your professional media to the power of Maxell.

maxell
PROFESSIONAL

To

learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit our website at maxellpromedia.com
Circle (185) on Free Info Card

2 FOR BROA CCAST
FROM AIDEN
4

Since its introduction, the Azden 4000DR
UHF system has become a favorite
among ENG professionals.

/%
41 BT Available with
omni (EX -5O3H).

uni- directional
(EX- 503ÚH) or SONY
ECM -44H.

40 UDR

41 HT Uni-directional
handheld. Also available
with AUDIX 0M -3 capsule.

Now, a complimentary product,
the Azden SGM -2X
professional supercardioid shotgun
microphone system.

A

MSRP

-

5300

2 barrels

(an 8 1/8" omni, and

extension barrel) to make it a 15 3/4"
supercardioid Low noise ( -50db) Wide
bandwidth (100Hz- 18kHz) Balanced low
impedance (680 ohm) XLR output Switchable.
low -cut filter Integrated shockmount attaches
to camera shoe or mic stand
Plug into the
41 XT and it becomes a wireless shotgun mic
Includes 2 foam windscreens AAA Battery
and cable not included

,JAZDEN®

147 New Hyde Park Road. Franklin Square. NY 11010

(516) 328-7500
E

-Mail

FAX

(516) 328 -7506

- AZDENUS @AOL.COM

Azden Home Page: http: / /www.azdencorp.com

Circle (161) on Free Info Card
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SDI VIDEO /AES ROUTER
Evertz 4x1: full- bandwidth

HD router accepts generic SMPTE 292M video and SMPTE

276M audio signals; features automatic input cable equalization; genlock referenced
switch for standard composite black and burst or tri -level sync signals; also features
RS

232/422, GPI switch control and front panel control; remote control panel and

redundant power supply optional; 905 -335 -3700; fax: 905 -335 -3573; www.evertz.com.
Circle (372) on Free Info Card

PROGRAM QOS ANALYZER
Tektronix PQM300: offers enhancements allowing

users of multichannel systems to

identify, diagnose and correct common MPEG -related visual impairments in compressed

digital video; monitors all pixels and fields simultaneously; offers remote protocol
monitoring and improved error logging; new bar-chart display features

a

five -point scale

for more objective quality analysis; 800 -835 -9433; 503 -627 -7111; fax: 503 -222 -1542;

www.tektronix.com.
Circle (373) on Free Info Card

BROADBAND NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Minerva Networks iTVManager: software solution manages television
delivery over broadband

IP

services for

networks, allowing broadband network operators to offer bundled

video, voice and data services; features include billing, subscription management, scheduling,

electronic program guide generation, channel creation and ad insertion; consumers can
use the system to access video services including video -on- demand and interactive

LX-5105

The LX- "5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE /EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as

Stand-Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few...

FEATURES:
Self- setting time code
readers
5 ", 12" & 16" models
Sweep & Step second
hand modes
Lighted Dial and Rack
Mount options
Time Zone Offset
3 Year Warranty

television; 408 -567 -9400; fax: 408 -567 -0747; www.minervanetworks.com.
Circle (375) on Free Info Card

NONLINEAR EDITOR OPTIONS
FAST

Multimedia Inc silver.XL /purple.XL: extensions for

silver.XL and purple.XL

now available; these add Media Cleaner Wizard from Terran Interactive for streaming
media onto the Web; purple.XL also includes DVMPEG encoder software from Darim to
develop MPEG files for distribution on the Web or DVD; 800 -249 -FAST; 217- 356 -1884;
fax: 217 -356 -1881; www.fast -broadcast.com.
Circle (378) on Free Info Card

MONITORING SYSTEM
Miranda Technology Kaleido -QC /DVStation interface: Miranda's multi windowing visual monitoring solution incorporates Pixelmetrix's DVStation monitoring
platform as an option; joint system obtains information about DVB /ASI and other
MPEG- compressed streams and judge signal quality based on user -defined parameters;
when a signal falls below the parameters, DVStation signals an alarm within KaleidoQC; users can respond without leaving the Kaleido -QC environment; 514 -333 -1772;
fax: 514 -333 -9828; www.miranda.com.
Circle (384) on Free Info Card

MODULAR MPEG -2 ENCODER
Tiernan CommunicationsTE6000: designed for digital

www.ese -web.com
310 -322 -2136

FAX 310 -322 -8127

configurations; supports the new EBU BISS Conditional Access Protocol; allows for
serial digital (625/525) or analog (PALJNTSC) input; DVB -compliant satellite modulator
is available as an optional module; 800 -323 -0252; 858 -587 -0252; fax: 858- 587 -0257;
www.tiernan.com.
Circle (364) on Free Info Card
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Audio Equipment for Broadcaster
B' OADCAST

SUPPLY WORLDWIDE

Advantage

Same Day Shipping

Best Price Guarantee

Knowledgeable Sales Staff

Extended Hours

Flexible Terms

::

....
-,-,-,-,

.

Broadcast Supply Worldwide stocks

the widest range of professional audio products
suitable for the TV/video industry. From the newest

digital audio editing equipment to the tiniest lavalier microphone, you'll find it at
great low price. We've been serving radio and

a

:

s

Iles

a

TV

BSW

broadcasters for over 26 years. Let our knowledgeable

staff help you find the right equipment for the job, with quick delivery. Callus today.

FREE

Pro Audio Catalog
es

Staff

Call BSW 800 426 8434

ShiPPi"g

Let BSW Work to Your Advantage!
We offer

a

best advertised price guarantee

same day shipping of in -stock items , sales professionals

with real -world experience and sales hours from
9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Eastern Standard Time.

To

Order Call BSW 1-800-426-8434

,

or Visit www.bswusa.com
Card
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COMPRESSION /MPEG
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Acterna SyncCheck: nowshipping;Windows-based software
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S,reen PRO

SWITCHER
Folsom Research ScreenPro: now shipping; seamless switching of
composite, component, hi -res computer or s -video formats without
the need for additional equipment; unit combines a video router, two
video scalers and a full- featured control panel; offers eight high resolution inputs; scales eight inputs to one programmable output
plasma display, video wall or projector); features transition effects including cut, dissolve

and wipes; 888 -414 -SCAN; 916 -859 -2500; fax: 916 -859 -2515; www.folsom.com.
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NONLINEAR EDITING SYSTEM
Avid Xpress Version 4: now shipping; new features include

lb. Publication of Statement of Ownership - Will be
printed in the November issue of this publication.
17.1 certify that all information furnished on this form is
true and complete.

Gayle Hutchens

one-step streaming media output, export of QuickTime Reference
movies, VTR play emulation and mapable keyboard, as well as

improvements to the command palette, JKL trim and bin;
800 -949-AVID; 978 -640 -6789; fax: 978 -851 -0418; www.avid.com.
Circle (388) on Free Info Card
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36- input, 2.5 M/E production

over a 100BaseT network; 650 -526 -1600; fax: 650 -526 -1601; www.pinnaclesys.com.
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Counter Sales, and Other

Non -LISPS )'aid Distribution

a

switcher aimed at mid -market live production, specifically news and
local interest programming; offers nine built -in 3D DVEs, 19 multi page framestores and RGB color correction; multi -page framestores
can be loaded from Pinnacle's Lightning, Deko, Thunder and DVExtreme

33,988

exchange copies)

PRODUCTION SWITCHER
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If

HDTV

matters,
you'd better be at

With pictures so crisp, so clear, so lifelike,

ifs

CES.

no wonder consumers are mesmerized by

HDTV. Make no mistake, high- definition. digital TV is the here and now of' television, and
CES is

the hottest showcase of monitors, receivers and integrated sets

You can miss a phone call and you can miss

in

the world.

the playoffs. But you can't miss CES.

Your Source for Workstyl
and Lifestyle Technol
January

6 -9, X001

Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Register Now
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www.CESweb.org

network
Fiber Solutions for
Broadcast & Telecom

network

Flashlink'

DWDM

Business Wire

Business highlights from broadcast and
production
BY LAURA COLLINS, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

Capitol Broadcasting Company
station WRAL -TV in Raleigh, NC,
recently purchased DVCPRO HD
equipment from Panasonic to convert
its field news operations to high definition. WRAL broadcast the world's
first all -HDTV newscast at 5 p.m. on
Oct. 13. The newscast originated live
from the North Carolina State Fair,
with news stories acquired and played
back in DVCPRO HD format. In addition, the newscast previewed WRAI:s
new 24,000 square -foot all- digital
news facility and to demonstrate the
benefits of high- definition television.
WRAL will begin shooting, recording and editing its daily newscasts in
high definition in January 2001.

100 miles without

KUHT/Houston and WXVT-TV have
purchased automation systems from
Crispin. KUHT/Houston installed Crispin's new System 2000 to automate its new
digital facility, the LeRoy and Lucile
Meicher Center for Public Broadcasting.
WXVT-TV is using the RapidPlayX
to control a Profile video server for
commercial playback.

Screen Shot

repeater

a

16 Channel DWDM
SDI 270 Mbps or
HD -SDI

540 Mbps

DIIB -ASI and

DTI compliant

31 dB optical budget

Move your company
into the future.

network v
!1lllt

or

I

KINX

Vikinx Routers,
DAs & Converters
are the most
compact in
the world

Routers: 6064, 32x32 16x16.8x8, 16x2 (128x2)
Advanced Control Panels, PC Software
Interface to the most sophisticated third party
control systems available

Year Warranty on

3

all

Network Equipment.

NETWORK ELECTRONICS US, INC.

201- 854 -8418
il: ussales@networkgroup.no

www.network-electronics.com

Panasonic chose Accom's Dveous digital video effects systems to be used to
create world feeds and daily summaries
for the Sydney Olympic Broadcast
Organization (SOBO). In addition,

Accom's Affinity and StrataSphere
nonlinear editing systems were used to
produce 28 five -minute shows about
Australia, a 15- minute opening show
called "Welcome to Australia, Sydney
and the 2000 Olympic Games," and the
closing montage piece for the Games.
Other countries using the Dveous for
their coverage were Canada (CBC), Spain
(WE) and Mexico (Televisa). Korea used
a two- channel Dveous for coverage of
the Games and, Sweden and Norway
used three Abekas 8150 switchers.
NBC also utilized DVE systems and
DDRs from Accom, as well as a WSD
2Xtreme, to create a unique look for its
Olympic broadcasts. The Dveous systems
were installed in five control rooms at the
NBCcompound and in two remote trucks.
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Dark Angel created with

clarity HD
Rainmaker Digital Imaging is using
Pixel Power's Clarity HD to create

titling for Fox's new series, Dark Angel.
The program, created by director James

Cameron, debuted Oct.

3 at 9:00EDT/
8:000DT and is being simulcast in
standard definition and high definition.

Affinity edits Summer
X -Games
ESPN used the Affinity nonlinear editor
from Accom in its coverage of this year's

Summer X -Games in San Francisco. The
system has been used for the past several

X- Games, and this year was used to

create bumps, teases and digitized
super bumps.
Five Dveous DVE systems and two
Abekas 8150 switchers were also used

in ESPN's coverage.

In a business

that never stands still, it's smart to team up with

o

partner whose focus is on

what comes next. EMC, a leader in digital media infrastructures, can help you not only cope with change,

but prosper from it. EMC's Media Solutions Group offers a suite of end -to -end digital delivery solutions.
These include Media Asset Management, Digital

Multi -Channel Broadcasting and Media

Streaming that delivers everything from low -res to broadcast- quality content.

We'll helppvyou

co p e with change.

(And we're not talking about the new Fall
Since EMC's media solutions are built on the world's most trusted

storage infrastructure, they are reliable, scalable and flexible. And
you can always depend on EMC's award- winning, 24/7/365
service. lust what you expect from the leader.
To

get more information about our full range of

integrated digital media solutions, contact
us at www.EMC.com/media

EMC2
where information lives

EMC and EMC

oa,,g,,,,,

nnkmmml, n,d

lineup.)

IMMAD ECVS announced its intent to purchase Synergistic Technologies, a Pittsburg -based systems integration
company. STI will be merged into IMMAD ECVS' U.S.
operations under the management of IMMAD ECVS president and C.O.O. Rich Bisignano.

its here...

Industrial Machinery
AUCTIONS
on the Internet!

industry will never
be the same.

AUCTIONS
Machinery and Property

-Plus -

vto/4

Machinery for Sale
Businesses for Sale
Commercial Real Estate
RFPs and RFQs
Employment
Funding and Capital
E -mail Notification Services

industry

Leitch was selected by Panasonic to provide close to $6
million worth for the 2000 Olympic Games, including
more than a dozen of its new Integrator routing systems.
Other equipment used at the Games included audio distribution amplifiers, multiformat frame synchronizers, and
video and audio converters.
Canadian broadcast distributor Bell ExpressVu recently
purchased a Leitch server and news package for its Vu! payper -view service.
A number of broadcasters have purchased the Kalypso
Video Production Center from Grass Valley Group, including WGBH in Boston, Euromedia in France, Eurohits in the
Netherlands and the BBC. The systems will be used to
create content for U.S. public broadcasting stations, upgrade regional news studios, produce music videos, and in
a mobile unit for production of the French Open.
Grass Valley Group's ContentShare Platform has also
been incorporated as a fundamental component of Edit ware's new DPE -500 Series editing system.

www.i-comindustry.com

iNEWS and Media Exchange International have announced
a strategic partnership to offer broadcasters the opportunity
Circle (169) on Free Info Card
to distribute media assets to vertical markets online via
Virtual Private Networks (VPN).
Media assets and accompanying
metadata will be managed and assembled by the iNEWS NRCS, while
MEI administers and facilitates the
broadband VPNs. The technology
resulting from the partnership will
A good thing just got better
enable broadcasters to target branded
media assets to various niche markets.
HD Serial to Analog Video Converter
iNEWS has also formed a partnership
with Vertigo Multimedia to integrate
Now works with 1080p24!
Vertigo's Producer ON AIR and Producer Interactive systems into the
iNEWS NRCS platform to allow
broadcasters to immediately integrate
HD1OC Features
new media input, such as viewer
HD -SDI Inputs
feedback, into live productions.
1080i 50/59.94/60
iNEWS also announced a phased
1080p SF 23.98.24

AIg VIDEO
HD10C

project to combine their Media

720p 59.94/60
Outputs
HD Analog RGB/YPbPr

Browse 2000 with the Media360
media asset management system
from Informix.

SVGA (multi -sync)
2 HDSDI Outputs
10 bit

tefeqhjpp
t1M IP1lVMn

www.aja.com
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800 -251 -4224
Tel 530- 274 -2048
Fax 530- 274 -9442

Omneon Video Networks and UKbased Pharos Communications have
formed an application partnership
utilizing Omneon's Video Area Network in conjunction with Pharos'
process control systems.

HDTV. HEAD FOR IT!

OConnor. The Perfect Support
For HDTV Applications.
For decades, the award

winning

OConnor name has set the world

standard for high quality camera

support products. And now, with the
advancements into high definition television
broadcasting, OConnor's Ultimate 2060 fluid
head and 55L tripod meet the needs and

challenges of this exciting medium. This
system offers perfect counterbalance,

extremely smooth pan and tilt, long lens

stability, and easy high /low adjustments.
OConnor has the ultimate camera support

system for you. Visit our web site for more

information and the dealer nearest you.

vs comma('
YOUR BEST MOVE.
Sys 'em 2060 -2 includes: Ultimate 2060 Fluid head,

(714) 979-3993

slid'ng OConnor plat form, z5omm base, tiedown, dual
telescopic handles, 55L aluminum two stage tripod
with mid -level spreader. The 2060 Fluid head with

E

55L tripod offers the best in camera support for
HD

V Production from the field to the studios.

Fax (714) 957.8138
-mail: sales @ocon.com
www.ocon.com

A

Division Of Autocue, Inc.
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Avid and OmniBus Systems announced

joint development project to provide
tighter integration between their systems.
Avid's shared storage system, Avid
Unity, will be utilized to allow the
a

companies' asset management and
playout systems and content creation
tools to share information more easily.
OmniBus will also work with Pixel
Power to develop a character generator network interface enabling Pixel
Power's Collage, Graphite and Clarity
ranges to be available within the OmniBus automation environment.

Clarification:
The September cover was incorrectly identified on the Table of
Contents page. The photo actually shows WNET Public Television's
recently installed 48- channel Solid State Logic Aysis Air console in its
new all- digital production facility located in midtown Manhattan. The
console is the centerpiece of the main production audio room servicing
live and live -to -tape studio production. The Aysis Air is part of WNET's
general move into being an all- digital facility as the industry moves to
digital broadcasting. The photo was taken by Dave King.

EMC Corp. has acquired Avalon Consulting Group, a Denver-based supplier
of rich media management software
for the television broadcast industry,
ro operate as a unit of EMC's Media
Solutions Group.

Mindport MCI' and SGI have formed
an alliance to integrate Mindport's
content streaming software with SGI's
video servers for broadcast and broadband applications to provide broadband
network customers with a comprehensive broadband streaming solution.

Our Board, Your Broadcast!
The ultimate hardware

for multimedia broadcasting.
'1A0134tAlimeAelIttS
Concurrent display of analog video input and
MPEG -2 video in scalable, movable windows
Scalable, 24 -bit graphics overlays with 256
levels of transparency

Johannesburg
London
j

Back -to -back MPEG audio/video playback
with genlock for seamless ad insertion

Los Angeles

Munich

Hardware -assisted scrolling and crawling of
multiple graphics windows

New York City

Nce

graphic òbeRap'wìth transpare

Paris

composite video support,
optional S-video support
NTSC /PAL

!-

to Rome and Venice. Call Travel Network now for current holiday packai

Single -slot PCI card

l ^Cl

horizontally crawling text or graphics

Supports multiple boards in

a

single system

Windows

NT 4.0

support

- The Professional Broadcast, Multi -Source Video and Graphics Mixer

1-888-478-26:

7

salesaenseo.com
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Enseo
www.enseo.com

Towers

Lighting
Accessorie

Industries, Inc.

One

Your
Solution for
Towers up to 2,000 feet!

Construction Service

you are working up to something big, then work with
R HN. We have the engineering expertise, high -volume
c pacity, galvanizing and other manufacturing capabilities to
e on your biggest challenge
all at competitive prices!
1

-

u

Antenna Mount
i

:s

Need it Where?

Problem... our worldwide
c nstruction group can complete
y ur installation no matter
ere it is. For DTV, AM /FM,
crowave and more, talk to
R

HN...Your One Solution.

World 6718 West Plank Road
Headquarters Peoria, Illinois 61604 USA

Learn more on the web

@

www.rohnnet.com
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NIS

broadcast management solutions, and
modulation and multiplexing systems.

Sky News recently ordered five Pinnacle Systems FXDeko CGs with Rocket for Deko and ClipDeko. Four of the
units will be utilized in the main Sky
newsroom in London, and one will be
installed at their Westminster Studios.

Tandberg Television has integrated its
evolution 5000 multiplexers with Logic
Innovations' 1U IP Encapsulator to provide opportunistic data solutions using
SMPTE 325 in 20-, 30 -, 70- and 100Mb/s
versions. The integration will allow
broadcasters to reclaim unused bandwidth in their digital broadcast streams.

Thomson Tubes Electroniques has acquired Siemens' Berlin-based power grid
tube operations, enabling them to offer
a wider choice of broadcast transmission
tubes. Siemens' operations will be trans-

Fox affiliate KPDX -TV is utilizing
Panasonic DVCPRO digital component video equipment in the expansion
of its news coverage and creation of its
own newsroom. Equipment purchased
for the station includes nine camcorders, five laptop editing systems and
seven studio editing VTRs.

ferred to TTE's Thonon plant in 2001.
FAST Multimedia and Hewlett Packard have announced an agreement to
ship FAST'S native DV editing system,
purple., with Hewlett Packard's Kayak XM 600 as a turnkey system.
Cisco Systems has appointed Tandberg
Television as an official reseller and
systems integrator for Cisco's networking products to broadcasters. The
agreement will deploy Cisco's universal
broadband routers, interactive network
adapters, DVB cable access routers and
remultiplexing systems with Tandberg's
evolution 5000 MPEG compression,

PBS

1111

.
Si

I

including a 30-second spot for the
Washington Redskins' pre- season
and the Redskins Report, a weekly
highlights show airing during the
football season. The award- winning

promotions were created using
Quantel's Editbox and Paintbox FAT.
Animations were produced and
sampled on the Paintbox FAT and

completed comps were edited on
the Editbox nearly at the same time.

WNET's two new audio post rooms,
to be used for live mixing and post
production applications. They will also
provide for some of the audio needs of

Performance Beyond Digital

n

NBC4 in Washington, D.C., won an
Emmy for a compilation of promotions

station Thirteen/WNET New

Analog Audio Power!
I1

NBC4 wins Emmy with
Quantel

York and Peter Fish jointly purchased
four Libra Series digital audio consoles from AMS Neve. Two of the
consoles will be installed in Thirteen/

111.11

1

Screen Shot

N Ig ih

TALLY
MAPPERTM
Tally Routing & Mapping

One Button Operation
Store Maps Internally
Edit From a PC/Laptop

r

J

We make some of the finest A/D and D/A convene rt
a e.
presently limited to 120 dB dynahnc range
The S stem 1000 line -level DAs have 132 dB dynamic range! Analog
audio is a mature, proven technology. Digital audio is still in a state of
flux. and a digital plant installation can be technically daunting. Question
the rush to obsolete fine analog equipment? If you do, keep it analog
where it makes sense to do so. Consider the finest analog audio
distribution system available, the Benchmark System 1000.
Visit oui web site, and give us a call Lod fur, suore inturn>
VV,

Loa'

!

Yet the hest converters are

`4.

it
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Videoframe°
Control System Solutions

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
www.benchmarkmedia.corrt, 800-262 -4675

132

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and
Multiple Production Setups.

Nnvamhar ?000
www.americanradiohistory.com

Tel: 530 -477 -2000
www.videoframesystems.com
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DTV Transmission
So Much Content-So Little Bandwidth

Your allotted DTV bandwidth may look like a big pipe today, but -tomorrow promises greater opportunities
for more services:

The DigiCipher

II

High Definition Television

Datacasting

Multi-channel Standard Definition Television

Streaming Video

Program Information

And more...

ATSC compliant encoding system employs sophisticated compression and multiplexing

technology to make the most of your bandwidth -while maintaining the highest quality pictures. And its backed
by the resources of an unparalleled technology innovator: General Instrument, now Motorola's Broadband

Communications Sector. With nearly a decade of experience in helping customers deliver more digital content
in less space, we have the track record and experience to act as

your partner

throughout the entire digital migration process. When choosing encoding systems
Motorola's DigiCipherwll HD Encoder

for the long term remember...nobody delivers DTV better than Motorola.

Contact us at 800 -385 -5843 for more information or visit us at www.motorola.com /broadband

02000 Motorola.

an0 Motorola. and D9CIGM1er are watered treatments
of Motorola. Inc General Instrument Corporation n a wholly owned auaidlaN of Motorola. Inc
Inc. All doles reaarned.

M
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MOTOROLA
Broadband Communications Sector

Fish's new audio post production facility. Fish will employ
the other two consoles in his new facility.
Paris -based Plus XXX Studios has also selected AMS
Neve equipment. The facility was the first to purchase
AMS Neve's 88R analog console.
San Francisco station KTVU -TV selected Grass Valley
Group's digital newsroom solution including Vibrint Feed Clip, Vibrint NewsEdit and the Profile XP Media Platform.
KTVU will use the system to replace the tape -based news
systems currently in use.
Two stations, KTTC -TV in Rochester, MN, and WGEM -TV
in Quincy, IL, recently purchased DTV transmitting and
encoding equipment from Harris Corp. KTTC -TV will use a
Harris Sigma CD high -power UHF DTV transmitter and a

MONITO '

s TS--FOR

Al.m.

Signet Sound Studios installed 1034B active monitors
from Genelec in Studio A. The monitors fill the L -C-R
positions in the studio.

Kentucky Educational Television selected Hitachi's multilevel digital FM transmission system for the digital upgrade
of its microwave network.

Todd -AO Scoring, a division of Todd -AO Studios, recentpurchased a Solid State Logic SL 9000 J Series SuperAnalogue console to upgrade its scoring stage. The facility
used the 96 -input console to record the music soundtrack
for the upcoming feature, The Grinch.
ly

.

LESS

41011
On-Sc,

FlexiCoder MPEG -2 encoding system to offer digital service.
WGEM -TV also purchased a FlexiCoder encoding system.

$

J

Up too

Audio
Chamois

Audio
Phase

Betgraphs

On-Screen
Sat-Up Menu
Status

Source
V-Chip
Rating

Information

ID

Serial Digital Video & Audio Converter wit.
Alarm, Status & Audio Level Monitoring
801 to PAL,NTSC Conversion

On- Screen Alarm

AES /EBU to Analog Audio

OPI Alarms

Audio Level & Phase Keying

Closed Caption Decodlno

Audio De- enWedder

Logging of Errors

Up to

15

Modules In 3RU Frame Order 7760AVM

See Us At These Uocomino Shows
- November 12.14- Calgary, Alberta
Gov't Video Expo November 29.30 - Washington, DC Booth #211
D7V2000 - December 6.8 Atlanta, GA - Booth 5111

WABE

www.evertz.com

e #z
Tel: 905-335-3700

Fax: 905- 335-3573

With the growing commitment to 5.1 audio among
broadcasters, Dolby Laboratories' Dolby E audio coding
technology is increasingly being used to facilitate multichannel programming distribution. Since September of
1999, facilities including Broadway Video, Pacific Ocean
Post Sound, Warner Bros. Video Operations, WC and the
sound department for Walt Disney Pictures have installed
Dolby's DP571 and DP572 Dolby E codecs.

Miranda has formed a new Operations Group encompassing Miranda's marketing communications, sales support, inventory and technical/customer support activities.
The new group will develop an e- commerce strategy as part
of an effort to streamline the process of bringing products
to market. Robert Young will serve as vice president of
operations for the new organization.
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SPLIT
IT!!
HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vats Dove
Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 355-3656 FAX (626) 355 -0077
FAX -on- Demand Doc *103 (626) 355 -4210
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We Build Solutions.

http://www.henryeng.com
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USDA is a handy 2 -in, 4 -out
stereo "mini -DA" that can
combine or split audio signals
for distribution. Mix stereo to
mono, get both stereo and
mono outputs from a stereo
source. Gain trims for each
output. Great specs with lots of
headroom. Keep one on hand.
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ClipExpress..

not Federal Express

1

Work on your time

net to send rough cuts, dailies, approvals or finished programs
anywhere in the world with our newest Internet video delivery system, ClipExpress.
It's a powerful new tool that lets you send and receive high - quality media
over any network connection, as easily as sending email or fax.

Now you can use the

ClipExpress gives you the freedom to select the quality you need and
deliver it where and when you're ready. No more rushing to meet
shipping deadlines, making dubs, or waiting for tape to arrive.
ClipExpress - all the convenience of fast, reliable media exchange in one simple box - FOR ONLY

$4,495

Breakthrough technology that everyone can afford and anyone can use.

E L E

S T R E

oll free
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(877) 257 -624

OTLighting

The Weather Channel recently purchased a Radamec robotic control camera system consisting of two RP2A
robotic pedestals with HK 435 pan/tilt
heads, a PCU computer and two touch screen operational panels.

Tows Lighting specialists

www.otlighting.com

Philips Broadcast, an associate
company of Philips Digital Networks,

OTL
extra long

supplied six LDK 23HS cameras to
Fox Sports Network for electronic field
production on major sports events
throughout the United States.

life lamps

can save
you

thousands
of dollars

PEOPLE

Pixel Power appointed Bruce Levine
to the position of vice president of sales.

Marty Matsuhashi
has returned to the
post of president of
Hitachi after a two year stint as General
Manager of Overseas
Sales.

Marty Matsuhashi

Leitch recently appointed John Edwards director of product development. Kent Ewing was appointed director of operations.

Omneon has added Timothy Slate
as vice president of marketing and Jim
Leighton as director of product marketing.
The following people were appointed
to the speaker and microphone division
of Telex's Pro Audio Group: Mike
O'Neill, as vice president and general
manager for speakers worldwide and
for amplifiers in the U.S.; Joel Johnson,
as general manager for wired and wireless mics worldwide; and Ralph Strader,
as vice president and general manager
for intercoms worldwide. Tom Hansen
has been promoted to vice president of
sales for installed sound,
and Kent Rahn has been
hired as director of marketing communications.

OTL85A21C
OTL600P540C

1- 800 -647 -9110
43, Durkee Street,

Office 719
Platteburg, N.Y. 12901
Developed in conjunction with
OSRAM SYLVANIA
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Look At This!

"On-Screen" Audio VU Meter $289
20dB

CHANNEL

1

CHANNEL 2

-

-10dB

-3dB

W

W

W

OaB

+3dB

Would you like to see audio levels displayed along
with video? The AM -50 accepts either +8, +4, or
OdBu /m balanced or -5, -10, or -20 dBV unbalanced
stereo inputs and shows their levels as a bargraph
keyed into video. Features include normal,
momentary peak hold, peak alarm hold, and phase
check modes; solid or "see thru" display, black
mask on/off, markers on/off. Change H and V size
and position, channel ID, all selections saved in
non -volatile memory. Use multiple AM -50s to show
more than two channels. Also available in
Rackmount versions. Unconditional Guarantee.
Contact your local video dealer or

HORITA
Post Office Box 3993,
Mission Viejo, CA 92690
(949) 489 -0240 www.horita.com

Andy loannou has
been named CEO of
North American operations for OmniBus.

broadcastengineering.com

ating officer of Vertigo
Multimedia.

Colin Pringle has been appointed
group marketing director for Solid
State Logic.

Calrec Audio has

appointed

Jim

Wilmer as regional
sales manager for
North America.
Jim Wilmer

Roderick Snell, president and founder of
Snell & Wilcox, was
recently honored by
the British Kinematograph Sound and TeleRoderick Snell

Vega recently announced four sales and

vision

marketing staff ap-

President's Award. Snell received the
award for his achievements in improving worldwide video standards for
more than 25 years.

pointments. Douglas
Weinstein is joining the
company as sales and

Society
(BKSTS) with the

marketing manager.
Kimberly Ham has been
promoted to sales administration manager.
Darshon Ware was appointed as order administrator. Marco Garcia
has joined Vega as technical sales specialist.
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Roi Agneta has been
appointed chief oper-
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Broadcast

ENGINEERING
Looking for more information on
timing? Automation? Making graphics
applications more cost -effective?
Choosing a UPS?
Digital audio systems?
Check Broadcast Engineering's
archives on our website,

www.broadcastengineering.com.

The Choice for Audio
in TV Broadcast.
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RIGHT

Whether you're expanding
facility, adding OB trucks, or
building

a

a

new plant, there's only

one industry standard for audio

You'll get fast access to 50 hours

of on -line audio,

16

Hot -Keys for

instant playback, and easy export to

standard in news, production, and
master control. Shouldn't DigiCart
be your

first choice?

remote trucks with low -cost Zip' disks.

quality and reliability.
And DigiCart already talks to

DigiCart® out -performs the

competition with a powerful
combination of hard disk storage,
removable media, uncompressed

your existing plant: remote control

options range from simple GPI,
to standard serial protocols for
leading automation systems.

- all in one

proven package.

Corporate Office:
Tel (818) 991 -0360
360 System.. and I),q,( an are

Zip

is a

Features
Specs
FAOs

audio, seamless editing, and

playlist automation

3OOs9temscoffl

DigiCart recorders have gained
worldwide acceptance as a
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5321

Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361
email: info @360systems.com

Fax: (818) 991 -1360
ngnterrd trademarks

trademark of lomega Corp

"

of 360 Systems m the U S and other countries.
2000 by 360 Systems. Specdiabons subject to change without notice
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PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

MONITORS
SONY Panasonic. JVC

420 Ninth Ave.
Between 33rd & 34th Streets,
New York, N.Y. 10001
Store and Mail Order Hours:

Sun. 10 -5, Mon. thru Thurs. 9 -7
Fri. 9 -1, Sat. Closed
For Orders Call:

800 -947 -9928
212 -444 -5028
or FAX (24 Hours):
800- 947 -9003
212 -444 -5001

www. bhphotovideo. corn
We Ship
NNO FANE 1

VISIT OUR
SUPERSTORE

.

0/-

Worldwide
FOR A FREE CATALOG, CALL 80O-9474933,

21244441M M I
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PHOTO

"THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE"
212- 444 -5028

420 Ninth

(241HOURs):

212 -444 -5001
www.bhphotovideo.com
Ave. (Bet. 33rd & 34th St.) New York, N.Y. 10001

SONY

DSR-250

SONY
DCR- VX1000

3 -CCD DV & DVCAM

Introducing everything you need in an event camera and more The new completely
digital DSA-250 from Sony is a high image quality reduced size camcorder which
has been optimized for shooting events and parties Every feature you could want
1s Included in This revolutionary a[gm50ion tool

three 3806 pixel 'effective 340000 pixels) LCD's
vs 480 progressive Dot still) or
Uso provide high quality acquisition
,r
y4 p
and sensitivity al reduced noise and
veroc.l ;mear
53011 as of horizontal resolution allowing you to capture
you 'abject with tremendous detail
S1110401. espeel alto 4 3 (TV mode: or 16 9 (Movie mode)
OXF -l01 high resolution 1.5" black 0 white v)ewllnder (same
as cr )SR500/I & DOC-035) enables easier focusing Automatic. Il, switches from 4 3 aspect to 16 9
Reeonts In OVUM or DV, standard tapes or min:. Up to 270
Inari recordeding in DV mode onto a 184 min DVCAM tape
One t: !I VI auto focusing in manual focus mode
Mani or automatic functioning Focus. IriS. Shutter-speed.
Zoom Gain 13 positions and memory)
1(3 in

11 It

r

...

I

3-CCD Digital Camcorder
The DCR- VX1000 records 500 lines of horizontal
resolution. and has a higher S/N ratio than cameras

Flip out 2.5- 200 000 dol LCB monitor. finally available on a
professional camera Time dale stamp
SSmm lens with 12z optical mom
Advanced optical stablllnlion allowing for a high quality drgrtal zoom out to 24x with a maximum digital mom cul to 484
Assignable time code IRec Run Free -run. User -0Ib
16 bit 2 channel audio recording or 12 bit 4 channel
Digital in /oui 1EEE 13941 and analog fsloul.

costing ten times more. Also records audio digitally.
using PCM technology. the same as used in CDs for a
breathtaking dynamic range of 96 08. Most important
though. since video and audio signals are recorded
digitally. you can copy or edit multiple generations with no
loss in quality. Analog tape artifacts like color bleeding. dropouts
and generation loss are all a thing of the past.

Still image capture onto memory sikh

upload graphics from
memory stick or USE adapter software Included
Phantom 48V power Built In speaker directional microphone
In pro mic holder 2 0111 audio inputs
quill in !rill controller. Equipped with an LINK Interface. allowing camcorder to serve as edit player or recorder
Sott shoulder pad Wireless remote controller.
Uses songs lithium Ion handles IBPL series)
External 12V supplyConnecbon for light The OSR-250 is
epuipped wan riant output DC 12 V maximum 30 wand.
I

I

DSR -300A
3 -CCD Digital (DVCAM) Camcorder
Inheriting many of Me same features and functions as the DSR 130. the
affordable OSR -3006 actually extends operational convenience with a
range of new features and peripheral products Remarkably compact and
bghlwerght. the improved OSA-3000 provides high mobility without
compromising picture quality and can be held comfortably on your
shoulder through the longest shoots and gives videographers the ability
to acquire their footage quickly and easily

Eight -speed 100 optical zoom lens goes from 5.9 to
59mm In 41- 20 secs. Also provides a digital 20X zoom
Records t 2-btV32kHz audio with two pairs al stereo tracks
Automatic and manual audio level record controls.

Focusing, exposure and white balance are all automatic or
can be manually controlled
Zebra pattern indicator lust like professional cameras.
Preset. store and recall your own custom settings

Built-in lime base corrector (TOC) delivers idler-free
playback and dead -perfect stills
Digital effects include audio and video fade (10 blacki
overlap and slow shutter Time-lapse recording
Sony's Super SteadyShot reduces high Irequency camera
shake without compromising Image quality
"
Records extended data codes' Automatically stores
datemme shutter speed. Ins and other data for easy recall
Records drop-frame time code for accurate editing
Record Ohmage pictures with audio IOr up to seven secs.

for color intensity. white balance. sharpness.
brightness and gain shill (OdB / -3dB6

s :I honeontal resolution. 6248 5/N ratio and high sensitivity
at 2000 iux
we, HAD CCOs also gives you a low smear level or -110 dB
I`SP 300) allowing more freedom to shoot highlighted subjects
wit-in 26 -pin VCR interlace they can feed composite or
o output signals to an external recorder for parallel or
. p recordings VCR recording modes Including Parallel.
II (only) and External )only) are selected via the trigger
c positioned on the operational panel
:: Jn rte DSR -3006. a picture previously recorded on lace can
`ut ¢'imposed on the viewfinder screen (Freeze Mix
tin). allowing you to easily frame or reposition the sublecl
ar n the previous snot. Combined with the SetupLog

ii

V.
i

the retake snot becomes

pit

a

brerte

D:ìR-20/40

DVCAM

In addition
dubbing Including IC Copy mode lull information of

Inputs and OutputaThey provide a roll range 01 analog video
inputs and outputs tor integration Into current analog-based
systems They both offer composite and S-Video inpuuoutput
while be OSR-40 (only) offers a component output as well The
DSR- <O is equipped with analog audio inputs and outputs (RCA(.
the )) R-d0 wan RCA inputs and 011-balanced output These
Con dons in combination with (heir LINK interlace allow a
smocia transition roan all digital system in Inc future
Retem PlaFbaek Sachem Automatic repeal tunclron for repealed
playb. k Alter reaching the end el the lapel. Me OSA 2040 automalical
i

as the lape. Zhen

sins

playing back Me segment again

DER -20 Only

The DSR -20 can be powered by AC or DC
ted with Control L Interface. the DSR0 can perform
rime Code -based editing when connected to another
ymart
'SP ;0 or other similarly equippedVCRs /cameras
o

DSR -40 Only

b

:r

DVCAM

I

dale has been changed
Reference Input External sync input enables syncnronued playback
with other VCRs Especially important in AB Roll configurations In
addition the OSR -do only allows adluslment 01H-sync and SC phase
via Ile menu
Conrol S Interlace The OSR20 /D5R40 have a Control S input
allowing control via the optional DSAM-20 Remote Control
The DSR20 adds a Control S output connector allowing two or
more lup to 501 DSR-20s to be daischained and coniroled
from one DSRM -20

in addition to Control

L the DSR-20 also incorporates an PS-232
Interlace for remote control of basic VCR functions Isom a PC
Suppled with the AMTDS20 Wireless Remote for control of basic

VCR

Proleulonal Performance
Multi-zone iris weighting system gives priority to oblects
at the central and lower portions of the picture for accurate
auto exposure under any condition. even II a bright sublect
moves Into the picture

either manually or via its RSa22A Interlace
The OSA-40 is not equipped with a synchronization capability
the editing accuracy Is performed by Oreroll and play

Digital VCR

SR -VS10U

1

-Is PCM digital audio al either 48kH0
I

'

2-bit

4

(16-bit

2

channel) oral

channel)

el with

Control L. capable of SMPTE Time Code based
.'.le earring even without an edit controller Bunt In editing
t

I

°

lunclions

Is an

r and

:

re!

cliinclude assemble and separate video and audm insert
ng tor either an Index point or Plato Data recorded by Inc

230A camcorder. the DSR30 drastically cuts the time usually
chid for editing The OSR30 can record up to 13h Index points
'i- Cassette Memory (hanks to its 16K bits capability
I10 oak ensures audio is bully syncnronved with the video for

ii

They are capable of searching for Index Points which are
recorded on the tape as - in -poinr marks every time a recording
starts They can also search for photo data recorded on a DVCAM
cassette by the DSR-200A'300. PD -100 or where the recording

industrial grade DVCAM VCR Thal can be used tor recording.
editing DV standard 4 I sampling digital component recording with
_:mpressmn ratio provides spectacular picture quality and mulegeneration
ce It has a Control L Interface for editing with other Control L based
Y s such as the DSR -200A DVCAM Camcorder or another D5R-30 It also
rls auto repeat playback function making It ideal for kiosks and other
omabon displays

91-30

c

..

a

DSR -30

cr
I+

Equipped with an RS -422A interface n can
AB roll or cut editing system
simple recording function which can be controlled

as the editing player in

-

als: has

C

Profenional Specifications
Applies JVC's DSP with advanced 14 -bit video processing
10 bring out more natural details. eliminate spot noise
accurately reproduce dark areas. and restore Color
mformalion in dark areas
CCD5 are equipped with advanced circuitry to virtually
eliminate vernal smear when shooting bright lights in a
dark room. Ensures efficient light conversion with a
sensitivity of Ft 1 al 2000 lux
CCD Defect Correction function evaluates white detects
with the lens closed and then stores their addresses in
memory When the camera is turned on. the data Is sent to
the DSP for storage and real -time correction.
Black Stretch /Compress function ensures accurate
reproduction of black areas on the screen Advanced color
matrix circuits give even difficult images a very natural
appearance
Multi -stream parallel digital pipeline processing at 40 MHz
creates an ultra -smooth gamma curve calculated using a
true log scale algorithm. The result Is a dynamic range of
600 to accurately reproduce fine details and colors In
Shadows or highlights

I

on

oho and Unie code or the original tape can be copied to another
oeçuy useful when making working copes of the original

re.r

and

Link
they offer Inc stunning Image and sound

I

ipml

o v

professional ENG work. the GY -DV500 combines the convenience and
cost- effectiveness of Mini DV with the performance and features you
need. Incorporate three 1/2-inch 380.000 pixel IT CCDs for
superior picture performance (equivalent to 7501ines of
resolution) superb sensitivity of Fl 1 at 2000 lux and minimum
illumination of 0.75 lux (Latin mode). Rugged construction with
a rigid diecast magnesium housing. Extremely portable. compact
and light weight lesss than 11 lbs. fully loaded). Additional
features )Ike the menu deal and Super Scene Finder assure ease -of-use and shooting
flexibility, while the IEEE1394 and RS -232 interface allow integratton into various non -linear and Lost -production
systems. A professional camcorder in every sense. the compact. lightweight GY -DV500 redefines acquisition for
corporate. educational. cable and broadcast production. as well as wedding vldeography and mul? media applications

Player/Recorders

I.1111 They both oner LINK 11166613941 input output

E

world's first DV camcorder designed from the ground up for

a

IiE _Et ;941 Input and output And of course
quaker nherent to the DVCAM formal

ly

1/2 -inch 3 -CCD Professional DV Camcorder
The

i

cars. Power-On Recording -Playback. multiple machine control interlaces

cLe

GY-DV500

-20 and U5R -40 are :ersalrie UVCAM VCRs wan compact chassis and a vanely of
ert functions tot recording, playback and semple editing They feature Auto Repeal

Ii_

Precision 180,000 pixel color viewlOger incorporates a
separate information sub panel which displays time code.
battery time. tape remaining and other camcorder
functions without cluttering up the viewfinder
Control L terminal for communication between camera
and edit controller
Built -In ND (neutral density) liner
Square lens hood reduces external light flare effects

JVC

Digital Signal Processor (the very same one used by the
DOC -D30 cameras) for a high signal-to-noise ratio of 62 dB
Both mini cassettes (POVM series) and standard cassettes IPOV
series) can be used with the DSR -3006 With PDV184ME
Istandardl. a maximum recording time of 19e minutes can be
annoyed They can also play back tapes recorded in the
consumer DV formal
For operational convenience while shooting. the Time Code is
superimposed on the viewfinder screen or MONITOR OUT
screen even during playback
DXF-1301 viewfinder featuring variable peaking. 3 level tally light
and a white LED light with 2 levels of intensity to illuminate the
lens seeing
IEEE 1394
Link lout only)
Color Temperature Shill allowing the operator to manually shin
the white balance either towards blue Or red to compensate for
conflictive (color temp mm) and because of the wide range it
ai
des -Paine.rinse nnn unp
151

Tne D 1R-30OA nas three 1/2 IT Power HAD CCDs to deliver 800

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS
OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

800 -947 -9003

800 -947 -9928

PRO AUDIO

VIDEO

FAX

FOR ORDERS CALL:

Adjustable gamma for adlusting the 'leer of the picture
according to taste. Adjustable detail frequency for setting
picture sharpness for a bolder or liner look.
Viewfinder status display uses characters and menus to
diplay selected information. including audio Indicator. tape
and battery remaining time. VCR operation and warning
indicators. Camera settings and setup parameters can also
be checked at a glance A built-in menu dial lets you
quickly navigate through the viewfinder menu.

Highlight Chroma Processing maintains color saturation In
highlights The result is natural color reproduction even in
bright highlight portions of the picture
Smooth Transition mode ensures a smooth transition with
no lump In Color or light level taking place when manually
changing gain or white balance sett rigs

Proleulonal

A11110

To complement its superior video performance. the GVDV500 offers outstanding digital PCM sound You can
choose between two 16 -bit 48-kHz .hannels or two 12 -bit
32 -kHz channels with a dynamic range of 85 de.
In addition to camera mounted no. has two SLR-

balanced audio inputs with 48v phantom power and
manual audio control Phantom pcwer can be switched
off when not In use.
Side-mounted speaker lets you monitor audio in playback
and recording modes without headphones The speaker
also delivers audible warnings

MiniDV and S -VHS VCR Combo

The HR-DVSIU Is

a unique all -In -one video solution combining minr0V
and Super Hi-Fi Stereo in one VCR The MiniOV deck allows ddect
playback of cassettes you
recorded on a MilIOV camcorder without
any cables to connect One easy solutfonr

Bohm control nay nas a log /shuttle dial VCR and edit wnction
buttons the )ogishunle dial allows picture search al
'5 to 150
normal speed and controls not only the DSP-30 but also a player
hooked up through Its LANC Interlace
DV In'Out (IEEE 13941 for digital dubbing of wdeo audio and data
ID with no mss in quality
Analog audio and video input'oulpuls make it fully compatible
with non-digital equipment Playback compatibility with consumer
DV tapes allows you to work with loolage recorded on consumergrade equipment Tapes recorded in the OSR30 are also
e I..on -e^
nom Dauta.. o, 1n S-'
TVCAV VCR

I

IIT1Li=3E

r-

Mini DV Format &High Resolution Super VHS and VHS
Super VHS ET Recording
Pro-Osten 19 micron width EP Heads
DtgiPure Technology w/ TBC and 4ME Frame Memory
PCM Medal Audio (DO) andHeFi VHS Stereo with MTS
Decoder Jog /Shuttle on Remote
VCR Plus. with 'Cable Eye' Cable Box Controller
Insert Editing with Flying Erase Head Plug 8 Play
Audio Dubbmo Auto Index and Index Search

Fir

ig%

Circle (183) on Free Info Card

www.americanradiohistory.com

DA4(Double Azimuth) Head Helical Scan System
Digital AV Tracking
Express Programming
Auto SP -I P
Timer Recording Active Video Calitration Multi-Brand
TV/DBS Compatible Remote with Jog / Shuttle
S -video Input on Front Back Panel
Two S -Video Output
on Back Panel Rar AV INPUTs. Gdd Plated front Inputs
DV Playback Component Video 0115FÚ1 Two AN Outputs
-

THE PROFESSIONAL'S SOURCE FOR P OTO,
FOR ORDERS CALL:

PHOTO

-

VIDEO

-

PRO AUDIO

212-444-5028

Wan Hours

.,

.r 17

HouRs:

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 24 HOURS

OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE

212-444-5001

www.bhphotovideo.com

Waits

PROFESSIONAL VIDEOTAPES

UVW- 1200 /UVW -1400A

Battery

Betacam SP Player

-

14 4 V SOWN

(24

SONY

Neighing a mere 31oz t880 grams, and packing 50 Wall-boors cal
energy enough to operate a typical ENG camcorder tar two
sours the HyTRON 50 is the most advanced lightweight battery
n the industry
Made possible by recent advancements ma cell technology
originally designed for the mobile computing industry it
corporates nickel metal hydride cells that provide the highest
energy density of any rechargeable Cylindrical cell available High
performance is further assured through the integration of
AntonBeuer Interactive digital technology
[quipped with an onboard 'fuel computer" which monitors
energy input and Output as well as critical operating
characteristics and conditions This data is communicated to the
Interactive charger to ensure satery and optimize reliability
In addition remaining battery capacity information is available by
means of an LCD display on each battery and in the view -tinder
at the most popular broadcast a professional camcorders
Special low voltage limiter prevents potentially damaging
overdischarge

specification

FAX

800-947-9928 800-947-9003

an1oeuer
HyTRON 50

oe

DIAL

The UVW-t200 and UVW'140OA
-rag VCRs which deliver
Betacam SP quality and offer lealures for a ,vide range of playback and
recording applications RGB and RS-232 interface make them especially
ideal for large screen high quality video presentation scientific research
cos
and
video
suited for work
co iv computer
on ent si because
RGB signals
vice
converted Into gomatioent
component signals and
repeal
repeat d
vice versa with minimum picture degradation
entire or a
25-pin sepals
external computer control 01
BuCI -In portion 01 the tape
all VCR
ca lbecti
based ob
on twe
2 information Baud
c
character
can display men status time
rate can
tabth between 1200
cksto 38.400 bps
cone. off
code
messages
m
playback. record menu etc
er to an
BwMIn Time
Control of log al
shuttle
R.
fence sign sync and
and REW
provÉrngr tabra pcture)
external r High
with theiteland -VRM- is
well as
Remote Control vita
Unit
providing for
&
resc gusty
pictures
quality
reopaW
Composite
S-Video as well cap component via BNCs
lunher ensures consistent picture
which are able sync to RGB output Then
Green has
two -Wnoagno tic ncnnn and and a eter on Green
aumt -n Rnels
Both read LTC two l
car
Bwia in
function and hour meter
car
-' &k IDe UVW140read LgeTime s
Settings areetainfoeen
power s
-i Rec -Rural.
1400.4 also generates LTC aSettings are retained even caner power is turned
turned off
i

I

i.

Irae

ligote-'

-

I

Betacam

rra featured lour position chargers

-'ver they car lair ....dye tour Gold Mount Canoes and can be
-'panded to charge up to eight They also offer power from any
AC main in a package the size of a notebook computer and
,rerghing a mere lour Ibsi The 40 watt 2401 can charge ProPacs
n two hours and TIImPaCS in one Add the Diagnostic' Discharge
nodule and the QUAD 2401 becomes an all purpose power and
m al çycteer
Th/ 'n ylai! WO 2'02 has the module and o Me

¡DXNPH

SP

Editing Player

Hydride Batteries

Both batteries ara Identical exception the NP-N500X
adds a pa.er indicator.
High capacity NiMH cells Standard thermal and
short circuit protection. extra thermal fuse for safety.
special plastic design for added strenght.
Environmentally sate High efficiency/low
temperature module Capacity 50Wh (13 2V/ 3 SAN
Camera run lime. 115min ®26 Watts I
NP -H50

129.95

NP -H50DX

consistent picture performance Remote TBC adjustment
can be done using the optional BVR-50 TBC Remote
Control.
The PVW -2600. PVW -2650 and PVW -2800 (generates as
well) read VITC7 LTC time cone as well as User Bits. ExDInt
time code. RegervPreset. or Rec -RUrs Free-Run selections
Built -in character generator displays time code or CTL data.

Two types of cam: ^n..^
or a Betacam 1,'
and S-Video sNa'

connectors
nave cempoeite

ee BNC

,

,

L

motion editing capaoi 1,

4I

Charger/POwer Supply
Universal Charger/Power Supply.
2- Channel sequential quick charger and power
supply for Lithium -Ion
NP /BP -type NICan an^ %AIH battery packs.

flexible signal connections.

a

RGB. V/C and composite signals Beam current
feedback circuit for stability in the Color balance
Optional component serial digital interface kits
BKM -101C (video) /102 (audio) available Swdchable
aspect ratio 14.3 and 16:91 Color temperature D65,
093 or user preset (3200K to 100014) selectable
On screen display for adjustment/ operation User

SON Y800 SERIES
UHF WIRELESS MICROPHONE

SYSTEMS

preset function

Only and HN delay
mode available
Auto chrome/
phase setup
Accepts external
sync
Digital 3 -line comb filter Auto /Manual degaussing
Mountable into an EIA standard rack with the optional
SLR-103 slide rail kit

peratmg frequencies for simultaneous multi -channel
hperatron Additional features. like space diversity reception.
LCD indicators, reliable and sophisticated circuit technology
ensure low noise wide dynamic range, and extremely stable
signal transmission and reception Ideal for broadcasting
stations mm production lacdihes and ENG work

Dark tint for a higher Contrast ratio (black to wrote) and
crisper sharper looking edges.
Each has two composite. S-Video and component input
(R -WB -Y. analog RGB) For more accurate color
reproduction. the component level can be adjusted
according to the input system Optional BKM -101C
(video) and BKM -102 (audio) for SMPTE 259M sepal
digital input
Beam Current Feedback Circuit

3/16.9 swrichable aspect ratio
True multi- system monitors they handle four color
system signals NTSC NTSC 4 43. PAL 8 SECAM
4

ALL

I

MS ARE COMB

AU. ACC

External sync Input and
outputcan be set so
that it will
automatically switch
according to the Input
selected
Switchable color
temp 6500K
(broadcast), 9300K
(pleasing pmture),
User preset (3200K to

'

31 BO

'

126 80

lel
8.78
7.45

(Bag

3.99

T.60 BA

Pranes

VHS

S-V115

5.99

.

.

(le Mel

699

ST-6260

S"83
Bernal SP
19 99
BROM, J

13.99
27-95

Panasonic
Mini DV Tape

649

AV DVM-30
AV DVM-60

7.49
12.99

AV-DVM80

.'.1.301r01':.

ea

.'.1.60110

ea

and HN delay
capability
On-screen menus for monitor adjustment/operation.
Parallel remote control and Tally via 20-pto connector

ED BY MANUFAC

ER

5-99

6.99
20.95

.r23EB

'.

oVCPRO
7

9.99
19.49
29.99
30.95

-

99

11A9
20.99

Professional Metal Video Casettes

2.39

4.79
6.79

')

HMEX

1

HME%

819

"OHMEO

MO

7.49

MOST-30

8.19
11.99
15.99

Series Professional Grade VHS
T-120c2,59

279

-

BA Wes Premier Hi-Grade
T-3013A.
3.69
-o

Broadert VAS
4.19

(In

T...? He

Master Quality S-VMS Ile Boq
7.69
.

Boil

.

-

4.99
7.99

'

IRf

3/4- LI-mat c Broadcast Standard Its Bor)
8.99
KCS-20 BRS m
KCS-10 BRS KCA40BRS
8.99
KCA-20 BRS
KCA-306RS
10.69
KCA.60BRS
SBR 3/4"

KCS-10 XBP
KCA-10XBP
KCA-30 XBP

-

RSP

KSP-sto imir

K5P30

()mane

9.99
9.49

1419

Brodpet

Meeler (In Box)
KC5-20X6Rnrv

9.79
10.29
13.29

34" U-malic

KCA-20X8R
KCA-60XBR
SP

10.49
10.99
14.29

BET Metal Betacam SP

11.99
12.99
BCT30ML
BCT-90ML

10000K1

www.americanradiohistory.com

2.69
2.99
3.99

13.41

ICI-30M11

Blue gun underscan

ES AS

219

T-90 Plus

l"us
IBep

Bradqest Quality

3.81

BO

ASP-113

Sony's best production monitors ever. the PVM-M Series provide stunning picture quality, ease of use and a range of
optional functions They are identical except that the -M4" models Incorporate Sony's state- of- the-art HR Trinnron CRT
display technology and have SMPTE C phosphours instead of P22

barely affected by external noise and Interference. They
Incorporate a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) synthesized control
system that makes It easy t0 choose from up to 282
operating frequencies. and with the use of Sony's pre
oregammed channel plan it is simple to choose the correct

1.99

2.19

PR

13 -inch and 19-inch Production Monitors

HR Trinnron CRT enables the PVM -14M4Ú and 20M4Ú
to display an incredible 800 lines of horizontal
resolution The PVM -14M2U and 20M2Ú offer 600 lines
of resolution M4 models also use SMPTE C phosphours
for the most critical evaluation of any color subject

6.09
7.99

PLUS vHS

1.69

T30PR.

PVM- 14M2U/14M4U & 20M2U/20M4U

Jansisong of 5 handheld and bodypack transmitters a a
6 different receivers Sony's UHF 5 recognized as the
outstanding wireless mic system for professional
applications Operating in the 800 MHz band range, they are

Pt
T-30 Plus
T-120 Plus

19-8

Underscan, Blue

12.99
32.99

39.99

SONY

full range of optional functions and ease of operation

16:9 aspect ratio CRT with dark panel for high contrast
image reproduction Accepts component (V /R- V /B -V).

13.99

2250

.

P6-30 HMPX
P6.60 HMPX
P6-120HMPx

The PVM-2OS1W incorporates all of the superb features of Sony production
monitors for 16'9 viewing in post- production and broadcast stations. It features
multi -system compatibility. blue gun. underscan and HN delay It also offers

7.69

to 49

maxell

PVM -2051 WU
20 -Inch 16:9 Color Production Monitor

7.99

10.99

Broadcast Quality Hie Metal Particle
P630 HM BI5.39
P6-120 HM 1,

AJ-P33M
AI-P661. (Larqe)
AJ-P1261

des slow

'

8.79

19.99
30.99

AI-P12M (Medium,

Built-In comprer Dynamic Motor,

'.

7.49

63M

-+T3$P

PVW-2800 Only

Dynamic Tracking lOTI playback tram -t to .3 times normal
speed

JL -2 PLUS
2- Position Multi -Formal

12M (Mee

W

1

1.69

OP121 PVC PRO

T30

Set-up menu
for presetting many functional parameters
Two longitudinal audio channels with Dolby C- type NR
Recognizable monochrome pictures at up to 240 normal
speed in forward and reverse Color at speeds up to OX

259

Weer

BO

PVW -2650 Only

149.95

-

HGXT60PIu5
HGX1460 Plus

Whenever versatility and no compromise performance rs needed. there Is
only one choice Legendary reliability and comprehensive support for its
marry users has eslaollsbed the PVW series as the standard in broadcast
and post production The PVW Series includes the PVW -2600 Player. PVW2650 Player with Dynamic Tracking and the PVW -2800 Editing Recorder.
They feature built -In TICS LTCNITC time code operation and RS -422 serial
interlace They also offer composite. S -Video and component video inputs
and outputs Most important they are built for heavy every day duty

Bulltin TBC's and digital dropout compensation assure

"

3.49

MGXPLUS VHS

BETACAM SP PRO SERIES

50 Watt Nickel Metal
Packed with 50 -watts of
power, these batteries
provide long run times
using them as you
Mould a traditional NPtype battery Equipped with IDX s
proprietary SF technology. they can even be charged to
existing Negative Delta V style chargers, like the Sony
BC1 -WD. or any IDX mead battery charger.

''20
Broadcast Grade VHS Bar
3.99
'20
11471S S-OHS Double Coaled
749
'r1
ST-30
6.99
M221 HIB Double Coated
Metal Evaporated
Metal Particles
P630HMP
4.49
P660HMP
6.29
E660rME
P6120HMP
8.49
E6120HME
M321SP Metal
Ertl)
10.99
11.99
055.
20S
13.99
30S
20.99
90L
BGB -30.

,

PVW-2600/PVW-2650/PVW-2800

VHS

2.39

Betacam SP Editing Recorder

OW 1800 are Ine other hall ut Pie UVW so' alter the superiorly of Betacam SP with
sophisticated editing features They feature an RS -422 9-pin intent
It -in TBCs and Time Code operation. Inputs/outputs
include component composite and S -Video All the Intern of the UVW- 1200/1400A PLUSFrame accurate editing is assured, thanks to sophisticated
Optional OVR-50 allows remote TBC adjustment
RS-422 interface for editing system expansion
servo control and built -in time code operation In the insert
Two types of component output via three BNC connectors
mode of the UVW-t800. video. audio Ch-I 2 and time code
or a Betacam 12-pin dub connector
tre inserted independently or in any combination
The UVW-1600 and

-50

PG-30

94L

UVW- 1600 /UVW -1800

Four -Position Power/Chargers

Professional Grade

I

-

QUAD 2702/2401

I
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Player/Recorder

11.29
11.79
17.39

kaftan Os Wa(
12.29
12.69
18.59

KSP-S20 (minn

KSP-20..
KSP-60.....

Bleeden

Meslw (BOr(
12.49
BCT40MIsmalb
BCT30M Ismai'

s-.

ea

14.99

Mini DV Tape
DOM-6000M wtChip
DVM30EXM w /Chip 12.79
11.99
DVM-3000 No Chip
OVM-60E0 'No Chip
719 DVM -60PR "No Cbm
DVM30PR "Nn 6w
Full Site DV Tape with Meutere EAIp
24.99
DV'120MEM
DV'180MEM
Pon Series Prolesea. 191VCAM Tape
PDVMI2M1
11.19
POVM -22ME 1M
PDVM -40ME
PDVM32Me
15.49
PDV'124ME IStanda-ri
PDV -94ME 15%111.'1 32.99
POVN -64N
PDV 184ME ISlandaro 44.95
PDVN24N
31.95
POUR-184N

IM

13.49
12.99
21.99
30.99
16.99
12.99
9.75
26.99
15.19
15.99
37.99
24,95
39.95

TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER:

221 -5743

212

420 Ninth Ave.

239 -7765

o

947 -2215

212

33rd & 34th

(Bet.

OR FAX 24 HOURS:

St.)

New York, N.Y. 10001

239 -7549

/

SONY
-3 EditStation

Avid -_==
Xpress DV

On IntelliStation

ES

Avid Xpress DV on IntelliStation is a turnkey digital video solution
desigr ed to give professional content creators in
corpo ations. education and government institutions.
the power to communicate with video. The solution
cons' ts of IBM's award -winning IntelliStation M Pro
workstation, and Avid's Xpress DV digital video
content creation software. Simply plug your DV
camela into the IntelliStation workstation. launch
Xpres; DV and begin assembling a video. Using the
high -i owered and reliable able IntelliStation M Pro
and intuitive %press DV software. you'll be
creating professional- looking video and
multimedia content for a wide variety of
uses ncluding sales and marketing videos. training videos and web -based teaching solutions -in no time.
The

H

irdware

The cunpletely redesigned IBM IntelliStation M Pro

leatun s a high -speed Intel 840 chip set. 733/933 MHz
Pentium Ill processor. 133 MHz Front Side Bus. a
Canopes DV Raptor. and a Matron display card.
Design ed with the Intel 840 chipset. the IntelliStation M
Pro spools high -speed ATA -66 disk drives. as well as
up to GB of high -performance ECC memory The
soluto n is pm-installed with the Matron millennium
G400 IX AGP graphics card (capable of 1GB /per
secon 1 transfers) with 16MB of on -board memory. and
the Canopus DV Raptor Adapter IEEE1394 interface for
DV l'_. It also includes two Ultra2
hard
adddrives
es a
9.1GB drive for the oper tin system and programs.
and a 18.2GB drive for capturi ng data.
The Szttware
Avid /press DV software combines powerful video and
audit editing tools. digital mastering, and extreme
ease i 1 use. Xpress DV captures and edits DV video,
adds i Netts, mixes audio. and outputs the finished
result ; over IEEE1394 FireWire for impressive video.
Or tra iscodes the Content to all major new media
formats. MPEG -1 (for CD -R) MPEG -2 (for DVD -ROM)
Quick -Mme or AVI for computer based presentations or
for streaming on the web. As a member of the Avid
Xpres Family. The %press DV otters the Avid graphical
user tterface (GUI) based on the 3.1 version. offering
poweilul audio and video tools including.
4 tracks of nested video with single track transitions
8 trucks of audio with real -time mixing
Bat_n digitizing, and RS -422 deck control.
Integrated EDL support with built in logging
32 , vets of undo /redo. making changes. painless!
Tight timeline with precise timecode editing.
Real time 3 -band E0. and rubber band gain adlustments.
I

32 and 48 kHz sampling rate. with down sample to
22 and 11 kHz for multimedia.

Over 50 transitions. including dissolves. motion 8
color effects. superimposition. horizontal and vertical
wipes, chroma and luma keys. picture in picture.
flips. flops, resizes. spins. peels, pushes. squeezes,
and many more.
Integrated anti -aliased titling tool
Export to MPEG1.2. Microsoft Windows Media
(ASF). AVI. DuickTime. or RealMedia
The Service
IBM is maintaining a server where you can obtain disk
space for approximately five hours of compressed
etl
streamed video. where your client ca n download your
video from a customized web page. at no charge to you
for the first three months (after three months it is lee
based). This service eliminates small businesses from
having to devote their own resources to set up and
maintain their own servers.

IBM IntelliStation M Pro (6868-92U/94U).
733/933 MHz Pentium Ill processor.
256M6 Full Speed ECC memory.
Matron Millenium 0400 4X AGP with 16MB of
RAM.
Ultra2 SCSI 9 GB (7200 rpm)drive for operating

r

system.
18.2GB drive for video and audio storage.
CD -ROM (20x -to- 48x)
Windows NT 4.0 with Service Pack 5.

Complete system integration and testing.
All for the Unbelievable price. (733 MHz) 6595.N
or
(933 MHz) 7696.N

Viu.MediaDrive

A

rS Plus

The k ediaDrive rS Plus is the latest in the line of
leading edge storage products from Avid. Designed
exclushrely for AV professionals, the MediaDrive rS
Plus s available in 9 and 18GB capacities and
utilizes the highest performance 10.000 rpm drives
on lb)) market today. Available in a stackable model
with : rack -mount option, the MediaDrive rS Plus

incorporates OuietDrive, a revolutionary sound
dampening technology developed by Avid The
Medic Drive rS Plus 10K drives provide Avid
customers with a very affordable. versatile. highpert mance storage solution.
Usir g 10.000 rpm drives. MediaDrive rS Plus
offe's 40% higher performance than 7200 rpm
driv ts. The increase in data transfer rates results
m tewer drives necessary to achieve higher
resolutions. Real -time AVR 75 can be achieved on
a snigle rS Plus drive. Striping only two rS Plus
don as across one dual channel controller can
prc'ide dual stream AVR 77 quality throughout the
ent a drive
Bull -in thermal circuitry controls the speed of the
fan for efficient cooling and an external indicator
heft s to protect your drive and critical data by
sign sling high temperature conditions
rs -11; "MediaDnw'
18011 Drive

-"coat LVD

rs -31i 'MediaDrio
36011 Drive

',mal

$1049.95
LVD

$1599.95

uni shipping USA (Exalt

i

Quiet Drive

technology reduces
drive noise by up to
15 dB. This allows finer
audio editing and lower
operator fatigue
An innovative vertical interlocking stacking feature
provides the option to physically latch striped sets

together permanently or temporarily
With its own power and SCSI connectors
(conforming to fast and wide SCSI standards). the
rS Plus drive is ready to travel down the hall or
around the world. You can hook up the rS Plus
drive in any studio. No docking system is required
Optional rack mount kit adds great flexibility by

allowing two MediaDrive rS units to be mounted in
a 2U rack format Quick release allows drives to be
removed easily for transporting or replacing with
new project drives

Canllpuntlon

is -18

is -18 "MediaDrive" Shuttle

18GB Shuttle

(Older Station)..

M MINIS op

The Sony ES -3 EditStation also offers the unique Sony "ClipLink" interface. allowing you to trarsfer only the clips
you want for editing. since The Sony DSR-300/500 cameras mark the in/out points of each shot and a still frame
every in -point called the "index picture" is recorded on the cassette memory of the DVCAM tape.

r

The video and audio files stored on the disk
drive of the ES -3 system can easily converted
to AVI or DuickTime file format. Allowing you
to create multimedia
ed a materials f o r CD -ROMs.
or to e streamed
ea ed to tthee web.
Slow and fast motion are available. The
playback speed for each clip can be set to be
played back at the desired speed.

Editor
You start with the Editor for uploading to create
both video and audio clips. The Editor consists of
the live picture window. In /Out point and duration

windows. video /audio 1/2/3/4 selection buttons for
uploading. a record clip button and VCR control
functions. Using the Editor. you can upload video
(including live upload) with or without VCR control.
ClipBin
This is where you store program material designated as clips. You can group clips and customize the
ClipBin according to your needs. Two main display
modes: picture mode and text mode. In picture
mode you can select six different sub modes;

Timeline
The timeline is where you build your project. Each
track may hold video, graphics. titles or audio. To
build your project. clips (from the ClipBin). effects
and transitions are dragged and dropped onto the
timeline in sequential order. There are various
timeline views available. You can select any items
displayed such as Index Pictures of the head or tail
of a clip. marker, name. duration. reel number.
mark in /out and many others.
Trim Editor
A Trim Editor is available tor precise trimming on
the timeline, It is opened as an independent
window, with the video of the out point of the
"from" clip and the in point of the "to" clip
displayed. Both single and dual trimming can be
performed. Clips can also be played and trimmed
directly in the Clip Monitor which is selected from

the edit menu.

Apple

S

Edits on the ES -3 TimeLine are converted to
the Sony EDL format and displayed in a EDL
window. Additionally the EDL can be printed
out or saved to disk.
Dual monitor display is available for more

efficient operation.
The ES -3 can be switched to operate in either
4:3 or 16:9 wide screen aspect ratio.
Audio Editor
With the Audio Editor. eight channels of assigned
audio can be monitored in real -time. Each input
channel can be assigned to any track in the
timeline. Each channel has its owl peak meter.
level fader, level trim. phase control, three band
E0, panning and filters (low cut. high cut, echo.
etc.). Volume and pan are processed in real -time
and can also be modified in real -time using the
ESBK -7011 Control Panel.Audia level and panning
for each clip can be controlled directly on the
timeline with the rubber band edcmg function.
Each track has its own rubber band control.
Control Panel
In addition to controlling non- linear functions via
mouse and keyboard. also includes the ESBK -7011
Control Panel for conventional operation. Combine
familiar linear techniques such as jog/shuttle
control. effects transitions and audio fading with
convenience of non -linear editing.
Breakout boa
The breakout box provides easy interfacing to
analog or digital equipment. It otters analog
composite. component and S-Video input and
output. For digital video, an LLINK input/output is
standard, and OSDI(SDTI) can be activated via
optional software and dongle. Fo' audio, four inpu
channels of XLR- balanced analog audio (two out)
and AES /EBU digital audio I/O (XLR- balanced) are
provided. Two RS -422 ports are provided for der)
control. Finally, the ES-3 is also equipped vni"
genlock input and blackburst output for rete...
Starting at $9.995

kith Nixed Rock(

-

Final Cut Pro

Professional Editing. Composifing and Effects Software for Macintosh
breakthrough in non- linear video. Final Cut Pro combines professional editing.
eompositrng, and special effects in one powerful application - Writing a Power Mac info
a powerful molestation. Designed from the ground up for DV, Final Cut Pro offers the
easiest way to transfer material from DV sources to your hard disk. edit. composite. and
add effects to the video and audio, and play the results It has an advanced feature set that
professionals will love, yet it's also easy enough for novice video producers who are lust
discovering DV and FireWire. Final Cut Pro supports DV and all DuickTime formats.
including M -PEG and web -ready streaming video. Provides plug -and -play capabilities with
most digital video cameras. Just connect your computer to a DV camcorder. capture video
and edit it with sophisticated tools Create multiple layers of video using text. graphics or
additional video elements Each layer can be shit. or animated along a user -defined parr
using tools such as Bener curves with acceleration control Then you can output your
reAills for N ertlentan+ DwrkLm,p
of the Web
A

MediaDrive rS enclosure. 3 5 sell -contained
(power. cooling and connections) stackable unit.
SCSI -2 68 -pin connection
Rack mountable with MediaDrive rS rack mount
option kit

`MediaDrive" External LVD
$949.95
is -36 "MediaDrive" External LVD
36GB Shuttle
....$1499.95

The Sony ES -3 EditStation is an extremely flexible. powerful and high picture quality non -linear ndeo editing
system. Its self- explanatory yet sophisticated editing interface is easy to use even for newcomers to the non -linear
editing realm. Its open architecture also supports popular third -parry software for graphics. part. text. and effects

.....$1149.95

"MediaDrive" rs Rack Kit
(2 Drives)
$99 95

WI.
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Professio al Services
Services
NETCOM

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

STATE OF THE ART ENGINEERING
FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO
ENGINEERING DESIGN
CABLE FABRICATION

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1
Loudonville, OH 44842

CAD DRAFTING SERVICES

PRE -WIRED PATCH PANEL RACKS

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS

EQUIPMENT SALES

(201) 837-8424
FAX

419 -994 -3849 FAX 419- 994 -5419

12011 837 -8384

free number:1- 877 -438 -2880

/

GILMER & ASSOCIATES. INC.

D.L. MARKLEY

TECHNOLOGY / MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Mou Ave.

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
Service & calibration of broadcast test
& measurement equipment, analog &
digital. For information call our toll

1
Broadcast

ENGINEERING
BRAD GILMER

Peona, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673 -7511
FAX (309) 673 -8128

PRESIDENT

www.dlmarkley.com
Member AFCCE

2207 RINGSMiTH DR
ATNTA GA 30345
TEL 7701414.9952
FAX 1770,493.7421
EMAIL

6911r1Mrt can

Brian Huber
1- 800 -896 -9939

Classified Advertising Manager

For Sale
GMZ ELECTRONICS

DIGITAL CABLE EQ

Audio & Video
Printed Circuit Boards
for Modifications and Stand Alone Hook -Up

Keep Your EYE on the
DIGITAL SIGNAL
The CABLE-O

M!(71 I VI
s

adi,, Pad.:

24

44dR. AdI. MR. MR.

:1 T 7 7íA' ('.11Y MS
1'.d. an rash Liard' Mal nhm. 1/11
15,81 and 2048 Pad. l'a.. Phantom

Ndl Phantom Power Supph
Unbalanced In Balanced Buffer
Audio I)islrihulion \mp. I s 6
IFB Communication, Card
I

u tt

Pua'.,'

Recovers data from 300+ meters of coax cable
and maintains low jitter EYE pattern. The CABLE -O
Automatically Equalizes 601 / 259 SMPTE digital
Signals. A real EYE Opener for Remote Broadcasting

Spliurr /4 Mk
Talkkark Mir Mule lard
Miser Inwn Send Bulle
Digital Yids, Cable F:Q.
48 Volt

414

0.111

t,.gnveIecvunic..cun1 l'Aune: 732-516-15601

Buy
Sell

'16.15611

STUDIO

tc,SS.gmiciccirunlc.. Coin

EXCHANGE

www.studio- exchange.com

Store

The New DVCAM Editing
Deck!

Broadcast Video Equipment

Trade

- NEW

Trade

'

line

Store

" "

:

a:.leao

.

SONY

DSR-2000!
Circle (198) on Free Into Card

1
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and USED -

Sell

.

On-

n -line

818-840-1351

broadcastengineering.com

November 2000
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Buy

SELLING EQUIPMENT?
GET IT SOLD:
It's Fast and Easy on Digibid!

an IndustryClick solution

www.digibid.com
2000 DDOihld an Industry Click community. All Rights Resolved.

For Sale
WVWV.VIDEOAUDIOSEARCH.COM
WORLDWIDE NEW AND USED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SERVICES
30 AGENTS NATIONALLY TO SERVE YOU_

Shopping for Equipment

.

Before you pay too much ... check www.digibid.com

INSTANT MATCHMAKING FOR USED EQUIPMENT
COMPREHENSIVE NETWORK FOR

NEW EQUIPMENT
NON -LINEAR SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL ACCOUNT MANAGERS
WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR?
CALL 818- 710 -7506
CHECK WITH US FIRST BEFORE YOU
SPEND TOO MUCH!
WE ARE FULLY NETWORKED WORLDWIDE.

The Internet Auction Marketplace

Best Deals On the Planet!
Circle (199) on Free Into Card

AcousticsFirst
888
Number

-7652900

Full product line for sound control

and noise elimination.
Web: http: / /www.acousticsfirst.com

November 2000

www.americanradiohistory.com

ffiglotoi;Ac.

M

SOUND ISOLATION ENCLOSURES

PH: 423-585-5827
FAX: 423-585 -5831
E -MAIL:

WhiSpere ICS.COM
WEB SITE:

Vocal Booths
Broadcast Booths

www.whisperrocen.com

etc...

116 S. Sugar Hollow Road
Momstown, Tennessee 37813

broadcastengineering.com
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Rates

For Sale

Advertising rates in Broadcast
The Best New E Used Broadcast

VIDEO /AUDIO TEST PATTERN
SOURCES, DIST. AMP's & more.
Man Formats, Great rices.

Video Equipment In The World

GEKCO Inc.

We Buy,Trade, Consign & Sell

N1

N

N.gCkcU.Cl Im

Toll Free: 888 -435 -7221
Check Out Nov. Specials On The Web!

Spec
Puurcltha

se PVC

GY- DV5000LI4

S3995, REG. S5995

SONY BVW 40 Refurb. S2600

-

Maximize your company's
exposure in the marketplace by
taking advantage of reprints.

WAS. S5000

Rank, Edit -Box, GV3000, DVW -A500

UVW1800, Sony DSR

- CALL

BROADCAST
STORE
Go

With The Best

column inch, per insertion, with
frequency discounts available.
There is a one inch minimum.
Ads may also be purchased
By- The -Word for $2.25 per word,
per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words.
Minimum charge is $4500 per
insertion. Frequency discounts
and reader service numbers not
available for by- the -word classified space.

FOR PRICES

Call Jenny
Eisele for a

www.broadcaststore.com

r

Engineering are $1460° per

quote:
Phone:
913- 967 -1966

LOS ANGELES

818.551.5858

Fax:
913 -967 -1901

NEW YORK

212.268.8800

To reserve your

classified ad

space. call Brian Huber at
1- 800 -896 -9939
or 913 -967 -1732
Fax: 913- 967 -1735
e -mail:
brian_huber @intertec.com

MIAMI
305.266.2112

Circle (200) on Free Info Card

Help Wanted
ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER - Get in on
the ground floor for HDTV. FOX/WB Affiliate looking for sharp Assistant Chief. Responsibilities include maintenance of elec-

tronic broadcast equipment, computers
and telephone system for station. Requires
2 years minimum experience in broadcast

maintenance including troubleshooting
and repair of studio, audio, graphics and
computer systems. Knowledge of microwave and satellite transmission systems a
plus. Send resume to Human Resources,
WZDX -TV FOX 54, 1309 N. Memorial PKWY,
Huntsville, AL 35801. EOE

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER wanted for
small market TV station. Experience
with studio equipment, transmitters,
and microwave required. Knowledge of
SNG operations and computer networks
helpful. Live in a beautiful area with
four
seasons
of
great
outdoor
recreation. Send resume and salary
requirements
to
Director
of
Engineering; P.O. Box 5268; Missoula,
MT 59806 or email charlie@keci.com
.
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UPLINK ENGINEER: Sure Shot Transmissions, a N.E. Ohio based mobile
satellite uplink co., is seeking a full

time engineer / operator. Candidate
must have a clean driving record and
previous experience on C or Ku band
uplinking. Must be willing to relocate
to Ohio and work nights, weekends,
holidays and long stretches on the
road. Salary depends on experience.
Benefits include vacation, IRA, health
insurance. Contact Tim Dailey
at 330 -542 -0900 or E -mail to
t imdai ley@sureshotsat. com.

r

dust

BROADCAST TECHNICIAN Requires a
minimum of 5-yr. experience working at
major market TV broadcast facility. Must
possess skills necessary to perform all
assignments related to air operations and
studio production, as well as be willing
to work a variety of shifts and days off.
An Associates Degree in electronics related field, technical school certification
or FCC commercial license is preferred.
Mail resume or fax 215-581 -4515 (no calls)
to James D. Gilbert, Director of Engineering, WPVI -TV, 4100 City Ave., Suite 800,
Philadelphia, PA 19131 EOE

Think

...if this had been your ad, you'd have a
prospect right now! Call 800 -896-9939 to
place your ad today.
L
November 2000

Help Wanted
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Audio Video Resources has a unique
career opportunity for the right individual with the right attitude. The successful candidate will be responsible for
repairing broadcast level vtr's, cameras,
and associated equipment. He will also
perform maintenance and systems integration in the field. Experience should
include 5 years in a station or dealership environment preferably with factory training on Sony, JVC, and
Panasonic equipment. Administrative/
Management experience is also desirable. Generous salary, benefits, & 401K.
Drug test required. Fax resume to (602)
274 -7416 Attn: J.L. Mohr.

Southeastern broadcast leader seeks to identify television and radio engineers
interested in being key contributors to the dominant air product in the respective
market.
Ideal candidates for television Chief Engineer require strong knowledge of broadcast television engineering and in -depth technical knowledge of how a TV station operates and functions and how its technical infrastructure relates to the
overall transmission of the air product. Eight years technical "hands -on" experience desired, plus ability to administer and manage capital budgets and projects.
Commercial FCC general class license is highly desired.

Radio Technician candidates will be responsible for project execution, maintenance, and all technical operations at state of the art multi- station radio facility.
Background in high power AM directional, FM combined RF transmission systems. Direct experience with Media -Touch and Novell networking a plus.
For more specific information and confidential employment consideration you
may contact HIRED@JPC.COM. Applicants should send resume to: Personal/
Confidential, Classified Ad Coordinator, Broadcast Engineering, Dept. 803, 9800
Metcalf Avenue, Overland Park, KS 66212.

BE Buyers Guide: The
"I have received the
Broadcast Engineering

24-f( source
to catch

n some

tcchnnlogy.
he Web- address list is
a great resource as well.

Buyers Guide since 1993. I
refer to it whenever I'm
- Thanks for the great effort."
Making for a product
mentioned in some
Ed Williams, PBS
correspondence or just want
I

Ed Williams is a Senior
Engineer for the DTV
Strategic Services Gr
PBS in Alexandri

Whereve

e5 entertainment, there s an Intertec Pubhcats

wwtl.kttertec-entertainnent.cr

m

Broadcast

ENGINEER
..,F,aUa/V«

Of O,CI

9PRIMEDIA Publication

November 2000
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Help Wanted
-

LMG. Inc. seeks an experienced Maintenance Engineer for their Orlando. Florida location. Must be proficient in component
level repairs on broadcast, professional and consumer video and audio equipment.
Maintenance Engineer

Candidate must show a strong aptitude in projector installation and maintenance. The position requires a minimum of five years experience in A/V or
related industry. A strong working knowledge of analog and digital video
formats and computers is preferred.

LMG offers a competitive wage and benefits package. Fax resumes to
(407) 438 -8422, Attn: HR, or visit our web site www.LMG.net to post your resume or mall to P.O.
Box 770429, Orlando, FL 32877 -0429. EEO/Drug Free/Smoke Free. No phone calls please.

CHIEF ENGINEER: WGBO/Univision 66
Chicago is looking for a Chief Engineer
with a minimum of 5 Years experience
as a Chief or Assistant Chief Engineer.
Candidate will assist in preparation and
administration of capital and operating
budgets and be responsible for equipment purchases and installations. Candidate will act as liaison between engineering and all other departments for
daily operations, major events and special projects. Candidate must have a
good track record as a proven project
manager, staff developer and administrator with excellent managerial, organizational, communications and interpersonal skills. Experience in all areas of
television broadcast maintenance, including UHF transmitters, ENG systems,
studio equipment and knowledge of FCC
Rules & Regulations is required. College
degree or equivalent industry training as
well as computer literacy required. Send
resume and cover letter to Human Resources, Univision /WGBO, 541 N.
Fairbanks Court, 11th Floor, Chicago, IL
60611. Fax: (312) 494 -2745. E -mail
(baker @univision.net. EOE.

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN: WATETV6 has an immediate opening for a

Broadcast Maintenance Technician.
Applicant must be a graduate of an accredited electronics school or- college.
Must be capable of troubleshooting
broadcast electronic equipment to the
component level in cameras, videotape
machines, switchers, transmitters, and
associated terminal equipment. Must
have an understanding of computers
and microprocessors as they apply to
broadcasting equipment. Transmitter
experience is necessary. Must have a
General Class FCC license and SBE certification a plus. Interested parties
send resume to: WATE -TV6, ATTN: PERSONNEL, P.O. BOX 2349, KNOXVILLE,
TN 37901. No beginners and no phone
calls, please. EEO Employer.
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a leading Broadcast Systems
Integrator, is seeking professionals for
the following position: Installation
Supervisors and Technicians (Staff
and Freelance) Qualified Candidates
will have experience with audio, video
and control cabling and broadcast
equipment installation. Must be able
to follow system detail drawings and
cable run sheets. Broadcast Service
Engineer: The Service Engineer will
provide
repair
technical
and
maintenance services to broadcasters,
post production facilities and other A/
V clients.
This position requires
working with clients to provide on -site
and /or shop repair
services for
broadcast equipment. Applicants must
be experienced in the component level
repair of cameras, video tape recorders
and other production equipment. Fax
resume
or
send
and
salary
requirements to: Human Resources,
Communications Engineering, Inc. 8500
Cinderbed Road Suite 100, Newington,

CEI,

VA

KPl'M
42/KXVO
15
is
currently
accepting applications for a Maintenance
Supervisor. The successful candidate
should have an educational background
in
electronics
and
electronic
maintenance, and 3 to 5 years television
engineering experience. Duties include
maintaining and trouble shooting UHF
transmitters and studio equipment,
overseeing
day-to-day
maintenance
operations, and assisting with staff
development and training. Experience
with 1 ", SVHS, or DVC Pro tape formats
preferred. The ability to work across
departmental lines as well as working
with minimal supervision is a must.
Please send your application or apply in
person to: KPTM 42 /KXVO, Attention:
Personnel, 4625 Farnam Street, Omaha,
Nebraska 68132 EOE

Media ççneral
www.mgbg.com

Broadcast

Group

WJHL-TV
WJHL
Newschannel 11 is seeking a Studio Maintenance Technician. Applicant will perform the repair, modification, installation, and integration of all technical equipment, related to the operation of the station. A college degree in electronics, military training, or trade school certification
preferred. Good communication, and computer skills a must. Must be a team player
and be available to work nights and weekends. Excellent benefits package. Attn:
Chief Engineer, WJHL-TV, P.O. Box 1130,
Johnson City, TN 37605. EOE M/F Drug
Screen. Send resume to: HR Dept.

22122. Fax # 703 -550 -5180. Email:

shay.martello@commeng.com

STUDIO MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Must be able to perform the following
duties: install and maintain studio trans-

mission equipment including video
switchers, audio consoles, DVE, CG, SS,
cameras, and robotics. Familiarity with
automation systems and master control
environment. Should possess a general
computer /networking background. Must
be able to work on a rotating shift schedule. Candidate should have an engineering degree or equivalent technical training. SBE /FCC certification a plus. If you
want to be a part of the exciting transition to HDTV in the most exciting city in
the world, please send your resume and
cover letter to: Kurt Hanson, Chief Engineer, WABC -TV, 7 Lincoln Square, New
York, NY 10023. No telephone calls or
faxes please. We are equal opportunity

employer.
November2000

Make your ad
stand out!
Try color!
Call Brian at
800 -896 -9939 for
more information.

Mr,

Help Wanteu

I
Top -level engineer sought by industry's most
cutting edge and respected systems integrator.
Large firm with entirely A -list clientele looking
for an engineer with the ultimate technical chops
to join our dedicated team. We offer top pay,
significant benefits, interesting work, and an
opportunity to work with people who love what
they do. Expertise in AUTOCAD and Excel a
must. Send your resume to Personal/
Confidential, Classified Ad Coordinator,
Broadcast Engineering Dept. 801, 9800
Metcalf Ave., Overland Park, KS 66212 -2216

WE PLACE
ENGINEERS/TECHNICIANS
Employer Paid Fees
20 Years personalized &
confidential service.
All USA States & Canada
MAIL

&

[-1

FAX

KEYSTONE INT'L., INC.
Dime Bank , 49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

Phone (570) 655-7143

Fax (570) 654.5765

website: keystoneint.com
We respond to all

Employee & Employer Inquiries
ALAN CORNISH / MARK KELLY

Because
it works.
Reach over 35,000 professionals
in the commercial television

industry with the Broadcast
Engineering direct mail list.
'Rased on Ihr lone 1999 RYA Inlernalunal

(irtulaurn Slalmu"II

913 -967 -1872 fax 913 -967 -1897

website www.interteclists.com
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ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: WTVYTV (CBS), a Benedek Broadcasting station, has an immediate opening for an Assistant Chief Engineer with a minimum
of four years experience in the installation and maintenance of all types of
broadcast related equipment. Must be
able to repair equipment to the component level and possess a General FCC license and /or SBE certification. Computer networking experience is considered a plus. Must be self- motivated, computer literate and be able to work flexible hours. Salary commensurate with
experience. Mail resume to Human Resource, WTVY -TV, 285 N. Foster St.,
Dothan, AL 36303. Fax #334 -793 -3947. Email sybil@wtvynews4.com. EOE.

Major National Broadcast and A/V Systems
Integrator
seeking
DIRECTOR
OF
ENGINEERING. Candidate should have
BSEE or equivalent. Ten years management
experience in broadcasting
(systems
integration,
systems
architecture.
installation /maintenance, testing & repair).
Project Management experience is a plus.
Applicants should also have basic
knowledge of architectural, mechanical and
electrical systems; strong oral and written
communications skills, strong people
management
skills,
strong
budget
management skills and be computer
literate. EOE. Pre-Employment Drug Screen.
Send your resume to Personal/Confidential,
Classified Ad Coordinator, Broadcast
Engineering Dept. 802, 9800 Metcalf Ave.,
Overland Park, KS 66212-2216
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Communications is looking for
q ualified candidates for the following:
P axson

Regional Director of
Engineering
Should have a minimum of 10 years as
a Television Chief Engineer or equivalent
with a strong background in RF and
management. Will oversee approximately 10 television stations. Location
of home office is flexible, but Chicago is
preferred, with regular travel required to
all stations in your group

Chief Engineer of
Television Station
We have several openings for Television

Station Chief Engineers across the
country. Applicant should have a minimum of 5 years as a Television Chief
Engineer or equivalent, with a strong
background in RF.

Chief Engineer of
Broadcast Integration
Facility
Strong knowledge of both analog and
digital broadcast equipment and its
interconnectivity, capable of designing
control rooms, knowledge of CAD
programs and strong management skills
mandatory. Minimum 5 years in broadcast, wiring techniques and attention to
detail needed. Applicants wanting to
live in a tropical Florida setting should
apply.

Technician for Broadcast
Integration Facility
Several applicants are needed at
Paxson's integration facility to intercon
nect broadcast equipment into a "turn
key" master control. Capability to read
schematics, solder, work with your
hands and attention to detail a must.
For more details and job qualification
please send your resume, references
and salary requirements,
indicating
position desired, to: Paxson Corporate
Engineering, 11300 4th Street Nort
Suite 180, St. Petersburg, FL 3371
Fax: 727 -576 -2876 or email: engjobs@

paxemail.com. EOE

CLEAR CHANNEL of Jacksonville seeks
person to operate and maintain SNG
truck. Must have good driving record
and be willing to travel on short notice.
Must be able to maintain and operate
DVCPro, microwave /satellite, editing,
switching,
various
and
computer
equipment. Ideal candidate will be a
self-starter, well organized, and have a
proven record in technical repair. Send
resume to Jerry Randall, Chief Engineer,
WAWS/WTEV, 11700 Central Parkway,

Jacksonville, FL 32224. EOE

broadeast nglneering.com
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EDITORIAL
Brad Dick, Editor

ENGINEERS
Turner Broadcasting System has career
opportunities for experienced television engineers. These career positions demand an
extensive background in equipment maintenance, digital video and audio, and
knowledge of computer systems and networks. Please mail or fax your resume and
cover letter to:
Jim Brown
Assistant Vice President of
Engineering Services
Turner Broadcasting System, Inc.
One CNN Center

Place your

business on
top of the

world with
35,000+

worldwide
circulation!
Advertise in
Broadcast
Engineering!

P.O. Box 105366

Atlanta, GA 30348 -5366
404827 -1835
Phone: 404 -827-1638
e-mail at: cnn.engr.jobs@tumer.com
TB5 is an equal opportunity employer.

Fax:

Steve Epstein, Technical Editor
Jim Saladin, Senior Associate Editor
Patrick Murphy, Associate Editor
Laura Collins, Editorial Assistant
Tom Cook, Dir., Editorial Development

ABI

Laura Jones, Art Director

TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Brad Gilmer, Computers & Networking
John H. Battison, P.E., Antennas/Radiation
Michael Robin, Digital Video
Donald L. Markley, Transmission Facilities
Harry C. Martin, Legal
Larry Bloomfield, Nests Technology Editor
Paul McGoldrick, Industry Watcher
BUSINESS

John Torrey, V.P. Entertainment Division
Dennis Triola, Group Publisher
Rachelle Thomas, Marketing Director

Kathy Lewis, Advertising Coordinator
Mary Mitchell, Classified Adv. Coordinator
David Williams, Corporate Circulation Director
Barbara Kummer, Division Circulation Manager
INTERTEC Publishing
Cameron Bishop, President and CEO
Ron Wall, Chief Operating Officer
John Skeels, President, Corporate Services
Stephanie Hanaway, Div. Dir. of Marketing
Doug Coonrod, Corporate Art Director
PRIMEDIA Business to Business Group
David G. Ferm, President /CEO
PRIMEDIA Inc.
Tom Rogers, Chairman and T..<
(: harles McCurdy, President
Itrvcrly C. Chet, Vice Chairman
MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS
Sustaining Members of:
Acoustical Society of America
',ciety of Broadcast Engineers
society of Motion Picture and TV Engineers
Society of Cable & Telecommunications Engineers
Member, American Business Media
Member, BPA International
Affiliate Member,
Bp
International Tcleproduction Society

jp

CD

THE

WORLD'S NEWS LEADER
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Maintenance Engineer
KHWB is looking for a highly qualified, motivated maintenance
engineer. Computer skills and software knowledge are required.
The applicant should have a technical education or SBE
certification. Demonstrated experience with component digital
equipment, embedded audio, CODFM microwave, compressed
digital Up-Link, Newsbase, ENPS or Louth GMT systems is a
plus.
A Tribune Broadcasting

Company

KHWB is an EOE and Drug Free Workplace. Please, no phone
calls. Fax resumes to 713- 781 -3609, e -mail to sliu @tribune.com or
mail resumes to: Human Resources, KHWB WB39, 7700 Westpark
Dr., Houston, TX 77063

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
Position is now available at IN TOUCH
MINISTRIES.
A
degree in electrical
engineering or equivalent experience is
required. Applicant must possess excellent
logic skills. Post production maintenance
experience helpful.
Send resume and
salary requirements to Darvin Sparks, In
Touch Ministries, 3836 DeKalb Technology
Pkwy, Atlanta,
GA, 30340 or fax to:
770.936.2749
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BROADCAST MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: Broadcast Engineer needed for National News Network in Washington DC.
Extensive background in broadcast
equipment maintenance. Team leader,
minimal supervision, good communication skills, min 5 yrs experience. Digital
knowledge a plus. Competitive salary
and excellent Benefits. Fax resume, letter c/o Eng. Manager 202 -515 -2217. Email
John.Cunha@turner.com
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is edited for corporate management, engineers/technicians and
other management personnel at commercial and
public TV stations, post-production and recording
studios, broadcast networks, cable, telephone and
satellite production centers and networks.
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Rethinking the DTV deal
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Don't you just hate it when someone reneges on a deal? It doesn't
matter whether it is a small thing like
meeting for lunch or a big thing like a

job offer - when someone changes
their mind or realizes the deal isn't as
good for them as they thought we all
get peeved. It becomes so much worse
when someone hints we are not going
to meet our part of a bargain before we
even get a chance to.
Recently at the Museum of Television and Radio, FCC Chairman William E. Kennard made what was, in
large part, a political speech about the
social and international effects of television and the responsibilities of broadcasters during this year's political season. From the title of his speech, "What
Does $70 Billion Buy You Anyway ?"
you might have guessed that he also
took the opportunity to poke at some
DTV implementation doors, a subject
he approached by declaring how much
DTV could do for children. One of
DTV's purposes is "to serve children
in dynamic, innovative ways" with
more educational programming, Kennard said. "So the parents of 10 -yearolds do not have to choose between
allowing their children to watch Buffy
the Vampire Slayer or Dawson's Creek
or resigning them to cartoons."
Mr. Kennard obviously believes it is
the children's duty to be permanently
ensconced in front of the TV. Although
many broadcasters would be happy to
provide more educational broadcasting, market realities are such that most
cannot afford to do so.
Then Kennard went on the attack. He
pointed out that bandwidth is "the most
valuable resource of the information
age" and broadcasters should speed up
the return of "the valuable analog spectrum to the American people." By "people" of course he means big business.
What seems to have got up the

130
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Chairman's nose is the small print of
DTV spectrum allocation. Congress has
put Kennard between the proverbial
rock and a hard place - they want the old
analog spectrum sold to balance the budget, but they also made the rules on the
allocations. The one rule that has become
the problem is that broadcasters have
been granted the additional digital spectrum in addition to that used for analog

spectrum to the American people."
This is not how you deal with contract agreements. You read the small
print with all the other text and you
look at the implications of what you
are signing. You look at the ramifications, the what -ifs and the probabilities and then decide whether to commit yourself. Once you have committed you go along with it - or you go
back to the negotiating table and give
Kennard wants Congress to close
something more to
the 85 percent loophole.
the other parties to
make it happen the
way you would like.
transmissions, which they can keep until
With a tiny chunk of 700MHz spec2006 or until DTV penetration reaches trum netting the government $519
85 percent of the American market,
million recently and auctions in Britain
whichever is later. Kennard believes that raising $33 billion, and Germany $45
"later" actually might not be until 2025. billion, the phraseology sometimes used
So Kennard is accusing broadcasters
by officials is quite astonishing. The
of "spectrum squatting," calling the head of the FCC's wireless bureau rebusiness model of the next decade one cently told a Senate committee, "Towhere the slogan might be a Twix day we simply do not have enough
commercial, "Two for me, none for spectrum to give everyone all that they
you." Even if this is true - and there is want." Give? At these prices the beach certainly reason to believe that it is not front properties that spectrum repreentirely untrue - it was rather insulting sents are hardly suitable for the first to the industry in general. Congress could time buyers in wireless businesses.
certainly be described as creating the
But when you come to a spectrum
monster Kennard believes he is having to argument with the mindsetthatthe broadlive through. Congress has also created
casters
huge chunk of your oldest
his alter -ego dilemma in getting back customers - are sitting on a $70 billion
that spectrum. He needs, perhaps, to giveaway that you now think is not fair
direct his frustration to that branch of maybe you need to start thinking about
government instead of accusing the your replacement. You only become part
broadcasters first in a political approach. of the problem, Mr. Kennard, when you
To persuade broadcasters to get back on
think in terms of punishment rather than
the implementation track Kennard wants help. Many stations need that help to
Congress to close the 85 percent loophole, make this transition, sit down with them
require DTV capability on all new receiv- and work around it.
ers afterJanuary 2003, and require broadcasters to pay a fee for their analog Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
channels after Jan. 1, 2006. That "spec- based on the West Coast.
trum- squatters' fee" would escalate
Send questions and comments to:
yearly until "broadcasters completetheir
paul_mcgoldrick@intertec.com
transition to digital and return the analog
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UNIFRAME "': A Master of Intelligence
Videotek's new UNIFRAME'" Intelligent Modular System is your flexible
total -solution for all critical audio and video system requirements.
ith a choice of three distinct frame sizes, and

a

wide

assortment of digital and analog system modules,
the UNIFRAME offers unparalleled flexibility. Control
options include any combination of modular level, frame
front panel and remote.

With UNIFRAME system solutions now in place at leading
broadcast, mobile facilities, and post production houses,

discover how this intelligent design can work for you.
Let us build a system addressing your specific application

requirements for today and the future. Offering total

control, system flexibility, performance and quality,
UNIFRAME is as intelligent as you want it to be.

Find out how

a

UNIFRAME total solution can address your

specific applications. For more information, call one of our
sales engineers at 800 -800 -5719, or visit our web site at

- VIDEOTEL
A Zero Defects Company

www.videotek.com.
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Premium Quality, Intelligent Design, Total Value...That's Videotek.
243 Shoemaker Road, Pottstown, PA 19464

Toll Free: 800 -800 -5719

r

610 -327 -2292
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Fax: 610 -327 -9295

www.videotek.com

The more you need to take control,
the more you need an Integrator' router.
3

r
E

1

1

i

Taking control was never so easy.
Sure, the world is moving at break neck speed, and giving us little time to prepare for whatever's
around that next comer. But adding a Leitch Integrator'" to your operation will allow you to take
a breath.
This flexible, future -proofed addition to your infrastructure, combined with RouterWoexs -, the
most sophisticated software available on the market today, provides you with powerful control
and monitoring from anywhere. You'll be calling the shots in no time.

The economical Integrator router offers a full range of format support, effortlessly integrating
all digital and analog formats, including ASI and HDTV. Packed with invaluable features, the
Integrator's compact yet scalable design provides expandability from 32x32 to 512x512, making
it a solid investment no matter what the future holds.
.

Take control with the Integrator.

think video

Canada +1 (416) 445 9640 Europe +44 (0) 1483 591000 USA East +1 (800) 231 9673
USA West +1 (888) 843 7004 Latin America +1 (305) 591 0611
Australia +61 (2) 9939 3355
Japan +81 (3) 5423 3631 Hong Kong +852 2776 0628 Brazil +55 (11) 3151 5093
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